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A b stract

An easily-implemented serially-concatenated coding system is presented th a t can operate 

w ithout channel sta te  information (CSI) via a low-complexity phase estim ation technique 

integrated into the iterative decoding loop. The serially-concatenated code (SCC) is 

comprised of an outer binary code, separated by a bit interleaver from an inner differential 

m odulation code. W hen iteratively decoded according to  turbo  decoding principles, this 

coding system provides excellent near-capacity performance.

The phase estim ation technique utilizes the  inner decoder’s a posteriori probabilities 

(A PP) on the  transm itted  symbols to  form an iteratively-improving phase estim ate in 

each symbol interval, and is term ed A PP phase estimation. Use of the  differential in

ner code provides ro tational invariance to  symbol constellation phase slips, as well as 

interleaver gain due to being a  recursive code.

Coherent decoding, w ith perfect CSI, provides bit error ra te  (BER) performance 

0.6 dB from 8-PSK capacity for large interleaver sizes. Incorporation of A P P  phase 

estim ation in the iterative decoding process provides near-coherent results for a constant 

phase offset, w ithout the use of pilot symbols or a training sequence to  provide initial 

CSI; random  walk and linear phase models show only fractions of a dB perform ance loss, 

compared to  perfect CSI, with use of A PP phase estimation.

Similarly, tim ing estim ation is incorporated w ithin the  iterative decoding loop, and 

the  A PP symbol probabilities used to  generate iteratively-improving symbol estim ates 

for the classic G ardner tim ing error detector. This technique is term ed A P P  tim ing 

estim ation, and achieves near-coherent performance w ith both  a fixed tim ing offset of 

0.4T, where T  is the symbol transmission time, and a uniformly random  tim ing offset 

d istributed over [—T /2 ,T /2 ] ,

A short-cycle-free code-matched interleaver design is also presented th a t specifically 

eliminates minimum distance error events in this code. Use of a 6-cycle-free interleaver
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design lowers the error floor of this coding system by a factor of 50 compared to  random  

interleaving.

Both A P P  phase and tim ing estim ation were then combined in the  iterative decoding 

loop. Near-coherent performance results were achieved with a phase offset of 7r/16 radians 

and a G aussian-distributed tim ing offset.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

W ith the  advent of tu rbo  codes [1], [2] and iterative decoding of serially concatenated 

codes [3] (SCCs), the push for near-capacity performance of error control codes has 

become a reality. Use of these near-capacity codes w ith iterative decoding now allows 

receiver operation in very high noise/low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) environments.

This thesis approaches the construction of an SCC for higher order m odulations from a 

code design perspective. Use of an inner differential M -PSK m odulation code is shown to 

lead naturally  to  a decoder which functions w ithout any prior channel phase inform ation 

in the form of pilots or a training sequence, providing performance close to  th a t of a 

receiver w ith complete phase knowledge, i.e., coherent decoding, w ith several different 

phase models.

Some background on basic digital communications systems and the need for phase and 

tim ing synchronization between transm itter and receiver will be presented in C hapter 2. 

Error-control coding and Shannon’s capacity lim it are discussed in C hapter 3.

1.1 M o tiv a t io n

One of the  prim ary goals of the research presented in this thesis was to  design an error- 

control-coded system which would provide near-capacity performance along w ith m oder

ately high throughput with an easily-implemented code. These goals can be achieved by

1
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appropriate choice of an iteratively-decoded concatenated code, using higher-order m od

ulation, and easily-implemented component codes. An analysis of some of the  design 

param eters for a near-capacity code design with good error floor performance as well are 

presented in Chapter 6.

Near-capacity performance means the coded system will be operating a t very low 

SNR, compared to  an uncoded system. Additionally, the higher-order m odulation, while 

increasing throughput, makes the system more sensitive to  noise. Synchronization algo

rithm s which work well a t SNRs for which the uncoded system provides good performance 

face significant challenges when operating at the much lower SNRs where near-capacity- 

achieving codes can function. If tim ing and phase estim ation are performed before de

coding according to  the classic model of a communications system, they m ay not achieve 

synchronization; this lack of synchronization may then cause decoder failure also.

Incorporating tim ing and phase estim ation algorithms within the  iterative decoding 

loop allows knowledge of the code structure to  be utilized in the form of the  probabilistic 

inform ation (called soft information) available from the decoder. This soft inform ation 

can be used as soft symbol decisions for the estim ation algorithms, which then  can update  

the channel probabilities in the next iteration of decoding.

Some recent estim ation m ethods incorporate phase or tim ing estim ation either in 

the  decoder structure  or w ithin the iterative decoding loop. These m ethods, as well as 

the  m ethod presented in this thesis, term ed A P P  channel and tim ing estim ation  

because the  a posteriori probabilities in Equation 2.4 available from the A PP or M AP 

decoder are used to  form soft symbol estim ates used in the  channel and tim ing estim ation 

algorithm s, are presented in Chapters 9, 10 and 11.

1.2 T h e s is  C o n tr ib u tio n s

This thesis presents an error-control-coded communications system w ith phase and tim 

ing estim ation incorporated into the iterative decoding process. M any facets of a com

m unications system are explored: error-control code design, m odulation, bit m apping

2
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m atched to  maximize overall code performance, interleaver design m atched to  the com

ponent codes for good error floor performance, and bo th  phase estim ation and tim ing 

estim ation utilizing the inner decoder’s soft information output.

1.2.1 C od e D esig n

A serially-concatenated code design composed of simple, easily-implemented compo

nent codes which provides near-capacity performance results w ith a th roughput of 2 

b its/sym bol is presented and analyzed. An EXIT analysis approach [4], [5] is used to  

find m atched outer codes th a t work optim ally w ith the inner differential m odulation 

code. The (3,2,2) parity  check code is such a code, providing tu rbo  cliff results only 0.6 

dB away [6], [7] from the 8-PSK capacity a t a system rate  of 2 bits/sym bol [8], [9].

1 .2 .2  M o d u la tio n  and B it  M appin g

Differential 8-PSK m odulation is used as the inner code to provide higher th roughput, ro

tational invariance to  symbol constellation phase slips, which is advantageous for channel 

estim ation, and a good m atch to  the outer parity  code for near-capacity performance. 

The effect of b it m appings on error-floor performance is explored by examining m ini

mum distance error events for this code design, with the goal of maximizing overall code 

performance w ith respect to both  waterfall and error floor performance.

1.2 .3  In terleaver D esign

A code-m atched interleaver specifically designed to eliminate m inimum distance error 

events for the concatenated code is presented. The design is developed by viewing the 

co de/in ter leaver interface in factor graph representation. Minimum distance error events 

are shown as short-length cycles. An interleaver designed w ithout these specific types 

of short cycles significantly lowers the concatenated system ’s error floor, by nearly two 

orders of m agnitude.

3
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1.2 .4  A P P  P h a se  E stim ation

A phase estim ation technique th a t utilizes the a posteriori probabilities available from 

the  inner A P P  decoder to  generate soft symbol estim ates is presented. The soft symbol 

estim ates are not forced to  hard decisions, bu t instead can incorporate an existing phase 

offset. Instantaneous channel estim ates are calculated from the  soft symbol estim ates 

and received symbols, and then  filtered to  provide more stable channel estim ates. The 

channel estim ates incorporate the phase offset, and are used to  generate be tter channel 

probabilities for the next decoding iteration.

The inner differential A PP decoder relies on the ability of the A PP decoder for the 

differential inner m odulation code to provide useful soft information on the  inform ation 

or da ta  symbols w ithout any prior phase knowledge, even in the presence of signifi

cant time-varying channel phase offset, which is confirmed via EX IT analysis [4], [5]. 

Through iterations, decoding performance close to  the complete phase knowledge sce

nario is achieved w ith integrated A PP channel phase estimation.

This iteratively-improving phase estim ation technique has relatively low complexity 

compared w ith the A PP decoding operation. The phase estim ation is not directly in

corporated into the A PP decoding trellis, which would significantly expand the  trellis 

complexity, bu t is outside the decoder, yet w ithin the iterative decoding loop. Nei

ther external phase estim ation, such as a training sequence preamble or non-data-aided 

(NDA) phase estim ation, nor differential dem odulation are needed to  begin the decoding 

and estim ation process.

Performance for this concatenated coding system with incorporated A PP phase es

tim ation  is presented for three different phase models: a constant phase offset, a  Gaus

sian random  walk time-varying phase, and a constant frequency offset/linearly-increasing 

phase offset. The constant phase offset model shows performance equivalent to  perfect 

phase synchronization w ith phase offsets <  7 r / 1 6  rads; performance degrades as the  offset 

approaches n / 8  rads. The random  walk and linear phase offset show fractions of a  dB 

loss in waterfall performance, with error floor performance equivalent to  th a t w ith perfect

4
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tim ing, except for higher linear phase offset which exhibits a slightly raised error floor.

1.2 .5  A P P  T im in g  E stim ation

In a similar manner, tim ing estim ation is incorporated into the iterative decoding loop. 

The same m ethod of obtaining soft symbol estim ates from the inner A PP decoder used in 

A PP channel estim ation is used here, and thus term ed A PP tim ing estim ation. A classic 

decision-directed tim ing estim ation algorithm  is used, with the soft symbol estim ates 

used in place of hard  symbol decisions.

1 .2 .6  C om b in ed  A P P  P h a se  and T im in g  E stim a tio n

Both A P P  phase and tim ing estim ation are incorporated within the iterative decoding 

loop, utilizing the soft symbol estim ates obtained from the A PP probabilities of the  inner 

differential 8-PSK decoder. In th is way, both synchronization and decoding are combined 

into one integrated block, each enhancing the performance of the  other section.

1.3  T h e s is  O u tlin e

The thesis is organized in the following manner. F irst, a brief in troduction to  communi

cations systems is presented in Chapter 2 as foundational m aterial. C hapter 3 discusses 

basics of error-control coding and channel capacity. Capacity-approaching iteratively- 

decoded codes such as tu rbo  codes are described in Chapter 4. C hapter 5 describes the 

serially concatenated binary error control code/differential 8-PSK system presented in 

th is thesis, examining the encoder, sim ulated channel, and decoder. Analysis techniques 

used to  improve the system are discussed in C hapter 6; distance spectrum  analysis in 

Section 6.1 allows improvement of the error floor through a new m apping, while EX IT 

analysis in Section 6.2 predicts tu rbo  cliff behavior and completes the error analysis. 

Performance results for several 8-PSK mappings, interleaver sizes and two different outer 

ra te  2 /3  binary codes are presented for the differentially-encoded turbo-coded modula-

5
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tion  system  in C hapter 7. A code-matched interleaver design to  further improve the 

system ’s error floor is developed in Chapter 8. This interleaver specifically eliminates 

low-weight error events in the system by viewing them  as short cycles and avoiding these 

short cycles in the interleaver design process.

C hapter 9 presents a m ethod of obtaining channel estim ates from the  inner A PP 

decoder when decoding w ithout CSI, term ed A P P  channel estim ation. Simulation 

results for several phase models are also presented. Timing estim ation is considered in 

C hapter 10, and A P P  tim ing estim ation  is presented. In a similar m anner to  A PP 

channel estim ation, A PP tim ing estim ation utilizes the A PP probabilities available from 

the  inner A PP decoder for estim ation purposes, generating a new tim ing estim ation with 

each decoding iteration. Simulation results for A PP tim ing estim ation are presented for 

a constant tim ing offset. Finally, in C hapter 11, bo th  A PP phase and tim ing estim ation 

are integrated into the iterative decoding loop, to  form a combined decoder/synchronizer. 

Conclusions are discussed in C hapter 12.

6
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Chapter 2

D igital Com m unications System s

2.1 A  B a s ic  C o m m u n ica tio n s  S y s te m

A basic digital communications system consists of a transm itter, a receiver and the 

channel, which is the environment existing between transm itter and receiver. D igital 

d a ta  u are input to  the transm itter, converted to  a form better suited to  transm ission 

(discussed in Section 2.2), and sent across the channel to  the receiver. The receiver then  

makes a decision on w hat the original digital d a ta  u were, and ou tputs the  decision as 

u. A block diagram  of the basic communications system is shown in Figure 2.1. Many 

details are hidden within the transm itter and receiver blocks, and not shown in this basic 

communications system view, but are considered in the following sections.

Transm itter
1 '

----- Channel 1----------► Receiver

L  1

Figure 2.1: A basic digital communications system.

Two examples of communications systems are a desktop com puter sending a  file to  a 

printer, and a cell phone sending a conversation to  the nearest base station. The com

p u ter/p rin te r system is a wired communication system; the d a ta  travels from com puter

7
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to  printer via a  cable. The cell phone/base station  system is a wireless comm unication 

system, where the cell phone d a ta  is transm itted  from the phone antenna through the 

air to wherever the  closest base station  is located. The cell phone/base sta tion  channel 

sees d a ta  signal loss due to  a ttenuation of the transm itted  signal as it travels through 

the  air, and possible scattering losses from obstacles such as trees, buildings, cars, hills 

or even rain in the  path  of the signal, as well as interference from other cell-phone users 

in the area. The com puter/prin ter channel sees loss due to  a ttenuation  in the  cable and 

loss a t the  connectors; this loss can also be significant. Channels can vary significantly 

in the am ount of signal loss incurred by the channel, depending on the  system.

The properties of the channel are described in probabilistic terms; a channel model 

very commonly used is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, which quite 

accurately models therm al noise a t the receiver as a zero-mean Gaussian process added to 

the  transm itted  data. “W hite” refers to  the  noise samples having a flat frequency spec

trum  over the bandw idth of interest, which is the signal bandwidth. Channel im pairm ent 

is described in this thesis as no ise .

If the  transm itter sends d a ta  x  across an AWGN channel, the receiver obtains

y  =  x  +  n, n  : A f  : (0, a 2n = N 0/2)  (2.1)

due to AWGN with noise variance = N q/2  per dimension and =  0 if i ^  j .

No channel fading or intersymbol interference (ISI) are considered here.

2.2  D a ta  M o d u la tio n

Binary d a ta  typically are in the form of ones and zeros. The binary d a ta  may be sent 

directly, where each transm itted  bit x  €  [0,1]; this is known as on-off keying (OOK) 

or am plitude-shift keying (ASK). However, this m ethod is not very practical for packet 

messaging systems, where the receiver may not know when a  packet will be arriving; in 

th a t case, the  receiver cannot tell the difference between an all-zeros codeword (AZCW)

8
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or no packet reception, as both  cases consist only of noise without any signal m agnitude.

A be tte r binary m odulation choice for packet messaging is to  send a; €  [—1,1], w ith a 

0 bit m apping to  -1 (for example). This is term ed antipodal signalling or binary phase- 

shift keying (BPSK). Phase-shift keying refers to  the fact th a t the d a ta  is contained in 

the  signal phase, so th a t 0° phase means a 1 and 180° phase means -1. The receiver 

can more easily differentiate a received noisy y  =  x  +  n  from receiving simply noise. 

Additionally, because the two symbols are further apart, by a distance 2 in BPSK rather 

th an  1 for OOK, the receiver can detect whether a 1 or -1 was sent in the  presence of 

greater noise th an  for OOK. B etter performance in noise is achieved at the cost of higher 

signal energy expenditure.

These binary signalling schemes convey one bit of information per transm itted  symbol. 

However, in these days of massive information transfer, high throughput, or the  am ount of 

d a ta  transm itted  per time, is very im portant. M odulation schemes have been developed 

which increase the throughput above one bit per symbol. In other words, each symbol 

contains more than  one bit.

M -ary phase shift keying (M-PSK) is a m odulation scheme th a t converts log2(M ) 

b its into one of M  possible symbols, for a throughput of log2(M ) bits/sym bol. The 

inform ation is again contained in the phase, w ith all symbols having equal m agnitude and 

being equally spaced points on a circle. The M  possible symbols of M -PSK m odulation 

are denoted by a; €  exp(j27rm /M ), Vm =  0 , . . . ,  M  — 1, where j  =  y ^ T .

An 8-PSK constellation is shown in Figure 2.2. Each signal point is an angular 

distance n / 4  =  45° apart, and is represented by three d a ta  bits. The decimal equivalent 

of the three bits gives the symbol label. N atural m apping of the bits, which m aps the 

three-bit combinations in a consecutive, numerically-increasing m anner counter-clockwise 

from 0° to  315°, is used in the figure.

9
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Figure 2.2: 8-PSK symbol constellation with natu ral bit mapping.

2 .3  C arrier F req u en cy  an d  P u lse -S h a p in g

The d a ta  symbols m ust be transm itted  to  the receiver in some fashion, either along wires 

or through the air. The symbols are used to m odulate a periodic waveform which can 

propagate down the  wires or from a transm itting  antenna through the air to  a  receiving 

antenna. Because this waveform carries the m odulated da ta  symbols, it is known as a 

carrier wave. Typically the carrier wave will be a radio-frequency (RF) sinusoid; high 

frequency reduces the required antenna size for a A/2 antenna to  a reasonable size.

Viewing the d a ta  symbols as either an impulse or rectangular pulse which modifies the 

carrier wave a t intervals of the symbol tim ing T  is not practical, because bo th  impulses 

and rectangular pulses in the tim e domain have infinite extent in the  frequency domain, 

or infinite bandw idth. This topic is discussed further in C hapter 10. The pulse tra in  

formed by the transm itted  symbols should be bandlimited. Thus the  symbols need to  

be first multiplied by a pulse p(t),  or equivalently filtered through a pulse-shaping filter 

P ( lo). Then the symbol pulses are m ultiplied by the carrier wave of frequency f c. This 

is known as upconversion because f c 1 /T , where 1 /T  is the symbol transm ission rate. 

The symbol pulse bandw idth W  should be w ithin 1 /T  and thus is much less th an  the 

carrier frequency f c.

The pulse-shaped symbols, before m ultiplying with the carrier, have frequency re

sponse only w ithin W  > f  > —W ,  and is known as a baseband signal. All operations 

prior to  m odulation with the carrier wave occur a t baseband frequencies. The carrier- 

m odulated signal s(t) is known as a bandpass signal, because its frequency response is

10
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zero outside of the range f c + W  > f  > f c — W  and —f c + W  > f  > —f c — W .  Various 

pulse shapes are discussed in Chapter 10.

2 .4  R ec e iv er

The end function of the receiver in a digital communications system is to  generate an 

estim ate u of the original digital d a ta  u. To do this, the receiver m ust undo the operations 

which the transm itter performed on the d a ta  in order to  be able to  send the d a ta  across 

the  channel and for the receiver to  obtain the data. The following elements of a digital 

communications receiver are presented in a typical order; however, these operations m ay 

be performed in different order depending on the specific system.

First, the receiver moves the received signal r(t)  from bandpass frequencies down to 

baseband by multiplying it w ith a replica of the carrier wave at f c. This m ultiplication 

of a sinusoid with itself generates a baseband copy of the signal as well as duplicates 

centered a t ± 2 f c. A low-pass filter removes these duplicates.

Filtering this signal through a pulse-matched filter whose frequency response is P(u>) 

bo th  low-pass filters the carrier-m ultiplied received signal and correlates the  pulse pit)  

w ith  itself. This correlation is maximized (assuming correct tim ing) when a transm itted  

symbol is actually present; if only Gaussian noise is present, the outpu t of the  m atched 

filter will be simply zero-mean noise. The pulse-matched filter is followed by a sampler, 

which takes discrete samples of the filtered signal spaced at intervals of T  (or less, for 

applications which require oversampling). If the receiver clock is synchronized w ith the 

transm itter clock, so th a t the receiver samples each pulse at the peak of the  pulse, the 

symbol samples will have maximum magnitude.

The receiver then  m ust estim ate w hat the original information sequence u was, given 

these discrete samples. This process is known as symbol detection  or dem odulation. 

We assume the  peak symbol samples are used for demodulation.

11
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2 .5  D e te c t io n /D e m o d u la t io n

In dem odulation, the receiver chooses the most likely d a ta  symbols x  sent to  it, based 

on the received samples y  and knowledge of the symbol alphabet X .  If the  effect of 

the channel is known or can be estim ated, then the channel probabilities p (y |x )  can be 

determined. For the  AWGN channel w ith zero-mean Gaussian noise of variance a% — 

N q/2  per dimension, the channel probabilities are found as

e - \ y - x \ 2/ N0
p (y |x ) = P n ( y - x )  =  — ^ = — • (2.2)

M aximum likelihood (ML) decoding chooses the most likely sequence x  according to 

the  ML decision

x  =  a rg m ax p (y |x ), (2-3)
X

where p (y |x )  is the conditional probability of the received sequence y  given the  tran s

m itted  sequence x. ML decoding optimizes the  sequence probability.

M aximum a posteriori  (MAP) decoding chooses the  most likely bits or symbols Xk 

according to  the M AP criterion

x k =  arg max.p(xk\y),  (2.4)
Xk

where p{xk |y ) is the a posteriori conditional probability of symbol Xk given the  received 

sequence y . M AP decoding optimizes the bit or symbol probability, rather th an  the 

sequence probability. As shown below, if the symbols have equal probability, M AP 

decoding reduces to ML decoding. W ithout a m ethod of providing a priori  inform ation 

on the bit or symbol probabilities, such as in iterative decoding (discussed further in 

Chapter 4), M AP decoding provides the same results as ML decoding, w ith increased 

decoding complexity.

Using Bayes’ theorem  th a t p ( x , y ) =  p{x\y)p(y),  and the fact th a t p(y)  is constant

12
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for all x  and thus has no effect on the maximization,

x k = arg maxp(y\xk)p(xk)  ■ (2.5)
Xk

If p(xk)  is assumed equally likely for all Xk, then  it too has no effect on the  m aximization, 

and the M AP decision becomes

x k =  a rgm axp(y |:rfc). (2.6)
Xk

Assuming independence between symbols x  and also between noisy received symbols y,

we note th a t  only yk depends on Xk and so p (y |x ) =  Y[kP(Vk\x k)- Thus M AP decoding

with equal probabilities p(xk)  becomes

x  =  TT arg maxp(yk\xk) ,  (2.7)
X, Xkk

reducing to  the maximum likelihood (ML) decision of Equation 2.3.

Assuming no error-control coding, and equally-likely symbols x,  ML detection im

plements Equation 2.3 by choosing the estim ated symbol sequence x  which maximizes 

Equation 2.2, either on a symbol-by-symbol basis if there is no coding, comparing each 

possible value of x,  or by use of an ML decoding algorithm  such as the Viterbi decod

ing algorithm  [10]. Then the estim ated information sequence u  is found, knowing the 

mapping of bits u used for each symbol x.

The use of error-control coding to improve system performance is discussed in C hapter 

3. If error-control coding or error-correcting coding (ECC) is used, then  knowledge of 

th e  code structure  is used in the im plem entation of the decoding algorithm .

13
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2 .6  S y n ch ro n iza tio n

Analysis of communications systems, and of error-control coding techniques, often as

sumes synchronization between the transm itter and receiver. Synchronization typically 

has two phases, acquisition and tracking. Acquisition is more difficult than  tracking, as it 

requires the acquisition of an unknown param eter. Acquisition m ay be achieved in a set

up period before the actual d a ta  is transm itted , through use of a known pream ble of data. 

Tracking assumes th a t initial acquisition of the unknown param eter has been achieved, 

bu t th a t param eter is slowly time-varying, so continuous estim ation of the changing pa

ram eter is required to  m aintain synchronization. The use of known pilot symbols spaced 

at intervals throughout the d a ta  can aid in tracking the unknown param eter.

There are three im portan t types of synchronization in digital comm unications sys

tems:

1. Carrier Synchronization or Phase Synchronization;

2. Tim ing or Symbol Synchronization; 

and

3. Frame Synchronization.

For packet transmission, where the receiver does not know when a packet is going to 

arrive, synchronization is done in reverse order, as

1. Frame Synchronization;

2. Tim ing or Symbol Synchronization;

3. Carrier Synchronization or Phase Synchronization.

The receiver m ust first decide whether a packet has arrived, which involves synchroniz

ing with the  received frame. Usually this achieves synchronization to  w ithin one symbol 

interval, and finer estim ation of the tim ing is then achieved through tim ing synchroniza

tion.

14
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2.6 .1  C arrier or P h a se  Syn ch ron ization

T he carrier wave generated at the receiver should be synchronized w ith the  tran sm itte r 

carrier wave; bo th  should be a t the same frequency f c and m atched in tim e. A frequency 

offset A /  between transm itter and receiver carrier waves generates a linearly tim e-varying 

phase offset A  (p(t) =  A f t .  A tim e offset A t  between the peaks of transm itter and receiver 

sinusoids results in a constant phase offset Aip — f cAt .

In practice, the voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) generating the carrier frequency 

will suffer some drift in carrier frequency, so th a t bo th  transm itter and receiver may 

generate carrier waves with different offsets from the carrier frequencies.

Various carrier and phase estim ation algorithms exist to adjust the receiver carrier 

frequency to  m atch th a t of the transm itter, and to  compensate for any existing phase 

offset. Phase estim ation is discussed further in Chapter 9.

2 .6 .2  T im in g  or S ym b ol S yn ch ron ization

Timing synchronization between transm itter and receiver refers to  the  synchronization 

of the sampling tim e a t the receiver w ith the peak pulse tim ing a t the transm itter. Both 

transm itter and receiver have a clock supplying their timing. Even if bo th  clocks run  at 

the  same frequency, so both  are sampling at the symbol tim ing T , there m ay be a tim ing 

offset between transm itter and receiver clocks, so th a t at transm itter tim e T,  the  receiver 

has tim e T  + r .

If the receiver sampling tim e is offset from the transm itter pulse or symbol tim ing, 

the  receiver samples will be taken when the pulse m agnitude is not a t a maximum. 

Worse, because the pulses are typically not tim e-lim ited to their own symbol period 

(discussed further in Chapter 10), other pulses will interfere with the pulse of interest. 

This interference is known as in te rsy m b o l in te r fe re n c e  or ISI, and can be quite severe, 

depending on the tim ing offset. Estim ation of the tim ing offset, and correcting for the 

tim ing offset in existing samples, is discussed in C hapter 10.

This thesis considers a possible tim ing offset r  between transm itter and receiver. The
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clocks m ay also be offset in frequency, resulting in a time-varying r ,  and the  possibility 

of some symbols not being sampled at all. This asynchronicity between tran sm itte r and 

receiver clocks is not considered in this thesis. The tim ing offset r  is considered to  be 

constant over a frame or packet.

2.6 .3  Fram e S yn ch ron ization

D ata  in communications systems is often sent in frames or packets of specific size. If 

the  receiver knows w hat size packet to expect, bu t not when, it m ust decide a t w hat 

point the  frame begins and ends. Otherwise, the receiver will dem odulate some noise as 

symbols a t the beginning of the frame and miss detecting other symbols a t the  end of 

the  frame, or vice versa.

Frame synchronization becomes critical in applications where the entire packet of 

d a ta  m ust be received in order to  be useful. One of these applications is when error- 

control coding is used at the transm itter, w ith block codes. These codes are a specific 

size and are decoded based on knowledge of either all the possible codewords or of the 

code structure. Block codes and error-control codes in general are discussed further in 

C hapter 3.

This thesis does not incorporate frame synchronization into the iterative decoding 

loop. However, frame synchronization affects the  quality of initial tim ing synchronization 

and sampling available to  the iterative decoder. Frame synchronization is considered in 

greater detail in Section 11.4, where the effect of the initial tim ing offset distribution is 

examined.

2 .7  D ig ita l C o m m u n ica tio n s  S y s te m  w ith  S y n ch ro 

n iza tio n

Typically, a digital communications system incorporates synchronization before dem od

ulation, or before decoding if an error-control code was used at the  transm itter. Tim ing

16
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and phase estim ation may be combined or separate, depending on the application and 

estim ation algorithm s used.

A block diagram  of a typical communications system including the blocks discussed 

above is shown in Figure 2.3, with phase and tim ing synchronization incorporated as 

a single synchronization block labeled ‘Sync’. Frame synchronization is not shown in 

the  block diagram. Error-control coding, discussed in Chapter 3, is included, w ith an 

encoder a t the transm itter and the corresponding decoder a t the receiver. A decoder 

typically implements either ML or M AP decoding, or a sub-optimal version thereof, bu t 

incorporates knowledge of the code structure instead of simple dem odulation based on 

the  channel noise probabilities.

(AWGN)
NoiseM apping/Pulse 

"Modulation ~ Channel

Sample

M atched
Filter

-► CLK

C L K V CO
VCO

Decoder

Figure 2.3: Digital communications system, including synchronization and error-control 
coding and decoding.

2 .8  S y s te m  P erfo rm a n ce

A common m easure of a communications system ’s performance is its bit error ra te  (BER). 

The average bit error ra te  is usually based on the original binary d a ta  u and can be 

m easured as i? [ B E R ] = ^ £ ^  | — Ui\/(k * N )  for k  information bits per frame and N  

to ta l frames transm itted .
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The BER depends upon the  channel model; for an AWGN channel, specifying the 

noise power No or variance No/2  per dimension characterizes the channel. Typical system 

performance plots display BER vs signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR has different 

definitions, bu t the m ost common ones in use for communications systems are in term s 

of signal energy per b it Eb or signal energy per symbol E s:

For equal-energy symbol constellations such as M -PSK  m odulation, E s can be normalized 

to  1 w ithout loss of generality. The energy per bit Eb is found from the energy per symbol 

E s as

where R  is the system rate  in term s of input bits per symbol. For 8-PSK m odulation, 

R  = 3 bits/sym bol. For error-control coding, where extra bits are added w ith the coding 

to  provide redundancy, the ra te  R  can be less th an  1 when BPSK m odulation is used; 

for example, a ra te  1 /2 code produces 2 output bits for every input bit.

The purpose of defining SNR in term s of Eb rather than  E s is to  incorporate the 

effect of system  rate  R, into the performance. If equal-energy m odulations such as QPSK 

and 8-PSK are compared directly using E s/No,  they bo th  have the same symbol energy 

E s bu t different bit energies Eb due to  differing rates. Using Equation 2.8 for Eb/No 

instead of E s/No  as the SNR definition to  compare performance for bo th  m odulations 

ensures th a t  for a given SNR, both  have the same bit energy. Comparison on the basis 

of SN R=Fb/A o seems a fairer measure of performance th an  SNR=I£s/iVo, as it accounts 

for the relative energy loss for lower-rate codes.

System error-rate performance in this thesis is presented in term s of BER vs SNR, 

w ith SNR defined according to  Equation 2.8 in term s of Eb/No-

SNR =  101og10 in dB (2 .8)

Eb — E s/ R , (2.9)
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Chapter 3 

Error Control Coding and the D rive  

Towards Capacity

3 .1  In tr o d u c tio n

The field of error-control coding developed as a m ethod to extract reliable d a ta  from 

an unreliable, noisy received signal. The receiver chooses the m ost likely d a ta  symbol 

or sequence sent to  it, based on the received signal. However, if the received signal is 

im paired w ith too much noise, significant errors will result from the  receiver choosing 

many incorrect bits in the d a ta  sequence.

One obvious response to  the noise problem is simply to  increase the transm itted  signal 

strength, thus increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) enough for the receiver to  make 

reliable decisions on the d a ta  sent. Increasing transm itter power is often not practical, 

for example, in deep-space communications.

Instead, the  philosophy of error-control coding is to  improve the receiver’s ability to 

choose the  correct d a ta  even in the presence of significant noise, th a t is, a t low SNR. Error 

control coding achieves this by encoding the original digital d a ta  sequence, often term ed 

the  inform ation sequence. The encoded sequence is transm itted  and the  channel adds 

some form of noise. At the receiver, the noisy encoded sequence is decoded, usually by
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ML or M AP decoding, incorporating knowledge of the encoder or codewords.

The encoding process produces an encoded sequence or codeword x  which typically 

has extra b its added to the information sequence u and thus is longer th an  u. These ex tra  

bits, known as p a r i ty  b its , depend in some way on the information bits and thus provide 

redundancy th a t can be used to  advantage when transm itted  over a  noisy channel.

A simple example is the repetition code, which repeats the inform ation bits u a fixed 

num ber of times. The (3,1) repetition code has codeword length 3 and inform ation 

sequence length 1. Any long information sequence to  be encoded is considered one bit 

a t a tim e, and each individual bit is repeated three times before moving to  the next 

inform ation bit. W ithout encoding, if a single received inform ation bit is noisy enough 

to  be decoded incorrectly, th a t bit will be in error. However, the  (3,1) repetition  code 

m ust receive two bits of each three-bit codeword in error for the codeword to  be decoded 

correctly. If only one bit is in error, the decoder will correct it.

This is shown in the following example: Suppose the codeword 000 is transm itted , 

bu t 100 is received. The (3,1) repetition code only has two possible codewords, 000 and 

111, and 100 is not one of those codewords. The decoder will choose 000 as the  most 

likely codeword because only one bit error is required, compared w ith 111 which requires 

two bit errors. Two bit errors are less likely to  occur than  one bit error. In other words, 

p ( x  = =  100) >  p ( x  = 111|y =  100) and assum ingp(x  =  0) =  p(x  =  1) =  1/2, ML

decoding chooses x  =  000 as the m ost likely codeword. Thus the  decoder will correct a 

codeword with one bit error, and only make an error if two bit errors occur.

The ex tra  redundancy supplied by an error control code increases the  probability of 

decoding the information sequence of bits correctly. The decoder provides an estim ate 

or decision of the  most likely information sequence corresponding to  the m ost likely 

codewords, based on the received noisy sequence and the decoder’s knowledge of the 

code and of the channel noise properties.

Error-control coding lowers the decoded error ra te  a t the receiver. This lowered 

error ra te  is achieved at the  cost of greater decoding complexity. The tradeoff in error-
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control coding is reduced transmission power for increased decoder complexity. D igital 

communications applications today typically dem and very powerful error control coding 

and decoding algorithm s to  achieve nearly error-free performance, and the extremely high 

density and low cost of silicon technology has made their im plem entation possible.

3 .2  C a p a c ity

There is a fundam ental limit to  the ra te  a t which information can be reliably transm itted  

over a channel, known as the capacity of the  channel. The theory of this lim it was 

developed in 1948 by Shannon [11] in his famous Capacity Equation:

C  = W \ o g 2 (l  + S / N )  [bits/s]. (3.1)

C  is the capacity, or maximum rate  in b its/s, below which there exists a  system with 

bandw idth W  and signal-to-noise power ratio S / N  can transm it w ith arb itrarily  low bit 

error ra te  over an AWGN channel. Transm itting at a ra te  above capacity results in an 

irreducible bit error rate.

Shannon’s capacity theorem  proved th a t for transmission a t a ra te  below capacity, 

there exists a code which could be decoded with arbitrarily  low error probability, i.e., 

always decoded correctly. Shannon’s proof did not, however, describe such a code.

Capacity may be expressed either in term s of rate  or, for a given rate, the  SNR th a t 

is the minimum SNR a t which near-zero bit error ra te  is possible, according to  Equation

3.1. As Equation 3.1 is dependent on the system bandw idth W ,  a quantity  th a t  varies 

depending on application bu t is independent of code choice, Shannon’s capacity theorem  

m ay be converted into a bandwidth-independent version [12] with units of b its/dim ension 

or bits/sym bol:

Cd =  ^  log2 ^1 +  [bits/symbol], (3.2)

where R  is the overall system or code ra te  in bits/sym bol. Both Equation 3.1 and 3.2
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assume a  real-valued infinite symbol alphabet with Gaussian distribution is used for a 

signalling scheme, which provides the best results, in term s of highest achievable rate  

or minimum required SNR. In practice, an infinite symbol alphabet is not currently 

possible, and a feasible signalling scheme is constrained to a finite constellation, such as 

BPSK, QPSK, 8-PSK, 256-QAM, etc. A constrained symbol constellation reduces the 

achievable capacity. A capacity formulation for discrete symbol constellations over the 

AWGN channel evaluates capacity a t the M  constellation points or symbols in [9] as

1 M—1

C* =  H{a) -  H (a \y ) -  log 2(M)
k=0

M—1

log2 ^ 2  exp 1 “
| a/; +  n  — cij|2 — |n |2

• n  '  2 C 7 "2 = 0

(3.3)

where E[a] is the  expectation of a, and assuming M  equiprobable symbols a*,, Vfc =  

0 , . . . ,  M  — 1. The AWGN channel adds zero-mean Gaussian noise n  of variance a 2, 

and the  received noisy symbol constellation is y =  a +  n. Entropy H ( a ) is defined as 

Y l l io* ^°9 2 {o,k)y{ak)■ Equation 3.3 is used later in Section 3.7 to  evaluate capacity for a 

BSPK constellation (where M = 2 and a =  [—1,1]) over the AWGN channel.

The history of error control coding, developed after Shannon’s initial work, has been 

a search for codes which can perform up to capacity, to the very limits of what is possible 

in information theory. W ith the introduction of iteratively decoded codes such as Turbo 

codes [1], [2], serially concatenated convolutional codes [3] and low-density parity-check 

codes (LDPCs) [13], [14], [15], the goal of capacity-approaching codes has finally become 

a reality, some 50 years after Hamming codes [16], [17] initiated error control coding 

design.

3 .3  H a m m in g  co d es

Richard Ham ming developed the (7,4) Hamming code [16] in 1949, a simple error- 

correcting code th a t can correct a single error and detect two errors. Marcel Golay 

generalized the (7,4) Hamming code to  an entire family of Hamming codes [17] w ith the 

same error-correcting properties, and also developed the two perfect Golay codes.
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These codes are b lo ck  codes; they encode a block of information bits of fixed length 

k  to  produce a codeword of fixed length N ; such codes are denoted as (N , k ) codes. The 

repetition code examined earlier is also a block code.

Hamming and Golay codes are also multiple parity-check codes. Each ex tra  coded 

b it is composed of a modulo 2 sum of various combinations of the inform ation bits, and 

is called a parity bit. The equation th a t describes which inform ation bits are added 

to  produce each parity  bit is known as a parity-check equation. These equations are 

combined into a parity-check m atrix H, where each row h.; of the  m atrix  H  is one 

parity-check equation, and each column fy refers to  one codeword bit; a one in position 

hij indicates th a t codeword bit j  is involved in the parity-check sum of parity-check 

equation i. Any codeword x  satisfies all the parity-check equations of H, th a t is, H x =  0 

w ith m odulo 2 addition.

The original (7,4) Hamming code had the following parity-check m atrix

H

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

0 1 1 0  0 1 1  

1 0  1 0  1 0  1

In this code, the parity  bits are bits 1, 2 and 4, while the information bits are bits 3, 5, 

6 and 7. W ith  4 information bits, the (7,4) Hamming code has 24=16 codewords.

The inform ation bits u are converted to  an encoded sequence x  by m ultiplication 

w ith a generator m atrix  G as x T =  uTG. The generator m atrix  G is found from H  by 

converting H into system atic form, so th a t the last N  — k columns of H sys, the  parity  

portion, form the identity m atrix  I. The information portion of H sys is term ed A, and 

H sys — [A|I]. Then G is found as G =  [I|AT],

Note th a t  the parity-check m atrix  H for the original (7,4) Hamming code is not 

system atic. Its system atic parity-check m atrix  H sys is found quickly by moving columns 

1, 2 and 4 to  columns 7, 6 and 5. Moving columns corresponds to  exchanging inform ation 

and parity  bits. Thus the  parity  bits of the original (7,4) Hamming code are b its 1, 2
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and 4, and the parity bits of the systematic form of the (7,4) Hamming code are bits 5, 

6 and 7.

The original (7,4) Hamming code was decoded via syndrom e decoding, which pro

ceeds as follows. F irst, given the received noisy codeword symbols y, a hard  decision is 

made for the estim ate of the codeword x. A hard  decision consists of choosing a sym

bol Xi which is closest to t/;, th a t is, find Xi which maximizes the probability p(y%\xi). 

W hen binary-phase-shift-keying (BPSK) m odulation is used, meaning th a t  the  transm it

ted  symbols are either 1 or -1, a hard  decision on y  consists of taking the  sign of each 

received symbol, so Xi = sign(yj).

The syndrom e is then  found by m ultiplying Hx. If x  is a valid codeword, the 

syndrome will equal 0. If noise is such th a t x  is not a (7,4) Ham ming codeword, then  

one or more of the parity-check equations will sum to one, indicating an error.

A fascinating feature of syndrome decoding of the Hamming code is th a t  if there is 

only one error, the value of the syndrome tells where the error is. For example, if the

(7,4) Hamming codeword 0110011 is sent bu t the channel corrupts it to  0110111, there 

is an error in the fifth b it position. M ultiplying H x, using modulo 2 operations, gives 

101 instead of 000, indicating an error, and the syndrome value shows th a t  error to  be 

in position 101 - the  fifth bit position!

Hamming codes are further described by their Ham m ing distance du,  which is 

the  number of binary digits which differ between any two codewords. The m inim um  

H am m ing distance dm-m is the minimum digit difference obtained when considering all 

possible two-codeword combinations of the code. Since these codes are linear, the sum of 

any two codewords modulo 2 is also a codeword. Thus the minimum Ham ming distance 

m ay be found by considering the H am m ing weight of each codeword, which is the 

sum  of ones in each codeword. The minimum Hamming distance will be the  minimum 

Hamming weight because the Hamming weight is the distance of each codeword from the 

all-zeros codeword (AZCW).

The m inimum Hamming distance, often shortened to m inim um  d istance is an
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im portan t feature of an error-control code. A linear block code can detect dmin — 1 errors 

and correct [(dmin — l ) /2 j  errors. In general, the larger the  cLin of a code, the b e tte r its 

performance because of its stronger error-correcting capability.

Hamming codes are typically described as (N ,k ,3) Hamming codes as all Hamming 

codes can be shown to have dm-m~3.  The extended Hamming codes, which have one 

ex tra  parity  bit composed of summing all the inform ation bits together m odulo 2, have 

dmin=4, and slightly better performance. The (23,12) Golay code has dm;n=7.

3 .4  C o d e  P er fo rm a n ce

A typical BER vs SNR plot is shown in Figure 3.1, which shows the B ER  performance 

of the (7,4,3) Hamming code and the (8,4,4) extended Hamming code com pared with 

uncoded BPSK transmission. Both codes use maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding, dis

cussed later, instead of hard decision syndrome decoding. BPSK transm ission of the 

codewords is used over an AWGN channel. BPSK capacity for a ra te  1 /2  code over the 

AWGN channel is shown at 0.19 dB. This capacity limit is the best performance possible 

for any ra te  1/2 code using BPSK m odulation with an AWGN channel.

Hamming Code Perform ance: AWGN channel, BPSK

a>ajtr
g
LLJ

COIIor
LUm

  Uncoded BPSK
•••• (7,4) Hamming Code 

■ * -  (8,4) Extended Hamming Code 
-  - BPSK Rate 0.5 AWGN Capacity

SNR=10log10(Eb/N0)

Figure 3.1: SNR vs BER Performance of (7,4) Hamming and (8,4) Extended Ham ming 
Codes
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Coding gain is the improvement in SNR gained by using a code instead of using 

uncoded transmission, for the same m odulation and channel. From Figure 3.1, the  per

formance of the (7,4) Hamming code at a BER of 10~5 occurs a t SNR 7.6 dB. The (8,4) 

extended Hamming code performs slightly better, w ith a BER of 10~5 a t SNR 7.3 dB. 

Uncoded BPSK m odulation has a BER of 10~5 at SNR 9.6 dB. The (7,4) Ham ming code 

has a coding gain of 2 dB and the (8,4) extended Hamming code a  coding gain of 2.3 

dB. This results in a reduction of transm itter power required to  achieve the  specified 

BER by a factor of 1.7 for the (8,4) Hamming code compared w ith uncoded BPSK. The

(8,4) extended Hamming code performance is still 7.1 dB from BPSK capacity. The 50 

years following the development of Hamming codes have seen a slow bu t steady push in 

performance towards the capacity limit. Only the last 10 years, however, have seen the 

final jum p towards tru ly  capacity-approaching codes with the development of large iter

atively decoded codes such as Turbo codes, which are described in the  following C hapter

4. Before introducing these iteratively decoded codes, a few earlier types of error-control 

codes relevent to  this thesis are discussed.

3.5  C o n v o lu tio n a l C o d es

Convolutional codes [18] were introduced by Peter Elias in 1955. Unlike block codes 

which have fixed length and codewords, convolutional codes produce an ongoing stream  

of encoded bits given a continuous stream  of information bits. The code generator may 

be viewed as a discrete digital filter with a finite number of unity-valued delay taps 

producing modulo two outputs, which are the encoded parity bits. A lternately, the  code 

generator may be described as a finite sta te  machine (FSM), generating encoded bits from 

selected sums of a finite number of delayed bits which together constitu te the  current 

sta te  of the FSM.

The ability to  encode and decode a convolutional code in real time, w ithout waiting 

for an entire codeword to  arrive, is a most a ttractive feature. Additionally, fram e syn

chronization is not required for detection of a convolutional code, as a fram e offset of a
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few bits results in loss of only those initial bits, rather than  possibly the entire fram e as 

can be the case for block codes. Convolutional codes have been one of the  workhorses of 

coding applications, especially in satellite communications and telecommunications, since 

the  late 1960s. Only in the last few years have Turbo codes and LDPCs begun to  edge 

out convolutional codes in wireless communications and video broadcasting standards.

The strength  of convolutional codes comes from the fact th a t each coded bit has been 

derived from several previous input bits. If one transm itted  bit is received incorrectly, 

decoding can utilize the previously received bits to  hopefully correct th a t bit.

The constraint length v  of a convolutional code refers to  the num ber of delay elements 

used in the filter or FSM. Increasing the constraint length v  increases the  depth  of the 

filter and length of tim e in which a delayed bit influences the encoded ou tpu t, bu t also 

increases the  number of possible states which the encoder can be in, increasing decoder 

complexity. Larger constraint length, when combined with proper choice of filter taps 

or FSM connections, usually results in a stronger code, with better BER performance 

and higher dm;n (sometimes referred to  as ’’free distance” for convolutional codes). As is 

typical, th is performance improvement comes at the  cost of greater decoding complexity.

A convolutional encoder for a ra te  1/2, u=2,  convolutional code is shown in Figure

3.2. The filter taps are expressed as polynomials in D  where D  is a delay element, 

and then represented as a binary number and converted to  octal notation. Thus outpu t 

is found as u ( l  +  D 2) = u ( g ^ ( D ) ) ,  where g ^ ( D ) = l 01=5 in octal. O utpu t is 

u(  1 + D  +  D 2) =  u ( g ^ ( D ) ) ,  where <^°)(.D)=111=7 in octal. Encoding is described as 

v(D) = [ ^ ( D ) ,  u^(Z?)] =  u(D)g{D),  with g(D)  =  [ g ^ ( D ) , g ^ ( D ) ]  =  [1 + D 2, 1 + D  + 

D 2}.

This encoder is represented in feedforward form, also known as controller canon

ical form because the states or filter stages are directly controlled by the  inputs and 

easily determ ined. The feedforward encoder is nonsystem atic. A lternately, a system 

atic encoder for this same code could be designed with tap  polynomials of g(D) = 

[1, (1 +  D  +  D 2)/{1  +  Z?)], so th a t =  u. The system atic encoder has a feedback
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Figure 3.2: Encoder for R ate 1/2 Constraint Length 2 Convolutional Code

component.

Convolutional codes are decoded using a sta te  trellis, which describes the  topology 

of the code. If the  code is in a certain state , a bit 0 input will move it to  another state , 

while a  b it 1 input results in a different state. The sta te  trellis describes all possible 

current states and input bit values and the new sta te  which results from them .

Figure 3.3 displays the sta te  trellis for a rate  1/2, constraint-length v=2  convolutional 

code. Because th is code has constraint-length 2, or 2 delay elements in the filter or FSM, 

it has 4 possible states, which are shown vertically. States on the left are the  current 

states, and they  are connected with lines indicating the input b it value which moves the 

current s ta te  to the new state , and the output codeword bits corresponding to  the  current 

sta te  and input bit. Since this is a ra te  1/2 code, there are two codeword bits for every 

input bit. The FSM for this code is configured in the feed-forward form of Figure 3.2.

3

2

1

0
«= 0 , u=00

Figure 3.3: Decoding Trellis for R ate 1/2 Constraint Length 2 Convolutional Code

Decoding moves along these trellis paths. Along each path , a m etric is calculated
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which indicates how likely th a t pa th  is. A logarithmic metric commonly used for equal- 

energy m odulation schemes like phase-shift-keying (PSK) is /3&=Re(xkyl)  where yk is the 

received symbol a t tim e k  and Xk is the symbol associated with the path . M etrics along 

connected paths are added a t each successive tim e interval. The path  a t the  end with 

the largest m etric is the most likely path , and the bits are decoded as those associated 

w ith the chosen path . This is m axim um -likelihood decoding, because the codeword 

sequence w ith the maximum likelihood of being the correct one is chosen.

Sequential decoding [19] is an approxim ation to  maximum likelihood decoding which 

used to  decode convolutional codes. Several sequential algorithms have been introduced; 

good discussions of these algorithms are found in [20] and [21], Long-constraint-length 

codes can be decoded with sequential decoding, bu t the m ethod has variable decoding 

tim e, which is an im plem entation handicap. In 1967, V iterbi decoding [10] was devel

oped by A .J. Viterbi. V iterbi decoding implemented maximum-likelihood decoding over 

a trellis w ith reduced complexity, by elimination of trellis paths which could never be part 

of the m ost likely sequence path . The Viterbi algorithm  (VA) has fixed decoding time, 

which is convenient for implem entation. Viterbi decoding of convolutional codes, either 

alone or serially concatenated w ith an outer Reed-Solomon code, has been a m ainstay of 

deep-space and satellite communication for many years.

Convolutional codes were often serially concatenated with an outer Reed-Solomon 

code [22], especially in satellite communications such as the Voyager and Galileo space 

missions. Reed-Solomon codes are algebraic block codes designed to  have a high minimum 

distance for their length. The purpose of the Reed-Solomon code, w ith its ability to  

correct a  large number of errors, was to  clean up any errors left after decoding the 

convolutional code. This concatenation helped to correct ’’burst errors” which occured 

when several bits in a row were received incorrectly. The convolutional code w ith its 

dependency on previous bits had more difficulty with burst errors.

In serial concatenation, the outer code serves as a w rapper code around the  inner 

convolutional code. The information sequence is first encoded by the outer code, and the
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outer-encoded sequence is sent to  the inner convolutional code for final encoding. Then 

the  encoded sequence is transm itted. Decoding of concatenated codes occurs in two 

stages, inner first and then  outer, reversing the encoding process. Any errors left after 

decoding the  inner encoded bits are usually corrected when decoding the  outer-encoded 

sequence.

Convolutional codes provided a big push towards capacity, before iteratively decoded 

concatenated codes such as Turbo codes were developed in the mid-1990s. A large- 

constraint-length ra te  1/2 convolutional code used on the Pioneer II mission of 1973 

achieved a BER of 10-5 at SNR 2.5 dB [21], only 2.3 dB from capacity.

3 .6  T rellis C o d ed  M o d u la tio n

In the early 1980s, trellis-coded m odulation (TCM) [8], [23], [24] was developed, a concept 

first proposed by W ozencraft [25] and Massey [26] and later brought to  its full potential 

by Ungerbock. TCM  is an innovative coding m ethodology which conserves bandw idth 

efficiency by m apping the ou tpu t of a convolutional code to a higher-order m odulation 

scheme such as 8-PSK. A rate  2 /3  convolutional code m apped to 8-PSK symbols has a 

transm ission rate  of 2 bits/sym bol, the same as for QPSK. If a ra te  1/2 convolutional 

code were used alone, and QPSK transmission used, the ra te  would be 1 bit/sym bol, a 

loss in bandw idth efficiency compared to  uncoded QPSK due to  the  ra te  1 /2  encoding.

However, the 8-PSK symbols are closer together than  QPSK symbols, and thus have a 

higher error rate. At first glance, it seems th a t nothing has been gained, bu t Ungerbock’s 

scheme does more th an  random ly m ap coded bits to  symbols. TCM  uses a special tech

nique of symbol m apping called ” set partitioning” , which divides the  symbol constellation 

into subsets, for example, 3 subsets for 8-PSK. Each successive subset divides the con

stellation further into symbols which are a greater distance apart, until the  final subset 

is composed of sets of 2 symbols which are 180° apart from each other. These symbols, 

which are a  maximum distance apart, or rather the bits which m ap to  those symbols, 

are then assigned to parallel branches of the convolutional code trellis. Branches coming
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from the same sta te  are assigned to  the next higher subset.

Set partitioning and appropriate m apping of the subsets to the trellis branches insures 

th a t the m ost likely trellis errors are assigned to  symbols which are m axim ally d istant 

from each other. In this way, the convolutional code increases the dmin of the TCM  

system. As the  ML decoder chooses the most likely sequence, it is the  distance between 

sequences which becomes im portant. Judicious mapping increases the minimum distance 

between sequences and more th an  compensates for the closer symbol spacing of the  8-PSK 

m odulation. A coding gain of 5.0 dB over QPSK was obtained w ith a  ra te  2 /3  constraint- 

length 7 convolutional code and 8-PSK m apping [23]. Even higher coding gains have been 

obtained using larger constraint-length convolutional codes, or higher-order m odulation 

with higher ra te  codes.

TCM  increases error-rate performance, or power efficiency, w ithout sacrificing d a ta  

rate, or bandw idth efficiency. Before TCM, use of error-control codes to  lower error rates, 

or enhance power efficiency, required the transmission of extra parity  symbols, which also 

lowered the d a ta  rate. This was a significant problem for the telephone m odem  industry, 

as voiceband modems in the late 70s were slow, lim ited by poor performance at high 

speeds. Introducing error-control coding to  clean up the high-speed signal reduced the 

da ta  ra te  and again lim ited modem speed.

The advent of TCM  made error-control coding without a reduction in d a ta  ra te  

available to  the telephony industry. In the early 1990’s, the International Telecommuni

cations Union (ITU), then known as CCITT, introduced TCM  in its V.32 and then  V.34 

standards [27], [28] for high-speed modems. Trellis-coded m odulation was a significant 

contributor to  the  rapid ascent of high-speed voiceband modems.

3 .7  A p p ro a ch in g  C a p a c ity

The history of error-control coding from Shannon’s day to  the present can be viewed as 

a search for codes th a t can provide low error ra te  performance as close to  the Shannon 

capacity lim it as possible. Figure 3.4 displays the Shannon limit for BPSK m odulation
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over the  AWGN channel [9], together with the SNR achieved by several error-control 

codes using BPSK transmission a t a BER of 1CT5. Uncoded BPSK is also shown, w ith a 

BER of 10-5 a t SNR 9.5 dB. Most of the BCH [29], [30] (another type of algebraic block 

code, similar to  Reed-Solomon codes) and convolutional code results in Figure 3.4 were 

obtained from [21], [38].

BPSK capacity and Code Performance

BPSK capacity 
Uncoded BPSK

0.8

0.6 (7,4) Hammingv=6 
conv code/  65k Turbo Code

/ d  oRe9LDP?d
/ [  107 Turbo Code 
Irr LDPC

(1023,502) BCHv=31
conv code (8,4) Extended 

Hamming(255,123)
BCH(3 0.4

v=14
conv code

0.2 v=14 conv code/ 
RS concatenation

-2
SNR=10logi0(Eb/N0)

Figure 3.4: BPSK Capacity and Code Performance at B ER =10 5

A (255,123) BCH code decoded with algebraic decoding achieves a  BER of 10~5 at 

SNR 5.7 dB [21], and improves on the (8,4) extended Hamming code by 1.6 dB. Increasing 

the  code length to  a (1023,502) BCH code results in a BER of 10-5 a t SNR 5.2 dB [31].

Convolutional codes provided another jum p towards capacity. A ra te  1/2 constraint- 

length 6 convolutional code used in the Voyager mission with ML decoding reached a  BER 

of 10-5 at 4.5 dB, 4.3 dB from capacity. The Pioneer  missions used a ra te  1 /2 constraint- 

length 31 convolutional code w ith sequential decoding [32] to  achieve a B ER  of 10-5 a t 2.5 

dB, a mere 2.3 dB from capacity. The Galileo mission used a rate  1/4 constraint-length 

14 convolutional code w ith the biggest Viterbi decoder built to  date  [33] to  obtain  a BER
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of 10~5 a t 1.75 dB [21], performance 2.5 dB from rate  1/4 BPSK capacity. A ddition of 

an outer Reed-Solomon code concatenated with the convolutional code reduced the  SNR 

by a further 0.8 dB [21], though slightly decreasing the code ra te  as well.

Trellis-coded m odulation (not shown in Figure 3.4) using a constraint-length 8 con

volutional code w ith 8-PSK m odulation for a code rate  of 2 bits/sym bol achieved a  BER 

of 10-5 a t about 5.5 dB [8], a 4 dB improvement over uncoded QPSK and 2.6 dB from 

8-PSK capacity a t a rate  of 2 bits/sym bol. This distance from capacity is similar to  th a t 

achieved by convolutional codes alone, bu t trellis-coded m odulation has the  advantage 

of a significantly higher d a ta  rate. Increasing the constraint length v  to  16 improved the 

SNR to  4.4 dB [21].

Turbo codes or parallel concatenated convolutional codes (PCCCs), presented in the 

following chapter, provided the next big jum p towards capacity, w ith the power of iter

ative decoding achieving a BER of 10~5 at 0.7 dB for a ra te  1/2 length 65,536 Turbo 

code [1]. Increasing the Turbo code length to  106 bits lowered the SNR to  0.54 dB ([34], 

Figure 2).

Low-density parity-check codes (LDPCs) [13], [14], originally developed by Gallager 

in 1962 and later rediscovered by MacKay and Neal, then extended to  irregular form by 

Luby et al [35], [36] and Richardson and Urbanke [34], supplied the final push towards 

tru ly  capacity-achieving codes, though not in their original, regular design. Regular (3,6) 

ra te  1/2 LDPCs with a block length of 106 reached a BER of 10-5 at 1.15 dB ([34], Figure 

2), about 0.6 dB away from rate  0.5 Turbo codes. However, an irregular ra te  0.5 LDPC 

w ith some variable degrees up to  200 and length 107 achieves a BER of 10-5 at SNR

0.23 dB ([34], Figure 2), a mere 0.04 dB from capacity! Increasing the variable degrees 

up to 8000 decreases the threshold, or SNR onset of low BER for an infinitely long code 

of this degree structure, to  0.0045 dB from capacity [37]; however, this code is too large 

and has too high variable node degrees to  be feasible for implem entation.
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Chapter 4

Turbo Coding and 

Iteratively-D ecoded Codes

Turbo codes [1], [2] were invented in 1993 by Berrou, Glavieux and Thitim ajshim a. They 

represented a m ajor step forward in capacity-approaching codes, coming w ithin fractions 

of a dB of the Shannon limit for BPSK capacity.

Turbo codes have a very characteristic bit error ra te  (BER) curve, as shown in Figure 

4.1, which shows the  BER performance of the original rate  1/2 length 65,536 tu rbo  code 

introduced in [1]. This tu rbo  code is composed of two component rate  1/2 mem ory 4 

recursive system atic convolutional codes.

The BER curve of an iteratively-decoded code can be divided into three portions. 

There is a high BER region, where the turbo  code fails at very low SNR, resulting in 

high BER. The tu rbo  cliff or waterfall region follows, where the BER performance drops 

precipitously w ithin fractions of a dB increase in SNR to very low error rates. Finally, at 

high SNR, there is often an error floor or error flare where the BER curve flattens out. 

This error floor is due to  the presence of low-minimum-distance error events, described 

in greater detail in Chapter 6.1, th a t dom inate a t high SNR.
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Figure 4.1: Original Turbo Code BER Performance [1], [21]: ra te  1/2 length 65,536 tu rbo  
code, BPSK m odulation, AWGN channel, 18 iterations.

4 .1  P a ra lle l C o n c a te n a te d  C o d es

The original tu rbo  code was a parallel concatenated convolutional code (PCCC) con

sisting of two identical recursive system atic convolutional codes. These two codes are 

separated by an interleaver II, th a t perm utes the  information sequence u to  u' according 

to  u' =  II(u). Both codes see the same information bits u. However, the inform ation 

sequence of one is perm uted by the interleaver to  u', so the parity  bits pi and p2 are 

different. The inform ation sequence u and the two coded parity  sequences pi, p2 are 

transm itted  as [ u \ , p i t i , p 2 , i , U 2 , p i , 2 , P 2 , 2 ,  ■ ■ ■ , u n , P i ,n , P 2 , n \ where Pij indicates the  j t h  

symbol of parity  sequence Pi from encoder i. This sequence has ra te  1/3.

To increase the rate, the  parity  sequences may be punctured, so th a t a lternating  

symbols from each sequence are sent, for example, [ i q , ^ ! ,  u2,p 2i2, u3,p 1;3, ii4 ,p 2)4 , ...]  

giving ra te  1/2. A block diagram  of the PCCC encoder is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Encoder for parallel-concatenated convolutional code (PCCC) w ith punctur
ing.

4 .2  T u rb o  D e c o d in g

The tu rbo  decoding system is the  key to the fantastic performance of tu rbo  codes. M ax

imum likelihood (ML) decoding over all possible code sequences is not practical, as the 

num ber of possible code sequences is 2k. The information length k  is typically large, a t 

least 100 and often 103 or 104 bits. The original tu rbo  code had interleaver length and 

inform ation length k = 65, 536 bits.

Instead, a sub-optim al m ethod is considered, where soft-decision maximum  a posteri

ori (MAP) decoding is performed for each constituent code. The decoders are separated 

by an interleaver/deinterleaver as appropriate. M AP decoding is also known as A PP 

decoding, because it ou tputs a posteriori probabilities as soft information. Throughout 

this thesis, the term  !A PP decoder’ will be used, which is interchangeable w ith ‘M AP 

decoder’. The term  ‘soft inform ation’ refers to probabilistic information, ra ther th an  

discrete hard  decisions.

If only a single pass through each decoder was used, the performance of the  PCC 

would be significantly inferior to  ML decoding. However, because soft-decision A P P  de

coders are used, which utilize a priori information as well, decoding can become iterative. 

Each A P P  decoder passes to  the  other its ou tpu t soft a posteriori probability (A PP) in

form ation, to  be used as improved input a priori information. Each iteration  improves
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decoding performance until convergence to  an estim ated information sequence occurs, 

often w ithin 10 iterations. The purpose of the interleaver n  is to eliminate correlation 

between neighboring symbols into the next decoder. Figure 4.3 displays the PC CC tu rbo  

decoding process, explained in greater detail below.

Conv 1 
A PP Soft 

O utput 
Decoder

Conv 2 
A P P  Soft 
O utput 
Decoder

Figure 4.3: Iterative decoder for parallel concatenated convolutional code (PCCC).

Assuming an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, and coherent decoding 

w ith perfect phase and tim ing synchronization, the received noisy channel symbols are 

found as y  =  x  +  n, where n is a zero-mean, circularly-symmetric, G aussian-distributed 

random  variable. The received sampled channel values yk come from the  receiver’s 

m atched filter and sampler. The channel values y  are converted to  channel metrics

p(Vk\xk = X n
exp

irN0
, \fm  =  0 , . . . ,  M  — 1, (4.1)

where M  is the cardinality or alphabet size of x, and X m are the M  possible symbol values 

of x, such th a t  X m =  exp(j27rm /8). If BPSK m odulation is used, so the  transm itted  

symbols x  6  [—1,1], then the metric in probability form [p(yk\%k =  —1), p {y k \x k  =  1)] 

may be converted to  log likelihood ratio (LLR) form, as

p(Vk\xk =  1)

p{Vk\xk =  - 1 )
2Vk
N 0 '

(4.2)

These channel LLRs or probabilities are sent to a soft-decision A PP decoder, along 

with a priori LLRs or probabilities from the other A PP decoder, if available. The A PP
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decoder operates on the code’s trellis using an algorithm  such as the B C JR  [39], also 

known as the forward-backward, algorithm. The A PP decoder outputs soft A P P  values 

p (x k\y) (or their corresponding LLR values) A hard decision on Xk may be m ade at any 

tim e according to the  M AP decision rule

x k =  argm axp(:rfc|y). (4.3)

This reduces to Xk — sign(Afc) for LLR values. M AP decoding reduces the  bit error 

ra te  (BER) by maximizing the bit (or symbol) probability. M aximum likelihood (ML) 

decoding maximizes the  sequence probability, which may or may not coincide w ith the 

same symbols chosen according to  M AP principles.

The A P P  decoder is term ed soft-output or soft-decision because the  ou tpu t probabil

ities are real values from [0,1], or LLR values from [—oo, +oo] or more practically from 

[-^max> Amax], where |Amax| is a maximum LLR threshold limit. A hard-decision decoder, 

such as a Viterbi decoder, ou tputs actual hard bit/sym bol values as decisions. The prob

ability or LLR values in and out of the A PP decoder are called soft information; thus the 

A PP decoders for iterative decoding are often term ed soft-in soft-out (SISO) decoders.

At the  beginning of the  first iteration, decoder 1 receives the channel m etrics for the 

received noisy inform ation sequence yo and noisy parity  bits y i from code 1 as input. 

No a priori inform ation is available from decoder 2, so a priori input to  decoder 1 is set 

to  uniform probabilities (or LLR=0). Decoder 1 outputs A PP values for u, pi. Extrinsic 

LLRs or probabilities are sent to decoder 2 through the interleaver. The term  extrinsic  

refers to  the  fact th a t the a priori information from the other decoder, which was initially 

used in calculating the A PP soft information, is removed from the A P P  values before 

sending th a t inform ation back to the  other decoder. The purpose of removing the  a 

priori information is to  prevent its over-accumulation at the decoder; the o ther decoder 

originally sent the a priori information, and does not need to see it again.

Extrinsic LLRs are calculated by subtracting off the a priori LLRs from the A PP 

LLRs; extrinsic probabilities are calculated by dividing out the a priori probabilities
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from the A P P  probabilities, as

Ae(u) =  A a p p ( u )  -  Aa(u); 

P e ( U k )  =  P A P p ( U k \ y ) / P a { U k )

(4.4)

(4.5)

where Ae and p e are the extrinsic LLRs and probabilities, A a p p  and P a p p  are the  ou tpu t 

A PP LLRs and probabilities, and Aa and p a are the input a  p r i o r i  LLRs and probabilities.

This subtraction to  obtain extrinsic LLRs is shown in the serial concatenated decoder 

of Figure 4.5. The same extrinsic operation is performed in tu rbo  decoding, bu t to  focus 

instead on the iterative loop between the two component A PP decoders, is not shown in 

the  turbo  decoder of Figure 4.3.

The extrinsic values output from decoder 1 for u  are sent through the  interleaver II 

to  decoder 2 as a p r i o r i  p a {u '). Decoder 2 receives these a  p r i o r i  values in addition to 

interleaved channel metrics corresponding to  y '0 and y 2. Decoder 2 calculates A P P  values 

for u ', p 2, and sends A PP values for u ' through the deinterleaver to  decoder 1 to  be used 

as a priori pa(u). This constitutes one iteration. Decoding continues in this fashion for 

either a fixed num ber of iterations or until a convergence criteria is met.

4 .3  S er ia lly -C o n c a te n a te d  C o d es

Iterative decoding principles for tu rbo  decoding were extended to  serially-concatenated 

codes (SCCs) by Benedetto, Divsalar, Montorsi, and P o llara in  1998 [3]. Again, two codes 

are concatenated together, this tim e serially, with an interleaver II separating them  to 

reduce bit correlation. Figure 4.4 shows a general serially-concatenated encoding system. 

The first code is term ed the o u te r  code , and maps the information sequence u  into the 

encoded sequence v. An interleaver II(v) =  v ' perm utes v  into the  scrambled sequence 

v ' to  break up correlation between the bits. The second code m aps v ' into the  coded 

sequence x, which is then  transm itted  across the channel to  the receiver. This second 

code is term ed the in n e r  code.
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Inner
Encoder

O uter
Encoder

Figure 4.4: Encoder for serially-concatenated code (SCO).

Decoding follows iterative tu rbo  decoding principles. The m ain difference is th a t  only 

the  inner code of the SCC sees the channel and thus only the inner A P P  decoder receives 

channel metrics. The outer A PP decoder receives only extrinsic inform ation from the 

inner decoder as a priori input. Also the inner A PP decoder sends its inform ation A PP 

values (deinterleaved) to  the outer decoder, while the outer A PP decoder sends its coded 

interleaved A PP values to  the inner decoder. A PP  decoders generate A P P  values for 

bo th  inform ation and coded sequences; the PCCCs only utilize the inform ation sequence 

values. A block diagram  of the serially concatenated decoding system is shown in Figure 

4.5.

- 1

A PP Soft 

O utput 

Decoder

Inner

A P P  Soft 

O utpu t 

Decoder

Outer

Figure 4.5: Iterative decoder for serially-concatenated code (SCC).
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Chapter 5

System  D escription

5.1  In tr o d u c tio n

The goals of the system presented in this thesis are: near-capacity performance a t a high 

system rate, w ith good compromise between turbo  cliff onset and error floor, and the 

ability to  incorporate channel phase and tim ing estim ation w ithin the iterative decoder. 

Additionally, the  system  design should emphasize ease of im plem entation and minimal 

design area.

To achieve near-capacity performance, an iteratively-decoded concatenated coding 

system is required. High throughput or system rate  indicates use of higher order m od

ulation. Use of a differential inner m odulation code would provide the potential for 

operation in the presence of channel phase offset. Simple component codes result in eas

ily designed encoders and decoders, and as will be shown in Section 6.2, also result in 

capacity-approaching concatenated systems.

Therefore, this thesis considers a serially-concatenated encoding system composed of 

an outer rate  2 /3  binary error-correction code and an outer differential 8-PSK m odulation 

code, separated by an interleaver. Differential m odulation provides ro tational invariance, 

which is a  significant asset when decoding in the presence of a channel phase offset. 

R otational invariance is considered further in Section 5.3. Another coding option th a t
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provides ro tational invariance to  specific phase angles is a rotationally-invariant trellis 

code such as in [40]. However, these rotationally-invariant codes are only invariant to  

specific phase angle rotations, not any possible phase offset angle. W hen differentially 

decoded, differential m odulation is invariant to  all possible phase angle rotations, though 

a t the cost of performance loss with respect to  coherent decoding, where the phase offset 

is corrected before decoding is performed. W ithout differential decoding, the  differential 

8-PSK trellis still provides some initial symbol information even in the presence of a 

phase offset halfway between constellation angles. Section 9.3 shows this ability of the 

differential 8-PSK decoder when operating with a range of uncorrected constant channel 

phase offsets. The differential 8-PSK trellis is of course rotationally  invariant to  all 

multiples of 7r/4 radians.

Differential m odulation can be viewed as a recursive rate  1 convolutional code [41], 

and thus it functions as a viable inner code in an SCC, providing interleaver gain [3]. 

Differential m odulation has been previously used in combination w ith an outer ra te  1/2 

convolutional code as binary SCCs with a 4-state convolutional code and DQ PSK in [41] 

and a 16-state convolutional code and DBPSK in [42], providing good results when 

coherently decoded.

The differential m odulation code may also be viewed as a mod-8 phase accum ulator. 

Differentially-encoded turbo-coded m odulation shares structural similarities w ith repeat- 

accum ulate (RA) [43] codes. RA codes are serially-concatenated codes consisting of 

a repetition code separated by a bit interleaver from an accumulate code (for BPSK 

m odulation, this consists of adding successive bits m od 2). These simple codes have also 

shown excellent near-capacity performance when iteratively decoded.

The iterative decoding system used in this thesis is comprised of the  component 

decoders, w ith the inner m odulation code decoded using M AP decoding, as a recursive 

convolutional code, instead of differential dem odulation. Iterative decoding will proceed 

in turbo  fashion.
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5 .2  E n c o d in g  S y s te m

T he proposed serially concatenated differentially-encoded turbo-coded m odulation sys

tem  is shown in Figure 5.1. The outer code is a ra te  2 /3  binary error-control code, such 

as a (3,2,2) parity  code or a ra te  2 /3  convolutional code. A sequence of inform ation bits 

u =  [u0) • • • , U k - i] of length k  is encoded by the outer rate  2 /3  code into a  sequence 

of coded bits v  =  [u0, . . . ,  u3fc/2-i]  of length 3k/2.  A m oderate length of k  is considered 

for most simulations in this thesis, w ith k  =  10,000. For comparison, the original tu rbo  

code, a  parallel-concatenated convolutional code, had an interleaver size of 65,536 bits, 

and thus an inform ation sequence length k  of 65,536 bits.

If a (3,2,2) parity  check code is used for the outer code, im plem entation of the outer 

encoder is very simple. The (3,2,2) parity check code is a block code th a t takes two d a ta  

or information bits, and generates a parity  bit based on the modulo 2 sum or exclusive- 

O R  (XOR) of the two d a ta  bits. Thus this code has 4 possible codewords: 000, 011, 101, 

110. The (3,2,2) parity  code has a Hamming distance dn  =  2 between any two different 

codewords, and dm;n =  2.

The coded bits v  are interleaved or perm uted bitwise through a random  interleaver 

[2],[3]. An interleaver n  perm utes the position of a bit u* to position n (u j) in a one-to- 

one mapping. C hapter 8 discusses interleaver designs specifically designed to  improve 

performance, bu t for now, randomly-chosen interleaver perm utations are assumed, as 

representative of the average code performance.

These interleaved coded bits v' are m apped to  8-PSK symbols w  =  [tu0, •. •, Wk/2- 1] > 

■\JWse^ek. The symbol energy is normalized to E s = 1, and the 8-PSK symbols have unit 

m agnitude and phase angle 9k €  [0,7 r/4 ,. . . ,  77t/4] radians. Initially, na tu ra l m apping is 

used, which labels the bit combinations 000 — 111 increasing consecutively counterclock

wise from 0 radians.

The 8-PSK symbols are then  differentially encoded, so th a t the current transm itted  

differential symbol x t =  W iX^i. This differential 8-PSK encoding serves as the  inner 

code of the serially concatenated system, and is viewed as a recursive non-system atic
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convolutional code [41]. A recursive inner code is necessary to  provide interleaving gain 

in a serially concatenated system [3]. Transmission of a block of encoded symbols is 

initialized with x 0 = wq, and term inated with a reference symbol x ^ / 2  =  \fE~s&0 to  end 

the  coded sequence in the  zero state.

8-PSK Differential 
M odulation Modulator

u
(3,2,2)
Parity
Encoder

= >  n  C >
(0I1|, H -^0011

m f - . .-•(H I)
-H * > -

D

x

Figure 5.1: Serial tu rbo  encoder for differential turbo-coded m odulation.

5 .3  D ifferen tia l 8 -P S K  T rellis

The differential 8-PSK inner code, when viewed as a recursive, non-system atic ra te  1 con

volutional code, has a regular, fully-connected 8-state trellis. The trellis states correspond 

to  the current transm itted  differential symbol. Thus any trellis decoding algorithm , for 

example the  B C JR  algorithm, may be used to  decode this inner code, instead of using 

differential demodulation.

A simplified three-stage differential 8-PSK trellis section (corresponding to  three sym

bol tim e intervals) is shown below in Figure 5.2. The actual trellis is fully connected but 

for clarity, only the first stage shows all connections. Two decoding paths are depicted in 

the  trellis section. The solid bold path  indicates the correct path , w ith the dashed bold 

pa th  above it resulting from a phase ro tation (due either to  a channel phase offset or 

incorrect phase synchronization between transm itter and receiver) of 7t/2 radians. Both 

the  original 8-PSK symbols w  and the transm itted  D8-PSK symbols x  are shown as w, x  

above each corresponding trellis branch. The correct (solid bold) 8-PSK inform ation 

symbol sequence is w  =  ej90°, e-7'45”, eJ’90° and the correct differential symbol sequence is 

x  =  e^90°, ejl35°, e-7'225”. The trellis states correspond to  the new differential symbol on
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the  incoming branch.

If the channel ro tates the transm itted  sequence by a m ultiple of 7t/4 rads, in th is case 

7 r / 2 ,  the  decoded sequence shifts to  another pa th  parallel to the correct path , assuming 

no noise. The decoded sequence (dashed bold) corresponds to the inform ation symbol se

quence w  =  e790”, e745°, e-7900 and the differential symbol sequence x  =  e^1800, e-72250, ej315°.

Note th a t  while the 7r/2 phase ro tation affects the transm itted  D8-PSK symbols 

x ,  the inform ation 8-PSK symbols w  are identical on both  paths. Thus the parallel, 

ro ta ted  p a th  still provides the correct information sequence! The differential trellis and 

code are rotationally  invariant to  multiples of 7r/4 rads =  45° phase offset. Parallel 

paths in the  trellis are equivalent, w ith respect to  the  information sequence w .  This 

ro tational invariance will be significant when later considering decoding w ithout phase 

synchronization.

The rotational invariance of the differential inner code means th a t if an entire code

word sequence is offset by a multiple of 7r/4, assuming no noise, the D8-PSK decoder will 

send the correct probabilities for w  to  the outer decoder.

R o t a t e d  p h a s e :  w = [ 2  1  2 ] ,  x = [ 4  5  7 ]  

C o r r e c t  p h a s e :  w = [ 2  1  2 ] ,  x = [ 2  3  5 ]

s t a t e  t i m e  k  —  1

Figure 5.2: Differential 8-PSK trellis section, 3 tim e stages.
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5.4 Channel Model

A complex AWGN channel model with noise variance Nq/2  in each real dimension is 

used. Initially, the channel phase is assumed known at the receiver; tim ing and carrier 

synchronization are also assumed. This assum ption of perfect synchronization is known 

as coherent decoding. W ith  coherent decoding, the received sampled signals y  consist 

of the transm itted  D8-PSK-encoded symbols plus complex noise of variance No, i.e., 

y  =  x  +  n.

The differentially-encoded turbo-coded m odulation system described here, w ith a ra te  

2 /3  binary outer code and a rate  1 D-8PSK m odulated inner code which m aps 3 bits to  

1 symbol, has a  ra te  of 2 bits per symbol.

In C hapter 9, the coherent decoding assum ption is dropped, and an unknown phase 

offset a t the  receiver is considered. The channel now consists of complex AWGN n plus 

a possibly tim e-varying symbol phase offset <p(t)\ y ( t ) =  x{t)e^vl̂  +  n(t).  Assuming 

the m atched filter ou tpu t is sampled every T  seconds, where T  is the  symbol tim ing, 

th e  decoder receives as input y ( k T ) = x (k T )e jv>(-kT'> +  n(kT ),  which we denote as yk =  

x keJ,f,k +  n k.

5 .5  I te r a tiv e  D e c o d in g

Decoding of this serially concatenated system proceeds iteratively according to  tu rbo  

decoding principles [2], [3] as described in Chapter 4. Figure 5.3 displays a block diagram  

of the decoding process. Two A PP decoders are used, one for each component code, as 

for a generic iteratively-decoded serially-concatenated decoder. Note th a t differential 

dem odulation is never used at the receiver for detection in this system.

Assuming coherent decoding, received noisy two-dimensional channel symbols y  are 

converted to  channel metrics as

p(Vk\xk) =  (7rAo)_1e_l?/fe" Xfc|2/iVo. (5.1)
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These channel metrics are input to  the inner differential A PP decoder, along w ith a priori 

inform ation pa{w ) from the outer decoder. No a priori information is available for the 

inner A PP decoder during the first iteration, thus uniform a priori probabilities are used; 

Pa (wk =  ej2m7r/8) =  1/8, Vm =  0 , . . . ,  7. The inner A PP decoder uses the  B C JR  [39] or

P a p p ( w | y )  P a p p ( v ' )

— u

Bit—
LLR

-1Symbl 
—>Bit

B it—> 
Symbl

Inner 
D8-PSK 

A PP Soft 
Decision 
Decoder

O uter 
Parity  

A P P  Soft 
Decision 
Decoder

Figure 5.3: Differentially-encoded turbo-coded m odulation decoder, D8-PSK inner de
coder and (3,2,2) outer parity  decoder.

forward-backward algorithm  operating on the 8-state trellis of the  differential 8-PSK 

code, depicted in Figure 5.2, to calculate conditional symbol probabilities on bo th  the 

8-PSK symbols w  and the transm itted  D8-PSK symbols x.

The A P P  8-PSK symbol probabilities P a p p ( w ) are converted first to  A P P  bit proba

bilities P a p p ( v 0  through marginalization, for example,

Pe(v'i =  0 ) =  Pe{Wk(Vi = M '+i ,u '+2 )). (5.2)
Wk'-v't=0

T he A P P  bit probabilities are then converted to  A PP log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) A a p p ( w ' )  

PAPp(v'i =  l)/PAPp(f( =  0). Extrinsic ou tput LLRs Ae(v') are obtained by subtracting 

the  a priori LLRs Aa(v') from the A PP LLRs A a p p ( v ' ) ,  as

A e ( v ' )  =  A a p p ( v / )  -  Aa ( v ' ) .  (5.3)

Deinterleaving the extrinsic LLRs Ae(v') provides a priori LLRs Aa(v) as input to 

the  outer A P P  decoder. The outer A PP decoder for a simple binary code may be
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implem ented with low complexity; the (3,2,2) parity  code examined herein is simple

enough, w ith only three coded bits and four codewords, to implement the six A P P

equations explicitly. The A PP probabilities th a t express the parity  constraints of the 

code are given by

P a p p ( v ! =  0) oc  p a(v i  =  0) • {pa(v2 =  0)pa(v3 = 0) +

P a ( v  2 =  l ) P a ( v 3  =  1 ) ) ,  (5 .4 )

PA P p(^1  =  1) OC p a (v  1 =  1) • {pa ( v 2 =  o ) p a {v3 =  1) +

P a ( v  2 =  l ) P a ( v 3 =  0)), (5.5)

and analogously for v 2 and v 3. A PP LLRs A a p p ( v )  are computed from these, and extrinsic 

LLRs Ae(v) obtained by subtracting off the a p r i o r i  LLRs Aa(v) from the  A P P  LLRs.

If a ra te  2 /3  convolutional code is used as the outer code, then  A P P  decoding is 

im plem ented using the B C JR  algorithm  on the code trellis. Extrinsic LLRs are obtained 

as above.

These extrinsic LLRs Ae(v) are then  interleaved to  obtain new a p r i o r i  LLRs Aa(v '). 

These m ust be converted first to bit probabilities pa(v')> then to  a p r i o r i  symbol proba

bilities pa(w ) for use in the next iteration of decoding in the inner A PP symbol decoder. 

Symbol probabilities are calculated as the product of their component b it probabilities, 

th a t  is,
3

Pa{w(v  1 =  V I ,  v2 = V 2 , v3 = 1/3)) =  =  V i), V i  G [0,1]. (5.6)
i—l

In this fashion, w ith inner and outer A PP decoders exchanging extrinsic inform ation 

each iteration, iterative decoding continues until convergence or a fixed num ber of iter

ations is reached, a t which tim e a hard decision on the estim ated inform ation sequence 

u is made, based on the sign of the A PP information bit LLRs A a p p ( u )  from the  outer 

binary A P P  decoder.
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Chapter 6 

Code Properties and Perform ance 

A nalysis

As m entioned in Chapter 4, iteratively-decoded concatenated code performance m ay be 

divided into three regions. In the first, the low SNR region, the BER is quite high and 

iterative decoding has m inimal effect. The tu rbo  cliff or waterfall region follows, where 

the  BER performance drops sharply to low values w ithin only fractions of a dB in SNR. 

Finally, a t high SNR, there may be an error floor or flare where the BER curve flattens 

out due to  the predominance of low-weight error events.

The la tte r two regions, the turbo  cliff and error floor regions, require separate m ethod

ologies to  analyze concatenated code performance. Extrinsic inform ation transfer, or 

EXIT, analysis [4], [5] is used to accurately predict tu rbo  cliff onset SNR. In this m ethod, 

m utual inform ation serves as a reliability measure of the soft inform ation into and out of 

each component decoder.

The second m ethod is the  minimum distance asym ptote approxim ation [44] of the 

error performance in the high SNR error floor region, where performance of tu rbo  coded 

systems flattens out by following the error curve of the minimum-weight sequence error 

events, which become the most likely error events a t high SNR.

Both m ethods are used to  dem onstrate the behavior of serially-concatenated coded
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m odulation and to  improve system performance. Firstly, the minimum distance of the 

differentially-encoded turbo-coded m odulation system is examined, w ith the  intention of 

improving error floor performance via the 8-PSK bit mapping.

6.1  D is ta n c e  S p e c tr u m  A n a ly s is

Distance spectrum  analysis is a technique th a t provides inform ation about the high SNR, 

low BER region and can asym ptotically predict values for the expected error floor. This 

technique was developed in the days of convolutional coding and trellis coding, and has 

been extended to  tu rbo  codes [45] and to  serially concatenated codes [3].

To understand this concept, let us first examine the concept of m inimum squared 

Euclidean distance (MSED) and the code trellis. A convolutional code trellis section is 

r e g u la r , so th a t each section of the trellis corresponding to  one sym bol/tim e interval 

looks identical to  any other section. The exceptions are the beginning and end sections 

of the trellis; the decoder will be initialized to the zero state, and thus the  beginning few 

sections will have fewer branches and states due to  starting  in the  zero state . Similarly, 

if tail b its are added to  the convolutional code to  ensure term ination in the  zero sta te  

(which improves code performance), the final tail sections will also have fewer branches 

and sta tes due to  tailing or flushing to  end in the zero state. Each branch of the trellis 

from one sta te  to  another has a transm itted  coded symbol and an uncoded symbol 

associated w ith it. A codeword corresponds to a particular sequence of branches through 

the  trellis.

If an error is m ade in decoding the trellis, so th a t a different codeword w ith a  different 

pa th  through the trellis is chosen as the most likely codeword instead of the  actual 

codeword, the distance between those two trellis paths is term ed the Euclidean distance 

d. The squared Euclidean distance (SED) d2 between the two codeword paths may be 

calculated as the sum of the squared distances between each branch symbol. A simple 

example for differential 8-PSK m odulation is when the symbols [0,0,0] are sent b u t [0,2,6] 

are decoded. A 6 indicates the 8-PSK symbol ej37r//2, and in general, m  indicates the  8-
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PSK symbol ejnMr,/4. The squared Euclidean distances between each symbol are [0,2,2], 

T he SED between the actual codeword and the erroneous codeword is d2 =  2 +  2 =  4. 

The probability of choosing the erroneous pa th  e =  [0,2,6] when the correct pa th  was 

c =  [0,0,0] is found according to  the pairwise error probability (PEP) as

The Q-function may be approxim ated by overbounding, resulting in an approxim ation 

for the P E P  as

assuming E s = 1 for equal-m agnitude symbols.

The probability of choosing an incorrect pa th  e instead of c decreases exponentially 

as its SED cP from c increases. The most probable errors will be those due to  the 

closest erroneous paths w ith minimum SED from the incorrect path . The minimum SED 

(MSED) is denoted by rfTn.

Error analysis for a convolutional or trellis-based code examines all possible erroneous 

paths. If the code is linear, and therefore the  sum of codewords is also a  codeword, we 

may compare the distance between each codeword and the zero codeword instead of 

comparing all codewords w ith all other codewords. The average error event probability, 

normalized with time, is overbounded using the union bound as the sum of all error 

events to  obtain

where d% is the SED between codewords and A d 2 is the average m ultiplicity of d2, the 

average num ber of tim es d2 occurs. The set of values (d2, A d2 ) is known as the  distance

(6 .1)

where Q(x)  is the Gaussian Q-function, defined as

(6 .2 )

(6.3)

(6.4)
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spectrum  of the code. Details concerning this bound and its derivation m ay be found 

in [21] and similar. For purposes of examining high SNR performance of the concatenated 

system and error floor analysis, we are only concerned with the low weight error paths,

i.e. codewords w ith MSED. At high SNR, the low am ounts of noise make the  minimum 

distance error paths by far the most likely error paths, so MSED error events dom inate 

a t high SNR. They cause the  error floor or error flare often seen in tu rbo  coded systems, 

as the higher weight error events become less and less probable and the error probability 

asym ptotically approaches

The extension of the distance spectrum  technique to  tu rbo  codes is somewhat com

plex, involving random  interleaver analysis, and will not be covered in this thesis. A 

similar result to  Equation 6.4 is derived, th a t incorporates bo th  inner and outer codes. 

A t high SNR, the error probability is dom inated by the combined MSED error events 

of the inner decoder and dm-m error events of the outer decoder, as the error probability 

is inversely proportional to  the MSED and dm-m due to  the Q-function of equations 6.2 

and 6.3. R ather th an  directly trying to  determine the error floor value, th is chapter is 

concerned w ith ways to  lower the decoding error floor. The error floor is due to  MSED 

error events, and increasing the MSED of a code lowers th a t error floor.

6.1 .1  M in im u m  D ista n ce  A n a lysis

The trellis of a differential 8-PSK encoder is fully connected, so th a t the shortest error 

event is always only two branches long. This is because, no m atter which incorrect D8- 

PSK symbol is associated w ith the first diverging branch, another D8-PSK symbol always 

exists which will bring the error event back to  the correct sta te  in the  following merging 

branch.

W ith  respect to  the all-zeros sequence, the seven possible two-branch error events are

(6.5)
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Error Diverging Branch Merging Branch SED #  Bit Errors
Event # 8-PSK (Bits) - D8-PSK 8-PSK (Bits) - D8-PSK

1 1 (001)- 1 7 (111) - 0 0.586 4
2 2 (010) - 2 6 (110) - 0 2 3
3 3 (011)- 3 5 (101)- 0 3.14 4
4 4 (100)- 4 4 (100)- 0 4 2
5 5 (101)- 5 3 (011)- 0 3.14 4
6 6 (110)- 6 2 (010)- 0 2 3
7 7 (1 1 1 )- 7 1 (001)- 0 0.586 4

Table 6.1: Two-branch error events with associated bits, 8-PSK symbols, D8-PSK sym
bols, SED and number of bit errors, for naturally-m apped D8-PSK, w ith reference to 
correct all-zeros sequence.

listed for naturally-m apped D8-PSK in Table 6.1. The 8-PSK and differential 8-PSK 

symbols associated w ith each branch of the two-branch error event are shown. The SED, 

assuming unit energy symbols, is also given for each two-branch error event, as well as 

the  corresponding num ber of bit errors.

Noting th a t merging branches all carry the same output symbol, only the  diverging 

branch contributes to  the minimum squared Euclidean distance (MSED). The two-branch 

error event MSED is simply th a t of naturally  m apped 8-PSK, 0.586, found in error events 

(1) and (7). W ithout an outer code, the input sequences to the D8-PSK encoder are 

unconstrained, and the D8-PSK MSED is 0.586.

The 8-PSK m apping is not regular, i.e., all symbols separated by a  given squared 

Euclidean distance (SED) do not have the same Hamming distance between them . For 

example, ro ta ting  45° from one symbol to the next gives a SED=0.586, bu t Ham ming 

distance dH varies from 1 (between 000 a t 0 rads and 001 at 7t/4 rads) to  3 (between 000 

a t 0 rads and 111 a t 77r/4 rads) for natu ral 8-PSK bit mapping. The distance between the 

all-zeros sequence and an error sequence is not representative of the distance between all 

correct and incorrect paths when the symbol mapping is not regular. Thus all sequences 

should be considered, not ju st the all-zeros sequence, recognizing th a t parallel branches of 

the differential trellis carry identical information symbols due to  the ro tationally  invariant 

trellis; all parallel paths are equivalent.
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Calculation of the minimum distance of concatenated systems with random  inter

leavers is significantly more involved th an  considering the minimum distance of the  com

ponent codes [3], [44], [45]. However, for the differentially-encoded turbo-coded m od

ulation system  with outer (3,2,2) parity  code, the component codes are simple enough 

th a t  determ ining the  minimum distance error events of the concatenated system  is pos

sible. The input sequences to the inner decoder for this serially concatenated system  are 

constrained to  be interleaved codewords of the outer (3,2,2) parity-check code, which all 

have Hamming weight d n = 2, and thus the entire interleaved sequence is constrained to 

even Ham ming weight. Any erroneous codeword sequence must also have even Ham ming 

weight to  be a possible decoded sequence. This ensures th a t a  valid single two-branch 

error event will have even Hamming weight; otherwise the (3,2,2) parity  decoder will 

change it to  a sequence th a t does have even Hamming weight. Of course, m ultiple two- 

branch error events w ith individual odd Hamming weight can combine to  form an error 

sequence w ith even to ta l dn, which would be a valid sequence. Clearly, however, these 

m ultiple two-branch error events will no longer be MSED error events. M ultiple error 

events are not considered further in this chapter, bu t are examined in C hapter 8 w ith 

respect to  interleaver design.

This system  is expected to  manifest a rather flat error floor due to  the very low MSED 

of 0.586; sim ulation results presented later will dem onstrate such an error floor. Lowering 

the  error floor requires increasing the MSED or a t least reducing the  num ber of valid 

(i.e., w ith to ta l even Hamming weight) M SED /dmjn two-branch error events.

The MSED error events are now considered in more detail, w ith the  goal of be tter 

m atching the 8-PSK m apping to  the parity  code sequence constraints to  reduce the m ost 

likely error events. The minimum length detour of the inner decoder is six bits long 

for a two-branch error event. If natural 8-PSK m apping is used, the seven possible bit 

sequences for the  two-branch error events with the all-zeros sequence as reference are 

given in the  left side of Table 6.2.

Five out of seven of the naturally-m apped two-branch detours in Table 6.2 have even
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8-PSK N atural M ap even Improved 8-PSK M apping
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1

1 1 1 
1 1 0 
1 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 1

x

x
X

X

X

0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1

1 1 1 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 1 0 
1 0 1

3-PSK Improved Map even
1 1 1 1 0 1

0 0 1 1 1 0

1 0 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 1 0 X

0 1 1 1 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 1 1 1

Table 6.2: Bit sequences of two-branch error events for natural and improved 8-PSK 
mappings, compared to a reference correct all-zeros codeword sequence.

weight, and are permissible sequences. A m apping th a t maximizes the Ham ming distance 

between m apped bits on adjacent symbols should further improve the concatenated code’s 

distance spectrum . This m apping could be a type of anti-Gray, or m axim al squared 

Euclidean weight (MSEW) mapping, as presented in [46]. Gray m apping minimizes 

the  num ber of bit errors between adjacent symbols, or MSED error events. Both Gray 

m apping and MSEW  m appings are discussed further in Section 6.1.2.

Such an improved mapping, presented in [47], is given in the center section of Table 

6.2. The input b it sequences for the two-branch error events using the improved m apping 

w ith respect to  the  all-zeros sequence are shown on the right. Figure 6.1 shows this 

improved mapping, designed by Lance Perez and his student Fan Jiang specifically for 

th is (3,2,2)/D 8-PSK  SCC to provide a lower error floor by minimizing the  num ber of 

valid M SED /dff =  2 two-branch error events.

The improved m apping has only one even-weight sequence, 010-010, which generates 

a two-branch error event w ith a squared Euclidean distance (SED) of 4.0. The sequences 

111-101 and 101-111 bo th  have SED of 0.586, bu t are not eligible as two-branch error 

events because they are of odd weight. W hen all reference sequences are considered, not
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Figure 6.1: An alternative 8-PSK signal mapping w ith fewer M SE D /d# =  2 two-branch 
error events for the outer (3,2,2)/inner D8-PSK SCC.

ju st the  all-zeros sequence, only one two-branch error event results in M SED=0.586 and 

minimum dH= 2. This MSED error event occurs w ith the interleaved coded sequence pair 

v ', v '=010-011, 011-010, and its seven parallel-path ro tated  versions, which are considered 

equivalent here and not counted. Exchanging v ' and v ' also results in a djj — 2 MSED 

two-branch error event; this exchanged version is considered equivalent to  the  original 

v ', v ' error event and also is not counted.

This improved m apping does have the same number of even-weight MSED two-branch 

error events, bu t far fewer (1 vs. 16) d n = 2 MSED error events in comparison to  natu ra l 

8-PSK mapping. There are in to ta l 128 possible MSED two-branch v ', v ' error events, if 

parallel paths are considered equivalent, and not counted. This is the same as assuming 

the  initial trellis sta te  of the diverging branch is zero, thereby elim inating all the  ro ta ted  

paths. Moreover, if only one of each error event pair [v^v'], [v' =  v ',v ' =  v'] made 

possible by exchanging v ' and v ' is counted, there are 64 to ta l MSED two-branch error 

events possible with any 8-PSK mapping. All further analysis of MSED two-branch 

error events in this thesis considers ro ta ted  paths and exchanged error event pairs to  be 

equivalent and does not count them.

N atural 8-PSK m apping has 16 /64= 1/4  of its MSED two-branch error events w ith 

dH — 2, while the improved m apping has only 1/64 MSED two-branch error events w ith 

dH — 2. This is a significant reduction in GLin/M SED  two-branch error events for the 

improved 8-PSK mapping.

Appendix A proves th a t a random  interleaver w ithout spreading is far more likely
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to  contain a  perm utation allowing a dn=2  MSED two-branch error event for bo th  these 

m appings, w ith probability independent of interleaver length, th an  one for d u = 4 or 6, 

which decreases as 0 ( N ~ l ). The improved m apping significantly reduces the  num ber 

of d u = 2 MSED two-branch error events compared to natural mapping. This reduction 

of MSED m ultiplicity lowers the error floor as will be seen in Chapter 7. It does not 

increase the  MSED of the code, which remains a t 0.586 with high likelihood for random  

interleaving.

Use of a  spread interleaver lowers the error floor further. An 5-random  interleaver [48], [49] 

is defined to  have spreading 5  so th a t any two bits within a distance 5  of each other are 

interleaved by the 5-random  interleaver II^ to a distance greater th an  5  apart. In other 

words, for \i — j \  < 5 , |IIs(i) — IIs-(j ) | >  5 . An 5-random  interleaver with spreading 

5  >  6 will prevent the occurrence of a single two-branch error event by ensuring th a t 

only one bit per parity  codeword is interleaved to  adjacent 8-PSK symbols. Thus any 

error events would involve more th an  two branches, thereby doubling the MSED.

However, a spread interleaver cannot prevent the occurrence of m ultiple two-branch 

error events. The MSED of the concatenated code with a 5-random  spread interleaver 

of 5  >  6 is 1.172. 5-random  interleavers and the use of interleaver design to  improve the 

error floor performance is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8.

6 .1 .2  O ther 8 -P S K  B it  M appin gs

A few other 8-PSK m appings are also considered here. Gray m apping is a m apping 

designed so th a t adjacent 8-PSK symbols have minimum Hamming weight distance be

tween them , which minimizes the number of b it errors which occur w ith a MSED symbol 

error. All neighboring symbols in the 8-PSK Gray m apping have du  = 1 between them . 

Gray m apping is beneficial when no coding (or non-iterative decoding) is involved, and 

the  receiver chooses its symbol estim ate based on which PSK symbol is closest to  the 

received noisy symbol. In this case, Gray m apping minimizes the errors associated at 

high SNR with the m ost likely MSED errors, and minimizes the BER.
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However, as will be shown in the following section on EX IT analysis, Gray m apping 

performs very poorly in an iteratively-decoded system. This is precisely because all 

neighboring Gray-m apped symbols only differ by one bit. Iterative decoding provides 

a priori inform ation on the bits from the other decoder. W hen iterative decoding is 

producing reliable a priori information, ideally the distance between symbols w ith only 

one bit difference would be maximized, and the MSED symbols would have maximum 

dn  whenever possible. This is because with reliable input a priori information, the  A PP 

decoder is much less likely to  make an MSED error when more bits m ust be incorrect 

th an  with fewer bits required to  be wrong.

All G ray-m apped MSED two-branch D8-PSK error events have dn  — dm-m =  2, w ith 

one bit error per branch. Thus Gray mapping is a very poor choice for this iteratively- 

decoded system, from a  low error floor perspective as well as an iterative decoding per

spective.

Two other 8-PSK mappings presented in the literature [46], [50] offer the  d istinct 

advantage of having no d/j = dmin =  2 MSED two-branch D8-PSK error events. One 8- 

PSK mapping, the  maximum squared Euclidean weight (MSEW) m apping [46], explicitly 

seeks to  maximize the SED between symbol pairs with d#  =  1. This m apping seems 

ideally suited for this concatenated coding system. However, as simulations in C hapter 

7 will show, the MSEW  m apping does not perform as well in the error floor as either 

the  improved m apping or the next mapping considered, the M8 m apping of [50] and [51]. 

Figure 6.2 shows the Gray, MSEW  and M8 8-PSK bit mappings.

Gray m apping MSEW  m apping M8 m apping

O il 100 010
010 001 011 111 111 101

000110 000 110 000 100

011100 001 101 001111

101 010 110 

Figure 6.2: 8-PSK symbol constellation w ith Gray, MSEW  [46] and M8 [50] b it mappings.
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The M8 m apping was designed to  optimize the to ta l distance spectrum  to  minimize 

the  pairwise error probability (PEP) P(c —> e) of choosing the incorrect sequence e 

instead of the  correct sequence c a t high SNR. Simulations in C hapter 7 show th a t the 

M8 m apping provides the best high SNR performance, bu t only slightly b e tte r  th an  the 

improved mapping, a t the cost of 0.1 dB loss in tu rbo  cliff. EX IT analysis in Section 6.2 

confirms this loss in tu rbo  cliff onset SNR.

6 .2  E X IT  A n a ly s is

EX IT (EXtrinsic Inform ation Transfer) analysis [4], [5] is a valuable technique for eval

uating concatenated system performance in the turbo  cliff, or waterfall, region. EX IT 

analysis uses m utual information as a m easure of code performance. The concatenated 

code performance is sim ulated by EX IT analysis of the component codes, which is much 

simpler th an  sim ulating the entire concatenated system.

The m utual inform ation I ( X ; E ) — I e  between symbols x  and the  extrinsic LLRs 

E (x )  is used as a measure of the reliability of extrinsic soft information E  generated by 

each component decoder. Likewise, I ( X ; A )  =  I  a measures the  reliability of the  a priori 

soft inform ation A  into the component decoder, w ith respect to  x. M utual inform ation 

for binary symbols has a range of [0,1]. As the m agnitude of A  increases, the  m utual 

inform ation I { A ; x)  between the LLR A (x)  and the symbol x  it provides soft inform ation 

about also increases.

Input a priori LLRs A  are generated assuming a Gaussian distribution for p(A), 

which has been shown to be a very good approxim ation, especially w ith increasing it

erations [53]. Given A, w ith an associated I (x ]A )  = I  a , the component A P P  decoder 

will produce E ,  w ith associated I ( x \ E ) = I e - The inner decoder also requires channel 

metrics on the transm itted  symbols, and thus is dependent on the channel SNR. The 

outer decoder of a serially concatenated system never sees the channel inform ation and 

is independent of SNR.

In th is  m anner, an EX IT chart displaying I  a , ranging from 0 to  1, versus I e  for
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each component A PP decoder can be produced. Each component decoder is sim ulated 

individually, which is significantly faster than  simulating the entire concatenated system. 

These component EX IT charts are used to  study the convergence behavior of concate

nated iteratively decoded systems. EXIT analysis becomes a useful tool for determ ining 

component code choice in a concatenated system as well as predicting system behavior 

in the waterfall or tu rbo  cliff region, for large code lengths.

M utual inform ation is unchanged by the  interleaving process; interleaving perm utes 

the symbols bu t leaves the distribution unchanged. The interleaver also destroys any 

correlation between successive symbols. This separation and independence between the 

two decoders allows the component decoder EXIT charts to be combined into a  single 

EX IT graph depicting the behavior of the iterative tu rbo  decoding process.

6 .2 .1  M u tu a l In form ation  D eterm in a tio n

Decoder performance may be evaluated by approxim ating the a priori input LLR distri

bution p(A)  to  be Gaussian. This is a very good approxim ation w ith increasing iterations. 

The a priori LLR input A  is modeled as a Gaussian random  variable conditioned on the 

appropriate coded or uncoded symbol x,

A  = h aX +  n A, n A : A f  : ( 0 ,a \ )  (6.6)

where the m ean (1a  — The noise n A incorporates the effect of decoding uncertainty

as well as the  channel noise.

For a random  variable A  and BPSK transm itted  symbols X ,  the m utual inform ation 

I ( A \ x )  = I  a can be found as [54]

= = x ) l0g2™ «l*  -  ( 6 ' 7 )

where pA(£\X  — x)  may either be known theoretically or determ ined via simulation.
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For A  modeled as in Equation 6.6, Equation 6.7 becomes

( S - a 2A / 2 ) 2 

P 2a\
I a {cta ) =  /  — j = ------ (l -  log2 [1 +  e- *]) (6.8)

J — oo V 6'KO'A

as in [5]. Using Equation 6.8 for several a a values, each generating a  vector of Gaussian- 

d istributed A  according to  Equation 6.6, the corresponding I a { & a )  values can be deter

mined to  obtain a set of [a^, I a ^ a ) ]  pairs ranging from approxim ately (0,1).

Alternatively, an approxim ation for Equation 6.8 expressing the relationship between 

a a and I  a  as a piecewise polynomial in a a is given in [55] as

-0 .04211a3 +  0.20925a2 -  0.0064a, 0 <  a  <  1.6363;

1(a) ss l  -  exp(0.00181a3 -  0.01427a2 -  0.0822a +  0.05496, 1.6363 <  a  <  10;

1, a  > 1 0 .
(6.9)

An inverse approxim ation of a (I )  is also given in [55].

EX IT analysis proceeds as follows:

1. For a chosen (cr2A, I  a ) value, a priori LLRs A  for an input sequence x  are generated 

and fed into the A PP decoder of interest. Specific details are given below for inner 

and outer decoders.

2. Given a priori LLR input A  and channel metrics if needed, the A P P  decoder 

produces ou tpu t extrinsic LLRs E.

3. The conditional probability density functions of p (E \x  = 1) and p (E \x  = —1) are 

calculated numerically from the output extrinsics E.

4. Ie  is determ ined from numerical integration of Equation 6.7. A lternately, it can 

be calculated from I E = H (E )  — H (E \x )  where the  entropy H ( E ) and conditional 

entropy H {E \x )  are determ ined using the numerical simulations of the  conditional 

pdf of E.
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5. One point on the EX IT curve, corresponding to [ I a , I e \ ,  is obtained.

Note: since these are numerical Monte Carlo simulations, their accuracy depends 

on having a sufficient number of random  samples. There may be a slight deviation 

of I A from its value according to  (ct\ , I a ) depending on the num ber of samples of 

A. However, I  a may be recalculated, using the simulated values of A  to  obtain 

p{A \x  =  l),p(i4 |a; =  — 1) and Equation 6.7 as per the  calculation of I e  in the 

previous step. Typically the deviation of the numerically calculated I  a  from the 

theoretical I  a  of Equation 6.8 is minimal.

6. Choose another value of and begin again. Stop after com puting I e  for

I a *  I-

6 .2 .2  Inner D ecod er

For the inner decoder, noisy channel symbols y  must also generated. The channel LLRs 

and inner a priori LLRs Ai serve as input to  the inner decoder, which produces extrinsic 

LLRs Ei. The m utual inform ation is then calculated. In this m anner, a  plot of 7^. vs. 

I e{ may be generated which quantifies, for a given channel SNR, how the inner decoder 

performance improves with increasingly accurate a priori information.

However, the  differential 8-PSK A PP decoder operates on a non-binary symbol al

phabet. The in ital input LLRs m ust be converted to symbol probabilities, and ou tpu t 

symbol probabilities converted back to LLRs, ju st as in the iterative decoding process, 

for the interface between the inner D8-PSK symbol decoder and outer b inary /L L R  de

coder. Input b its v' are generated random ly and LLR values A,; calculated from those 

bits according to a \  corresponding to  the desired I  (A] v'). The input bits v' are m apped 

to  8-PSK symbols w and thence to  differential 8-PSK symbols x. The differential 8- 

PSK symbols are transm itted  across an AWGN channel to  arrive a t the receiver as noisy 

symbols y . Channel metrics are calculated according to the Gaussian conditional PD F 

of Equation 5.1 for each of the 8 possible 8-PSK symbols. Similarly, the  a priori LLRs 

A  are converted first to  a priori bit probabilities pa(v')) then  combined into symbol
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probabilities pa(w). The probability of a particular 8-PSK symbol is the product of its 

component b it probabilities, as per equation 5.6. These symbol probabilities are used as 

a priori input to  the inner decoder.

O utpu t symbol probabilities pe(w ) are generated and converted to  b it probabilities 

Pe(v') through m arginalization, as per equation 5.2 for the concatenated system. Ex

trinsic LLRs Ei are calculated from pe(v'), the conditional PD F  p(Ei\v') is determ ined 

numerically and I(Ei ,v ' )  found for the inner code as in Equation 6.7. The EX IT chart 

for the inner code plots I(Ai ,v ' )  = IAi v s  I(Ei\v' )  =  at a given channel SNR.

6 .2 .3  O uter D ecod er

The outer code EX IT chart is determined in much the same manner; however, as the 

outer code does not receive channel LLR input, it is independent of channel SNR. Only 

the  a priori LLR input A 0 needs to  be simulated. Since the  parity  code works with 

bits, the bit to symbol conversion used in the inner D8PSK decoder is unnecessary. Note 

th a t  A a is conditioned on v, the (3,2,2) parity  encoded bits, because the outer decoder 

receives soft information from the inner code on v ', which is deinterleaved to  become soft 

inform ation on the coded bits v. The information sequence u is generated randomly, 

encoded to  v , and LLR values A 0 found according to  a \  for I ( A 0]v) = I Ao. The parity  

decoder takes A a as input, producing LLR output E 0. As for the  inner decoder, the 

conditional PD F p{E0\v) is determined numerically and I ( E 0-,v) = I e 0 calculated. The 

outer code EX IT chart plots IAo-v vs I e 0■

6 .2 .4  C om b in ed  E X IT  C harts

As m entioned earlier, the EX IT charts for inner and outer decoder m ay be combined 

to  determ ine system performance a t a given SNR. The inner EX IT chart is positioned 

w ith I  a ., on the horizontal axis, and IEi on the vertical axis. The outer EX IT chart is 

positioned w ith axes swapped; is on the horizontal, and I Ai\v is on the  vertical. This 

allows visualization of the transfer of information between decoders with each iteration.
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The system  will operate within the channel created between the two com ponent EX IT 

curves, bounded by the curves. The output I E of one decoder will be the  input I  a of the 

other decoder.

Initially, decoding begins w ith the inner decoding receiving uniform a priori LLRs, 

or IAi = 0 .  The corresponding I Ei is generated from the output extrinsics and sent to  the 

outer decoder as its a priori I a0. From these, the outer decoder produces I Eo according 

to  its EX IT curve, which is sent to  the outer decoder as new a priori I  a v This completes 

one decoding iteration.

If the component EX IT curves cross over, closing off the channel, the  decoders will 

be unable to  improve on the extrinsic information being exchanged, and decoding will be 

stuck a t a  high bit error rate. This corresponds to  the high BER region before the  tu rbo  

cliff. At a certain SNR, the EXIT curves will ju st touch, barely blocking the  channel. 

This is term ed p in ch o ff  and indicates the onset of the turbo  cliff region. Increasing the 

SNR slightly beyond pinchoff provides a narrow channel to allow iterative decoding to 

converge to  a very low error rate  (indicated by I  a  =  I e  =  !)• The narrow channel enforces 

only small increases in m utual information, indicating many iterations are necessary to 

achieve a low error rate  a t SNRs along the waterfall or tu rbo  cliff region.

6 .2 .5  O uter (3 ,2 ,2 ) P arity  C od e and Inner D 8 -P S K  M o d u la tio n

Figure 6.3 shows the EX IT chart for a differentially-encoded turbo-coded m odulation sys

tem , using differential 8-PSK as the inner code, with I  a , on the horizontal axis and I Ei on 

the  vertical axis, and a (3,2,2) parity  check code as the outer code, with the  axes swapped. 

The inner decoder inform ation transfer curves are dependent on SN R = log10(Eb/No) and 

are shown for SNR 3.4 and 3.6 dB. N atural 8-PSK mapping is indicated on the plot by 

‘na t m ap’ and the improved m apping presented in Section 6.1.1 is designated by ‘new 

m ap’.

N atural 8-PSK m apping allows for earlier tu rbo  cliff onset a t SNR 3.3 dB, bu t pro

duces a higher error floor, as is shown in C hapter 7. Note th a t a t SNR 3.4 dB, the
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EXIT chart of (3,2,2)/D8-PSK SCC

0.9

0.7

0.6
LU

o 0.5<

0.4

0.3
—  outer (3,2,2) parity code

inner D 8-P SK  nat m ap, SNR 3 .4 dB 
inner D 8-P SK  new  m ap, SNR 3.4 dB 

®- inner D 8-P SK  new  m ap, SNR 3 .6 dB
-  ■ EXIT trajectory, SNR 3.6 dB_________

0.2

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure 6.3: EX IT chart for outer (3,2,2) parity  code and inner differential 8-PSK m od
ulation, a t SNR=101og10(Eh/A^o)=:3.4 and 3.6 dB, with improved mapping; decoding 
tra jecto ry  shown for SNR=3.6 dB. N atural mapping of inner differential 8-PSK m odu
lation is also shown for SNR 3.4 dB.

natu ral 8-PSK m apping EX IT curve provides an open channel for decoding to  proceed 

to  convergence, while the improved m apping is a t pinchoff at SNR 3.4 dB.

An EX IT tra jecto ry  for the improved 8-PSK m apping a t SNR 3.6 dB is displayed 

also, showing nicely how decoding follows the path  delineated by the two component 

EX IT curves. Convergence occurs in about 25 iterations. Each vertical-horizontal step 

indicates one complete decoding iteration. The vertical lines are the increase in m utual 

inform ation through the inner decoder, and the horizontal lines are the increase in m utual 

inform ation obtained through the  outer decoder. All curves are sim ulated for a 180,000 

bit interleaver size.

The significant advantage of EX IT analysis is th a t the tu rbo  decoder performance 

near the  ’tu rbo  cliff’ region may be predicted w ithout running simulations of the  complete 

tu rbo  decoder; EX IT transfer curves are obtained for each individual decoder.

Notice the  close fit between the outer (3,2,2) parity  check and inner differential 8- 

PSK EX IT curves a t SNR 3.4 dB. The two codes are well-matched, in the  sense th a t  the 

combined codes minimize tu rbo  cliff onset compared to  a set of less well-matched codes.
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6.2 .6  O uter C on volu tion a l C od e and Inner D 8 -P S K  M o d u la 

tio n

The outer (3,2,2) parity  check code, while very well-matched to the inner differential 

8-PSK m odulation code in term s of tu rbo  cliff onset SNR, is a weak code, w ith only four 

possible codewords and minimum Hamming distance dm\n =  2. A stronger outer code, 

w ith greater minimum distance, would probably provide better high SNR performance. 

Therefore, use of an outer convolutional code in place of the (3,2,2) parity  check code is 

examined, to  determ ine whether there is significant loss in tu rbo  cliff onset SNR compared 

to  the outer (3,2,2) parity  code.

An EX IT curve using an outer rate  2 /3  16-state maximal free distance recursive 

system atic convolutional code as the  outer code instead of the (3,2,2) parity  code is 

shown in Figure 6.4, together with an inner differential 8-PSK EX IT curve for SNR 5 

dB. N atural m apping is used. The minimum distance dmin of this convolutional code is 

5, compared to  2 for the (3,2,2) parity  check code. The increase in dmin of the  outer code 

increases the dmm of the concatenated code and lowers the predom inant error floor found 

w ith the outer parity  check code, as is shown in Chapter 7. However, reduction of the 

error floor comes at a significant increase of 1.6 dB in turbo  cliff onset SNR.

As shown in Figure 6.4, pinchoff for the convolutional code and differential 8-PSK 

m odulation occurs a t SNR 5 dB, 1.6 dB past th a t of the concatenated system with 

the  outer (3,2,2) parity  code. It is clear from the EX IT curve of the outer ra te  2 /3  

convolutional code th a t the differential EXIT curve m ust be raised significantly higher 

by increasing the SNR in order to  clear the outer EX IT curve, and provide a channel for 

iterative convergence. This increase in turbo  cliff onset is due to  the poor m atch or fit, 

as shown by EX IT chart, between component decoders.

EX IT analysis has also proven quite useful in analyzing the  potential of channel 

estim ation based on the  extrinsic information available from the D8-PSK A P P  decoder 

in the initial iteration. This topic is discussed in further detail in C hapter 9.
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EXIT chart: rate 2/3 16-st cc/D8-PSK SCC, SNR 5 dB
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Figure 6.4: EX IT curve for outer rate  2 /3  16-state recursive system atic convolutional 
code and differential 8-PSK at SNR=5 dB.

6 .2 .7  E X IT  A n a ly sis  o f  8 -P S K  M appin gs

EX IT analysis is now applied to  the results of Section 6.1.2 for various 8-PSK mappings. 

B oth the  MSEW  m apping of [46] and the M8 m apping of [50] have no dmin/M SED  

two-branch error events, and therefore these mappings are expected to  have be tte r high 

SNR performance. However, there may be some loss in turbo  cliff onset SNR incurred 

w ith these 8-PSK mappings, compared w ith natural mapping and the improved m apping 

presented in C hapter 6.1.

Figure 6.5 displays a combined EXIT chart of the outer (3,2,2) parity  check code 

and three inner differential 8-PSK mappings, for different SNR values. Gray mapping, 

M SEW  m apping and M8 mapping are all considered. Gray m apping is expected to  have 

the  w orst/highest error floor performance, as all MSED two-branch error events are also 

drain events, bu t it also shows the highest tu rbo  cliff onset SNR, above SNR 6 dB as 

shown in Figure 6.5.

This high tu rbo  cliff onset SNR for Gray mapping is due to  the fact th a t, although 

D8-PSK using Gray m apping provides the largest am ount of extrinsic inform ation of any
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Figure 6.5: EX IT curve for outer (3,2,2) parity  check code and various inner differential 
8-PSK mappings.

of the m appings considered when no a priori information is available, it also shows little  

improvement in extrinsic information as the a priori information improves, providing the 

lowest am ount of extrinsic information with good a priori information, I  a . > 0.5. W hen 

Gray m apping is considered by itself as a m odulation code, for example in iteratively- 

decoded bit-interleaved coded m odulation (BICM-ID), EXIT analysis of Gray m apping 

shows there is no m utual information improvement with increasing a priori informa

tion  [50], and thus Gray m apping is unsuitable as a m odulation code for an iteratively- 

decoded system. W hen used as differential m odulation, Gray m apping shows some m od

est improvement in m utual information as the quality of a priori inform ation available 

to  it improves. Still, the tu rbo  cliff onset SNR of Gray-m apped D8-PSK is so high as 

to  render the  m apping ineffective for the m odulation code in the differentially-encoded 

turbo-coded system.

The other interesting facet of the Gray-m apped EX IT curve is th a t  pinchoff occurs a t 

quite high values for a priori and extrinsic information. An open decoding channel exists 

a t low m utual inform ation values, but closes off when the curves touch a t higher m utual 

inform ation values. Decoding below but near pinchoff SNR will show some improvement
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in BER performance with iterative decoding, due to  the open channel a t lower m utual 

inform ation values. However, decoding will be unable to  converge to  low B ER  until a t 

SNRs above pinchoff.

The M SEW  m apping and M8 m apping shown in Figure 6.5 both  display pinchoff at 

SNR 3.7 dB, resulting in a 0.3 dB loss in turbo  cliff onset compared to  the  improved 

8-PSK m apping of Chapter 6.1. This loss in performance is costly, bu t these m appings 

are still practical as m odulation codes.

In the following Chapter 7, simulation results for the BER performance of these 

different mappings, used in the inner differential 8-PSK m odulation code, concatenated 

w ith the outer (3,2,2) parity  code will be presented, along with BER results for the 

improved and natu ra l 8-PSK mappings.
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Chapter 7

Coherent D ecoding Perform ance

7.1  C o h eren t D e c o d in g

Coherent decoding assumes th a t perfect phase, carrier, tim ing and frame synchronization 

between transm itter and receiver have already been achieved before the received noisy 

symbol values are sampled and sent to  the decoder. In the case of coherent decoding, 

the  pulse m odulation shape does not need to  be considered, as all received values will 

be sampled a t the correct time, which is when the m odulation pulse for the symbol of 

interest is a t its peak, and all other pulses are a t a null. The issue of sampling at the 

correct tim e is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 10. Additionally, as phase and 

carrier synchronization have already been achieved, there is no phase offset to  ro ta te  the 

received noisy symbol.

The assum ption of coherent decoding is reasonable in a circuit-switched system  which 

has tim e to  establish synchronization between transm itter and receiver, via a training 

sequence or pilot symbols, before transm itting  encoded data. A phase-locked loop (PLL) 

and tim ing error detector (TED) can then be used prior to the decoder to  track small 

phase and tim ing variations, and correct them.

For a packet-based system, coherent decoding may not be as good an assum ption. 

The receiver does not know when packets will be arriving, and should have the  abil-
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ity  to synchronize on the fly. Additionally, a mobile transm itter introduces significant 

channel variations which could be beyond the ability of the PLL to follow. An easily- 

implem ented phase estim ation technique th a t is integrated into the  iterative decoding 

loop and utilizes the A PP probabilities from the inner decoder is presented in C hapter 9. 

Similarly, a TED integrated into the iterative decoding loop is presented in C hapter 10. 

The two estim ators are combined in Chapter 11 to  form an integrated phase and tim ing 

synchronization/decoding combination.

This chapter considers coherent performance of the differentially-encoded turbo-coded 

m odulation, assuming th a t phase and tim ing synchronization have already been achieved 

prior to  decoding.

7.2  O u ter  P a r ity  C o d e

Figure 7.1 shows the BER performance of the serially concatenated outer (3,2,2) parity  

code/inner differential 8-PSK system for both natu ra l and improved 8-PSK m apping and 

random  interleaving. Results are shown for interleaver sizes of 15000 bits and 180000 bits. 

Notice the  lowered error floor of the improved mapping. Also shown is the  improved 

m apping w ith a fixed S-random  spread interleaver of 5 = 9  and 15000 bits. The spread 

interleaver lowers the error floor further by doubling the code’s MSED, as m entioned 

previously in C hapter 6.1. The effect of interleaver design on the error floor is discussed 

in greater detail in Chapter 8.

At a  ra te  of 2 bits/sym bol, 8-PSK capacity is a t E b/ N 0 =  2.9 dB [8], [9]. The 

serially-concatenated (3,2,2)/D8-PSK system provides good BER performance a t 0.6 

(with naturally-m apped 8-PSK) and 0.8 dB (for the improved 8-PSK bit m apping) away 

from capacity for large interleaver sizes.

The BER performance of this concatenated system underscores the effectiveness of 

simple component codes, combined with analysis techniques, in designing and optimizing 

concatenated iteratively-decoded systems for excellent performance. Not only are the  two 

component decoders very simple to  implement (an 8-state trellis decoder for the  inner
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code and a  lookup table for the  outer code) but taken individually, their error control 

potential is very limited. The (3,2,2) parity  check code is very weak, w ith a  m inimal 

dfi = 2, and differential 8-PSK m odulation alone is used for its independence from phase 

synchronization, rather than  any error-correcting ability. Together, however, they  unfold 

the  full potential of tu rbo  coding, outperform ing even large 8-PSK Ungerbock trellis 

codes [23] by 1 dB. Uncoded QPSK reaches a BER of 10~5 at 9.5 dB; a 64-state 8-

PSK trellis-coded m odulation (TCM) code achieves a BER of 10-5 at 6.1 dB [21], for a

coding gain of 3.4 dB a t a rate  of 2 bits/sym bol. As shown in Figure 7.1, the  differentially- 

encoded turbo-coded m odulation system with a 180 kbit interleaver provides performance 

results 2.6 dB better than  64-state 8-PSK TCM  a t a B E R =10-5 , for a coding gain of 6 

dB with respect to  uncoded QPSK for large interleaver sizes. An interleaver size of 15

kbit reduces the coding gain somewhat to  5.6 dB.

Along the tu rbo  cliff, 50 decoding iterations are required for convergence. EX IT 

analysis predicted th a t a large number of iterations along the tu rbo  cliff would be required 

for convergence, due to  the well-matched EX IT curves of the component codes. A low 

SNR tu rbo  cliff onset results, bu t only a narrow tunnel in the combined EX IT chart 

exists for any iterative improvement a t near-turbo-cliff SNRs. A m inimum of 50 frame 

errors per d a ta  point were collected along the waterfall; a t higher error-floor SNRs, 25 

frame errors per BER d a ta  point were observed.

As predicted by EX IT analysis, the larger interleaver size shows tu rbo  cliff onset 

a t SNR=3.3 dB for na tu ra l m apping and 3.5 dB for the improved mapping. N atural 

m apping provides a 0.2 dB advantage in turbo  cliff onset, a t the cost of a higher error 

floor. For the smaller interleaver size, along the tu rbo  cliff, convergence requires 50 

iterations; a t SNR 4 dB, 30 iterations are required for convergence, decreasing to  10 

iterations a t SNR 5 dB and above.

The coherently-decoded differentially-encoded tu rbo  coded m odulation system  using 

an outer (3,2,2) parity  check code achieves a BER of 2 x 10~6 a t an SNR of 3.9 dB for 

random  interleaving, with an interleaver size of 15,000 bits using the improved 8-PSK
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Figure 7.1: Performance of the serially concatenated D8-PSK system w ith outer (3,2,2) 
parity  code over AWGN channel and coherent decoding, for various interleaver sizes, 
na tu ra l and improved 8-PSK mappings, with 50 decoding iterations.

mapping. In comparison, the serially-concatenated tu rbo  trellis-coded m odulation (SC- 

TTCM ) system presented in [56] provides a BER of 2 x 10-5 at SN R=3.7 dB for coherent 

decoding of an outer ra te  4 /5  8-state convolutional code and inner 4-state ra te  5 /6  

2x8PSK  TCM  and an interleaver size of 16,385 bits. The highest SNR value sim ulated 

in [56] was 3.7 dB. The system rate  was 2 bits/sym bol and 8-PSK m odulation over an 

AWGN channel was used.

Bit-interleaved coded m odulation using iterative decoding (BICM-ID) has been exam

ined for 8-PSK m odulation [51]. W ith an outer ra te  2 /3  16-state convolutional code and 

outer 8-PSK m odulation code for a ra te  of 2 bits/sym bol over an AWGN channel with 

coherent decoding, BICM-ID achieves a BER of 10~5 at SNR=4.5 dB w ith an interleaver 

size of 6000 bits, for a coding gain of about 5 dB.

The coherently-decoded D8-PSK /(3,2,2) parity-coded SCC presented in Figure 7.1 

provides comparable performance to  the SC-TTCM  system, and superior performance 

to  BICM-ID, and in addition, offers the potential for decoding w ithout channel sta te  

inform ation (CSI). System performance in the presence of phase offset, w ithout CSI, will 

be examined in Chapter 9.
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7.3  D ifferen t 8 -P S K  B it  M a p p in g s

This system displays a flat error floor at high SNR, even with the  improved 8-PSK 

m apping due to  the existance of du  =  2/M SED two-branch error events. As m entioned 

in C hapter 6.1.1, two 8-PSK m appings presented previously in the literature  have no 

MSED dn  — 2 two-branch error events, and one, the MSEW m apping [46], maximizes 

the  Hamming weight between M SED-separated symbols. These m appings are therefore 

expected to  lower the error floor and slope. Gray m apping is expected to  perform  very 

poorly due to  its many MSED du — 2 two-branch error events.

Figure 7.2 shows simulation results for the outer (3,2,2) parity /inner D8-PSK SCC 

over an AWGN channel, assuming coherent decoding, for the following 8-PSK bit m ap

pings of v ' to  symbol w: Gray mapping, MSEW mapping, M8 m apping [50], [51], and 

the  improved m apping of Chapter 6.1.1 and [47]. Fifty decoding iterations were used, 

although along the error floor, convergence is obtained in 25 iterations or fewer. Random  

interleaving was used; a new random  interleaver was generated for each codeword frame.

u ncoded  Q PSK, natural m apping 
8 -P S K  G ray m apping 
8 -P S K  MSEW  m apping 
8 -P S K  im proved m apping 
8 -P S K  M8 m apping_____________

o  1 0 '

10-7
5.5

dB
6.53.5

SN R=EU7N„ in dBb 0 in

Figure 7.2: Performance of the serially concatenated D8-PSK system w ith outer (3,2,2) 
parity  code for various 8-PSK bit mappings, random  interleaving, AWGN channel and 
coherent decoding, 50 decoding iterations.

As expected from bo th  distance and EX IT analysis, Gray m apping performs very
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poorly, and is unsuitable for use in an iteratively-decoded concatenated system. Both 

the  M SEW  and M8 m appings have a higher tu rbo  cliff onset SNR, about 0.2 dB greater 

than  the  improved mapping. This was also predicted by EXIT analysis. Surprisingly, 

the  MSEW  m apping also has a higher error floor than  the improved m apping despite 

maximizing the Hamming weight in two-branch MSED error events. The M8 m apping 

provides slightly better error floor performance than  the improved mapping.

If the M SEW  m apping maximizes the SED for djj =  2 two-branch error events, and 

contains no MSED d# =  2 two-branch error events, why then  does it have worse error 

floor performance th an  the improved mapping? The answer is due to  the fact th a t  with 

random  interleaving, the probability th a t a random  interleaver instan tiation  contains a t 

least one du  = 2 two-branch error event coming from one (3,2,2) parity  codeword is 

much greater th an  the probability th a t it contains a t least one du  =  4 two-branch error 

events, which m ust come from two (3,2,2) parity  codewords, as shown in A ppendix A. 

Note th a t  if these MSED error events deinterleave to  single bits in different (3,2,2) parity  

codewords, the outer parity  decoder will, with high probability, correct those single bits.

Thus if no du  =  2 MSED two-branch error events exist, the  prim ary decoding error 

mechanism now occurs w ith d# — 2 /SE D = 2 two-branch error events (the next smallest 

SED after M SED=0.5816) rather than  d#  =  4 MSED two-branch error events. These 

SED =2 error events occur with an actual channel MSED symbol error ra ther th an  a 

SED =2 symbol error from the channel. However, in these decoding errors, the  D8-PSK 

trellis stabilizes at a SED =2 symbol error which causes only two bit errors (du =  2), 

bo th  deinterleaving to  the same (3,2,2) parity  codeword. It does this in preference to  the 

MSED symbol error which a hard decision of the channel symbols would provide, as the 

MSED symbol error would cause four bit errors (d# =  4) at a minimum. The decoder 

will m ost often correct these four bit errors unless they deinterleave to two (3,2,2) parity  

codewords.

An example of this is found in Figure 7.3, which shows an actual M SEW -m apped 

error event. The correct sequence is the solid bold path , the incorrect decoded d#  =  2
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SED =2 sequence is the dashed bold path , and the dotted  path  shows the dH =  4 MSED 

sequence which would have resulted from a hard decision decoding of the received D8- 

PSK channel symbol. The bits m apping to  each 8-PSK symbol associated w ith the 

branches are shown, with incorrect bits shown in bold.

o H I  _  o, o o
"000 110

001
101

010

001

Figure 7.3: A dH =  2 SED =2 two-branch error event for the outer (3,2,2) parity /inner 
differential 8-PSK SCC with MSEW  bit mapping.

The M SEW  m apping has 64 possible d#  =  2 SED =2 two-branch error events, which 

far outweighs the  single du  =  2 MSED and 9 du  =  2 SED=2 two-branch error events 

for the improved m apping of Chapter 6.1.1. As earlier, parallel events are not counted, 

so the initial sta te  of the diverging branch is assumed zero; also, exchanging v ' and v ' is 

not counted. The M8 m apping has only 16 du =  2 SED =2 two-branch error events and 

no dn = 2 MSED two-branch error events.

A djustm ent of the 8-PSK mapping to  decrease du  =  2/M SED error events provides 

only partial m itigation of this error floor. To decrease the error floor further, the  inter

leaver design m ust be considered. A code-matched interleaver design which eliminates 

the  MSED error events of this code is presented in the following C hapter 8.

7 .4  O u ter  C o n v o lu tio n a l C o d e

Simulation results for a differentially-encoded tu rbo  coded m odulated system  using an 

outer ra te  2 /3  16-state maximal free distance recursive system atic convolutional code
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and inner differential 8-PSK encoding with natural mapping are presented in Figure 7.4. 

Coherent decoding is assumed, and the transmission channel is AWGN with circularly- 

symm etric zero-mean Gaussian noise. This serially-concatenated code has the  same rate  

of 2 b its/sym bol as the previously-presented SCC using an outer (3,2,2) parity  code, w ith 

which it is compared to  in Figure 7.4. Random interleaving of 15,000 bits was used for 

each codeword frame. Uncoded QPSK performance, with a rate  of 2 b its/sym bol, is also 

presented for reference.

10

0C5
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DC
LUCQ

O u ter rate  2 /3 1 6 -s ta te  cc /lnner D 8 -P S K  SC C  
O uter (3,2,2) parity/inner D 8 -P S K  SC C  
U ncoded  Q PSK

3.5
SN R =E 7N  in dBb 0
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Figure 7.4: BER vs SNR performance over AWGN channel of the serially concatenated 
D8-PSK system with outer rate  2 /3  16-state m aximal free distance recursive system atic 
convolutional code and inner differential 8-PSK encoding using natu ra l m apping, com
pared to  outer (3,2,2) parity  code concatenated with inner differential 8-PSK encoding 
using improved mapping.

Note th a t  this outer convolutional-encoded system provides a lower error floor th an  

the  parity-encoded system, a t the cost of a significantly increased waterfall onset SNR. 

By SNR 5.8 dB, the outer convolutional-encoded system gives be tte r B ER  performance, 

bu t w ith a  1.6 dB loss in waterfall onset SNR, as predicted w ith EX IT analysis. The 

convolutional-encoded system is hardly a capacity-approaching design, and though pro

viding b e tte r high SNR performance, is a poor compromise in term s of bo th  approaching 

capacity and providing good error floor performance. The remaining portion of th is the-
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sis considers only the outer parity-encoded system, and will look a t lowering the 

floor further through appropriate interleaver design.
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Chapter 8

C ode-M atched Interleaver D esign

8.1  In tr o d u c tio n

As shown in C hapter 7, the (3,2,2)/D8-PSK SCC developed in this thesis provides near

capacity BER performance. However, a t higher SNR, the performance displays a sig

nificant error floor, caused by low-Hamming-distance, low-MSED error events. These 

low-MSED error events were initially discussed in Chapter 6.1.

This error floor is often seen in concatenated coding systems such as tu rbo  codes; 

recall the  performance of the original tu rbo  code in Figure 4.1. The free-distance or 

m inimum -distance asym ptote of a concatenated code with low MSED is relatively flat, 

and a t high SNR, the concatenated code’s performance approaches the free-distance 

asym ptote [44]. This error floor can be severe enough th a t a simple convolutional code 

or TCM  code actually achieves better performance th an  the concatenated code a t high 

SNR.

Considerable effort has gone into designing interleavers which improve the  minimum 

distance of a concatenated code, thus improving its error floor. The classic approach 

is the S-random spread-interleaver design [48], [49]. The S-random interleaver spreads 

nearby bits far apart, breaking up low-weight error patterns so the  interleaved coded 

output sequence has increased weight. The spreading constraint interleaves bits w ithin
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a distance S' to  a distance greater than  S  apart.

D ithered relative prime (DRP) interleavers [57] are a recent design technique providing 

very large minimum distance. An input dither vector locally perm utes the input sequence, 

a relative prime (RP) interleaver then  spreads the dithered sequence, and an ou tpu t d ither 

vector locally perm utes the interleaved sequence again. These techniques, however, while 

increasing minimum distance, do not directly seek to  eliminate low-weight error events 

specific to  a  particular concatenated code.

Designing interleavers m atched to  the distance spectrum  of a specific code, to  elim

inate specific low-weight input sequences producing low-weight coded sequences, is an 

extension of the spreading concept. Code m atched interleavers (CMI) are presented 

in [58], [59] for PCC binary turbo  codes with component recursive system atic convolu

tional (RSC) codes. Interleaver design constraints in addition to  spreading are proposed 

to  ensure th a t all b its spaced k\ multiples of a distance /i apart are not interleaved to 

k2 multiples of ji apart, where p is the length of the shortest weight-2 input sequence 

producing a finite weight codeword. Limits are placed on k\, k2 depending on the m axi

mum weight to  be eliminated. A related constraint was designed for weight 4 codewords. 

Results for a ra te  1/3 turbo  code with component 4-state convolutional codes, interleaver 

size 4096 and spreading 35 and show a factor of 40 drop in the  error floor a t SNR 1.2 

dB compared to  random  interleaving and a factor of 6 error floor drop com pared to 

5-random  interleaving w ith 5=42.

The 5T -random  interleaver [60] has a similar constraint th a t, in addition to  the 

spreading constraint, input symbols spaced T  or less multiples of L  apart are not inter

leaved to  T  or less multiples of L  apart, where L  is the shortest length of any weight-2 

input sequence producing a finite length codeword, th a t is, the  generator feedback poly

nomial gi(D )  has 1+ D L as a divisor. This is equivalent to  the definition for / i  previously. 

Performance results for a rate  1/2 turbo  code show a drop in the error floor by a factor 

of 5 a t SN R=2 dB for length 10000 interleaver and memory 3 component convolutional 

codes. The 5Ts-random  interleaver [61] extends the spreading constraint 5  to  input sym-
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bols spaced Ts ^  T  or less multiples of L  apart, and considers PR4 and EPR 4 partial 

response channels. A slight drop in error floor by a factor of 2 is seen for a convolutional 

code serially concatenated w ith the channel precoder and interatively decoded, using a 

(S ,T s) = (30,10) interleaver compared with an 5-random  interleaver w ith S —30.

A code-matched interleaver design is examined for the intersymbol iterference (ISI) 

channel [62], w ith a punctured convolutional code and precoder viewed as a SCC. An 

5-random  interleaver is constructed, tested for all weight-2 error events and altered until 

no weight-2 error event patterns appear. Results show an improvement of 0.3-0.4 dB at 

B E R =10-6 over an 5-random  interleaver.

5-random  interleaver design is extended to  eliminate m ultiple low-weight error events 

w ith constraints for two and three error events given in [63]. However, the  designed 

interleavers were unable to  completely satisfy the given constraints, which were then  

relaxed until an interleaver could be found. Results were given for symbol-interleaved 

parallel concatenated trellis coded m odulation (PCTCM ) and show an improvement of 

0.2 dB at B E R =10~5 over random  interleaving for 8-PSK PCTCM . Interpolated  results 

for BER=10~6 show a 0.35 dB improvement.

Interleaver constraints are developed in this thesis for the (3,2,2)/D 8-PSK  SCC, to  

eliminate the low-squared-Euclidean-distance (SED)/low-weight error events of this code. 

These interleaver constraints eliminate specific multiple error events as well as single error 

events. Factor graph representation [64], [65] of the interleaver allows these m ultiple error 

events to  be viewed as short cycles in a graph.

Interleavers which avoid low-weight error events for tu rbo  codes have been derived 

from graphs w ith large girth [66]; the girth of a graph is defined as the  length of its shortest 

cycle. The graph is designed to  prevent two bits spaced short multiples of P  =  2" — 1 

from interleaving to another short m ultiple of P  apart, where u is the memory of the 

component convolutional codes; these events would otherwise cause low-weight error 

events. The graph design also prevents two groups of two bits, where the  two bits w ithin 

a group are spaced short multiples of P  apart, from interleaving to  two new groups, w ith
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one bit from each of the  de-inter leaved groups going to each of the interleaved groups, 

where each bit w ithin an interleaved group is spaced a short m ultiple of P  apart.

This is similar to  the S T  and S T s interleavers, bu t the construction technique is 

based on graphs. A rate  1/3 turbo  code’s minimum distance dmin =  30 using one of 

these designed interleavers of length 5049, and component codes of memory v  — 3, while 

a random  interleaver construction for tu rbo  codes of the same interleaver length and 

code memory resulted in an average dmin =  14 and best dmin =  22 for the  random  

interleavers [67].

A different interleaver design for serially-concatenated convolutional codes (SCCCs) is 

presented in [6 8 ] which similarly prevent two bits, or groups of bits, spaced short distances 

apart from interleaving to new groups spaced short distances apart. These interleaving 

connections are defined as in the previous work as short cycles, and interleavers th a t 

exclude these cycles up to  and including length I are analyzed and designed. A (A, 7 )/ 

interleaver is defined as excluding all cycles of length I where the distances between bits 

of each (de-interleaved) group are all less than  A, and the sum of all distances between 

inter-group bits is less th an  7 . For memory rate  1/2 tu rbo  codes with interleaver length 

2700 and simple v  =  1 component codes, a (3 , 9 ) 4  interleaver has guaranteed dmin >  5, 

compared w ith a random  interleaver with dmjn >  2 and an (s , t)  = (20,40) interleaver 

w ith dmin >  3. The (s, t) interleaver is similar to  the 5-random  interleaver, except w ith 

non-symmetric separation factors; for the 5-random  interleaver, s =  t  =  5 , and for the 

(s, t) interleaver, s ^  t. Performance results with these same interleavers showed a drop 

in the error floor of two orders of m agnitude for the (3, 9 ) 4  interleaver compared with 

the  random  interleaver, and an error floor drop of a factor of 7 compared to  the  (20, 40) 

interleaver.

Interleaver construction rules which eliminate short cycles for a particular graph rep

resentation of the (3,2,2) parity/D 8-PSK  interleaver will be shown to also elim inate the 

lowest SED error events for this SCC. As the component codes for the SCC considered 

in this thesis are not convolutional codes, the constraints for preventing error events are
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somewhat different th an  those designed previously for tu rbo  codes and SCCCs. A graph 

representation th a t examines parity  codeword/8-PSK symbol b it connections will clearly 

show two-branch error events as short cycles.

8.2 Minimum Distance Error Events

The fully-connected differential trellis ensures th a t for every branch diverging from the 

correct path , there is another branch at the next tim e step merging back to  the  correct 

path . Thus the differential code has many possible two-branch error events, some with 

M SED=0.586, ju st as for 8-PSK modulation.

The MSED error event with respect to the all-zeros sequence is shown in Figure 

8.1A. The incorrect differential symbols are x  =  e ^ 4, ej0, w ith the diverging branch 

giving a squared Euclidean distance (SED)=0.586. The associated incorrect inform ation 

symbols are w  =  eJ,r//4, e- -771'/4 m apping to  the bit sequence v '= 111-101. The error 

sequence e = ll l-1 0 1  has odd Hamming weight and is disallowed by the parity-check 

code. Incorrect bits are in bold.

o o o o o o

o o o o o o
O O O O /O y 0 1 0  °

o 

o 

o 

o

000 000
A  B

Figure 8.1: Minimum squared Euclidean distance (MSED) error events for the  outer 
(3,2,2) parity /inner differential 8-PSK SCC with the improved m apping of Figure 6.1.

However, the 8-PSK m apping is not regular, as shown in Table 8.1 listing the  SED vs. 

Hamming distance dH between each 8-PSK symbol of this mapping. R otating from one 

symbol to  the next gives SED=0.586, bu t Hamming distance dn  varies from 1 to  3. Only
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MSED Hamming distance d n = 1
0.586 010/011
2.00 000/001,111/101,010/110
3.14 000/100,111/110,001/011,001/101
4.00 000/010,111/011,100/101
MSED Hamming distance dH= 2
0.586 000/101,111/001,001/100,100/010,011/110,110/101
2.00 000/110,111/100,001/010,011/101
3.14 000/011,111/010
4.00 -
MSED Hamming distance d ^  =  3
0.586 000/111
2.00 100/011
3.14 010/101
4.00 001/110

Table 8.1: Squared Euclidean Distance (SED) vs. Hamming distance between all 8-PSK 
symbol m appings for the improved mapping of Figuree 6.1.

one symbol pair has SED=0.586 and dH= 1: 010/011. From this, the minimum distance 

M SED /m in du  two-branch error event is constructed as shown in Figure 8 .IB . The 

correct sequence V  is 010-011, the diverging sequence v ' is 011-010, and error sequence 

e=001-001 with dH= 2. This MSED two-branch error event is term ed Edmin.

Not only does this sequence have even Hamming weight, so it can be a valid codeword 

depending on interleaving, bu t it also has the minimum possible Hamming weight for the 

parity  sequence! The errors from this M SED /m in dn  two-branch error event m ust come 

from a single (3,2,2) parity-check codeword, as each parity  codeword has d u = 2. Due 

to  the rotationally  invariant differential trellis, all correct/diverging pa th  sets parallel to 

th is one are equivalent, with M SED=0.586 and d n = 2. Switching diverging and correct 

paths obtains the same MSED /dn -

As seen from Table 8.1, there are many possible error events w ith MSED bu t larger 

Ham ming distance. The next lowest weight two-branch error events w ith MSED either 

have dH—2 per branch or one branch with dn  = 1 and one branch w ith dH = 3, for to ta l 

£/#=4. These error events are term ed E^ha- Two possible correct/diverging E^ha path  

sets are shown in Figure 8.2, w ith 8.2A showing v '= l l l -1 1 0 , v '=001-011, and e=110-101,
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for SED=0.586 and 4. A 4  =  3 / 4  =  1 weight-4 MSED two-branch error event is 

shown in Figure 8.2B, for v'=000-011, v '= l l l -0 1 0 , and e = ll l-0 0 1 . Incorrect bits are in 

bold.

Oil

001 <£

111
A

010

111

000 B
Figure 8.2: Minimum squared Euclidean distance (MSED) EdHi error events w ith du  — 4 
for the outer (3,2,2) parity /inner differential 8-PSK SCC, using the improved m apping 
of Figure 6.1.

Another low-weight error event consists of the minimum distance error event £)/min 

w ith an interm ediate parallel branch between diverging and merging branches, to  make 

it a three-branch error event as shown in Figure 8.3. Here the correct sequence v '=011- 

001-010, v'=010-001-011, and e=001-000-001. No extra  Hamming distance accumulates, 

bu t the parallel branch is another MSED detour, so the SED doubles to  1.14. This type 

of error event is term ed E par. Additional parallel branches increase the SED  by 0.586 for 

each branch.

Finally, consider an error event consisting of two separate Edmin error events, as shown 

in Figure 8.4. This error event has SED=1.14 and d n —4. Three separate E,jtnin error 

events gives SED=1.76 and d ^= 6 . In general, L  £ ’dmin error events provide SED=L*0.586 

and d n —^L.

The following Section explores how interleaver design may eliminate these low-weight 

error events.
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001

Oil

001
Oil

010

010

Figure 8.3: A three-branch error event Apar for the outer (3,2,2) parity /inner differential 
8-PSK serially concatenated SCC.

o o o o o o
o o o o o o

010 011

010
011

011

/  010

Figure 8.4: Two MSED error events for the outer (3,2,2) parity-check/inner differential 
8-PSK SCC.

8 .3  In ter lea v er  D e s ig n

The interleaver interface II(v) between the (3,2,2) parity  codeword sequence v  and the 

interleaved bits v' m apped to  an 8-PSK symbol sequence w  may be represented as a 

factor graph. Figure 8.5A shows this graph representation. Circles represent the  bits 

v  of the (3,2,2) parity-encoded sequence, squares represent the interleaved bits v', and 

edges connecting circles to squares represent the interleaver bit perm utations n (v)= v '.

The M SED /m in du  two-branch error event Edmin is depicted in Figure 8.5A. Only the 

erroneous bit edges or connections are shown. If bits of each (3,2,2) parity  codeword are 

combined into a larger codeword node (ovals), and bits m apped to  each 8-PSK symbol 

into a  larger symbol node (rectangles), the graph of Figure 8.5B is obtained. Each
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codeword node has three edges for its three component bits, and each 8-PSK symbol node 

similarly has three edges. This codeword/symbol graph representation clearly shows th a t 

only one parity  codeword and two adjacent 8-PSK symbols are involved in Edmin-

(3,2,2)
parity
codewords

o o o

n ( v

i-PSK symbols 
wv' □ □ □ □ □ 

A B C

Figure 8.5: Interleaver factor graph for MSED two-branch and three-branch error events.

Figure 8.5C shows the three-branch d n = 2 error event E par in codeword/sym bol graph 

representation. This error event also only involves one parity  codeword and two 8-PSK 

symbols; this tim e, the  two erroneous 8-PSK symbols are not adjacent bu t separated by 

the  parallel branch symbol.

A spread bit interleaver II of length N  eliminates error events Edmin and E par w ith 

the  following simple constraint which spreads bits from the same codeword a  distance S  

apart:

if 1 <  \ i ~ j \  <  3 ,then  |II(z) -  I I( j) | >  S,  V i, j  = 1 , . . . ,  A ; i ^  j .  (8.1)

To eliminate the error event £^min, the spreading S  m ust be >  6; to  elim inate the error 

event E par, the spreading S  m ust be >  9. The two-branch error event E d m  is also 

elim inated w ith spreading S  > 6, as two erroneous parity codewords connect to  two 

adjacent 8-PSK symbols.

This spreading constraint is more restrictive than  needed, as it applies as well to 

adjoining bits from two codewords, which is unnecessary. For a codeword node I  w ith 

b its *i, *2 , *3 , V( I )  — [*i, *2 , *3 ] is the set of bits in codeword I.  n(K(/)) are the  interleaved 

bits which V( I )  maps to, and d(n(V(I))k ,i)  =  |II(*fc) — IT(z/)J is the distance between any
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two bits of codeword I. The codeword spreading constraint becomes

d(n(f/(/))w) >  S, Vfc, 1 = 1 ,2 ,3; k ±  I] V / =  1 , . . . ,  N / 3 (8 .2 )

Spreading eliminates single error events, bu t not multiple error events. Thus the min

imum distance for this SCC with a spread interleaver of S' >  6 remains a t M SED=1.17.

The next low-weight error event consists of two -Ê min error events spaced apart as 

shown in codeword/sym bol graph representation in Figure 8.6. Two parity  codewords 

and four 8-PSK symbols participate in this error event. Considering two adjacent 8-PSK 

symbols as a single larger (dashed) node reveals this event to  be a 4-cycle loop. Notice 

th a t  bo th  the parity  codewords and the two two-symbol nodes are an arb itrary  distance 

apart; hence spreading cannot eliminate this pattern . However, note th a t bo th  codewords 

go to the same two adjacent-symbol nodes. Transplanting one edge of this 4-cycle loop to 

another non-adjacent symbol breaks the loop and eliminate the error event. Spreading is 

assumed sufficient to  ensure th a t only one b it/edge per codeword perm utes to  any given 

8-PSK symbol or its directly adjacent symbols.

Figure 8.6: Interleaver codeword/symbol factor graph for two MSED two-branch error 
events; 4-cycle loop.

The following additional constraint is then  placed on an S-random interleaver: no two 

parity  codewords may have more than  one bit each perm uted to  the same two adjacent- 

symbol nodes. For the set of bits V( I )  in codeword I  m apping to  bits n(K(/)) in 

symbols 5 (7), X ( I ) \  is the set of 8-PSK symbols adjacent to  S ( /) . For now, a d ja c e n t  

is considered to  mean directly adjacent. The n e ig h b o rh o o d  of I  a t level k  is term ed
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X( I ) k \  X ( I ) i contains the symbols adjacent to  the first level of / ,  th a t is, th e  directly 

perm uted bits of / ,  I I (F ( /) ) .  Deinterleaving the bits of the neighborhood X ( I ) i, gives a 

set of codewords V ( I ) 2, the codewords connected to  the bits of codeword I  through the 

adjacent neighborhood X ( / ) 1. If the same codeword J  appears twice in the  set V ( I ) 2, 

a 4-cycle loop is formed between th a t codeword and codeword I,  as in Figure 8.6. In 

other words, two perm uted bits from parity codeword I  have adjacent symbols which 

deinterleave back to  the same parity  codeword J , forming a 4-cycle loop.

Elim ination of the 4-cycle loop may be implemented in the interleaver w ith the  con

stra in t on bits V ( I ) =  [*i, *2 j *3 ] following the  notation above.

4-C ycle-Free Interleaver Constraint:

V{ii)2 n  V( i j ) 2 = 0 ,for i , j  = 1 ,2 ,3 ; i ^ j  (8.3)

In a similar fashion, three two-branch error events are shown in Figure 8.7. Three 

parity  codewords and six 8-PSK symbols, or three two-symbol nodes, are connected in 

this error event. Use of the dashed adjacent two-symbol node representation shows this 

event to  be a 6-cycle loop.

Figure 8.7: Interleaver codeword/symbol factor graph for three MSED two-branch error 
events; 6-cycle loop.

To eliminate the 6-cycle loop, the definition of neighborhood m ust be extended to 

include one more level. If the bits of V ( / ) 2  not directly connected to  X ( I )  1 are interleaved 

to  bits in symbols S ( I ) 2, then  X ( I ) 2 is the set of 8-PSK symbols adjacent to  S ( I ) 2- 

This is the  second level of adjacent neighborhood. Again, deinterleaving the  bits of the
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neighborhood X ( I ) 2 gives a set of codewords V ( /)3. If the same codewords J  and K  

appear in both  V{I) 3 and V(I )2, a 6 -cycle loop is formed. The following constraint 

eliminates this 6 -cycle loop.

6-Cycle-Free Interleaver Constraint:

v ( i ) 2 n V(I)3 =  0 (8.4)

Higher multiples of two-branch error events, generating larger cycles, may be con

sidered. Each additional error event generates a cycle increase of 2. Elim ination of this 

larger cycle requires an extension of the current adjacent neighborhood to  one more level, 

where there m ust be no overlap w ith symbols in lower levels.

Additionally, multiples of three-branch or higher error events can be considered. 

These require an extension of the adjacency definition of the neighborhood to  account 

for the symbols in the middle branches which are not in error. Two three-branch events 

with a parallel central branch require an extension of adjacency to  the two neighboring 

symbols on either side. Elim ination of 4-branch events with two parallel central branches 

require adjacency of three neighboring symbols on either side.

Table 8.2 lists the expected MSED for random , S-random, 4-cycle-free, 6 -cycle-free 

and 8 -cycle-free interleavers, w ith required spreading and adjacent neighborhood. The 

adjacent neighborhood is the number of 8 -PSK symbols to  either side of the  8 -PSK 

symbol of interest th a t m ust be considered. Different adjacent neighborhoods are required 

for elim inating different cycle lengths. For example, the 6 -cycle-free interleaver m ust have 

both  6 -cycles and 4-cycles eliminated; to  eliminate 4-cycles th a t would contribute an 

MSED of 1.758, an adjacent neighborhood of 2  m ust be used, while elim inating 6 -cycles 

with M SED=1.758 requires adjacency of only 1.
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Interleaver MSED Adjacent Neighborhood Spreading
Random 0.586 - -----
S-random 1.174 - 5  >  6
4-cycle-free 1.758 4-cycle: 1 5  >  9
6-cycle-free 2.344 6-cycle: 1, 4-cycle: 2 5  >  12
8-cycle-free 2.930 8-cycle: 1, 6-cycle: 2, 4-cycle: 3 5  >  15

Table 8.2: MSED and required adjacent neighborhood and spreading for various inter
leavers w ith (3,2,2) parity/differential 8-PSK SCC.

8 .4  S im u la tio n  R e su lts

Interleavers were constructed according to  the constraints given in Section 8.3. All cycle- 

free interleavers applied spreading to bits of one codeword. The 4-cycle-free interleavers 

were constructed with an adjacent neighborhood of 1, and 6-cycle free interleavers w ith 

an adjacent neighborhood of 2 applied to  the 4-cycle constraint. Spreading for each 

codeword of the 4-cycle-free interleavers was 10, while for 6-cycle-free, 5 = 15 . An S- 

random  interleaver w ith 5 = 9  was also constructed. Each interleaver was 15,000 bits 

long.

BER simulations were run for the outer (3,2,2) parity-check/inner differential 8-PSK 

SCC using random , S-random, 4-cycle-free and 6-cycle-free interleavers. Sim ulation re

sults are shown in Figure 8.8.

Use of a spread interleaver w ith 5  =  15, which doubles the minimum distance over 

random  interleaving, lowers the error floor by a factor of about 5. The 4-cycle-free inter

leaver triples the minimum distance w .r.t. random  interleaving and provides a  significant 

improvement in performance, with a factor of 20 lower error floor. The MSED for the  6- 

cycle-free interleaver, 2.344, is quadrupled in comparison to  th a t of random  interleaving, 

and shows a factor of 50 improvement in the error floor performance.

Note th a t the error floor slope change with increasing is not dram atic. There 

is a slight increase in error floor slope as the interleaver choice increases the MSED. At 

high SNR, the probability of bit error asym ptotically approaches the BER due to  MSED 

codewords alone. The high-SNR error floor is thus well-approximated by E quation 6.5.
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~®~ uncoded  QPSK
new  m ap: 15k rand intlv 

-® -  new  m ap: 15k S=15 intlv 
new  m ap: 4 -c y c le -fre e  intlv 
new  m ap: 6 -c y c le -fre e  intlv

r r  1 0 '
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SN R=E./N „ in dB b o

Figure 8.8: BER vs SNR for (3,2,2)/D8PSK SCC with random, 5-random  and short- 
cycle-free interleavers.

Figure 8.9 shows the slope of several MSED BER asymptotes, using E quation 6.5 

with E s — REb,  for SNR ranging from 4 to  5 dB. Their average multiplicity, A # . , is 

normalized to  1, as we are interested in seeing the relative slope between each asym ptote 

as d2min increases, as well as any drop in floor when the m ultiplicity stays the  same but 

d̂ nin increases.

Com paring the error floor slope between adjacent d^ in asym ptotes, we see th a t the 

change in error floor slope with each increase in MSED is visible but slight. Thus we 

do not expect to  see a dram atic increase in error floor slope by increasing the MSED. 

Notice there is significant drop in the error floor as rfTn increases. Doubling c£Em from 

0.586 to  1.172 results in a factor of 5 improvement in BER, and quadrupling the MSED 

to  2.344 results in a factor of 25-30 improvement. This improvement is exclusive of any 

improvement due to  reduced multiplicity, as the BER was calculated with normalized 

multiplicity. This improvement in error floor asym ptote between d T n =  0.586 and d T n =  

2.344 is similar to  the factor of 50 improvement in BER seen between random  interleaving, 

w ith d T n =  0.586, and a 6-cycle-free interleaver, w ith djCn =  2.344.

Performance simulations in the remaining chapters of this thesis use a minimal spread-
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10 '
dmin asym ptote for d8psk/[3,2,2] serial concatenated code

10

f  10

10  '

15k bit intrlvr: dJ . =0 .586min
15k bit intrlvr: d2 . =1.172mm
1 Skbit intrlvr: d2 . = 1.758mm
15k bit intrlvr: d2 . =2 .344min
15k bit intrlvr: d2 . =3 .516min

4.2 4.4 4.6
SNR=10logl0(Eb/N0)

Figure 8.9: Probability of bit error due to MSED codewords (dC n asym ptote) vs SNR 
for (3,2,2)/D 8PSK  SCC with increasing d^ in, normalized average m ultiplicity A d2 . .

ing 5  =  3 15 kbit 5-random  interleaver. This spreading ensures th a t  only one b it per 

codeword is m apped to  each symbol; however, it does not eliminate two-branch error 

events, as th a t requires 5  =  6, and thus the MSED for the 5  =  3 interleaver rem ains at

0.586 as for random  interleaving. Use of the 4- or 6-cycle-free code-m atched interleavers 

developed in this chapter in place of the 5  =  3 spread interleaver should lower the  error 

floor in the simulations of Chapters 9, 10 and 11 by a factor of 20 or more, where coherent 

decoding results are achieved.
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Chapter 9 

D ecoding W ithout Channel 

Inform ation

9.1  P h a se  S y n ch ro n iza tio n

Phase synchronization is considered as a separate problem from tim ing synchronization 

in this chapter. Accurate tim ing estim ation is assumed for the analysis and sim ulations 

of phase estim ation th a t follow. Chapter 10 considers tim ing estim ation and C hapter 

11 examines combining phase and tim ing estim ation together in the iterative decoding 

process. For the purpose of this Chapter, tim ing or symbol synchronization between the 

transm itter and receiver is assumed to  be already achieved prior to  the decoding process, 

and thus only phase synchronization integration into the decoding process is considered 

in this process.

At the low SNR values achievable with iteratively-decoded codes, issues such as phase 

synchronization become critical, especially for higher order m odulations. Conventional 

phase synchronization utilizes a PLL (phase-locked loop) or Costas loop [69], resulting 

in phase ambiguities for PSK constellations. In addition, the squaring loss for higher 

order PSK m odulation becomes significant. For 8-PSK suppressed-carrier signalling, 

the  squaring loss of an eighth-power-law device at E s/ N 0= 9 dB is upper-bounded by
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10 dB [70] with respect to  PLL operation on an unm odulated carrier. Typical PLL 

loop SNRs m ust be a t least 6 dB to achieve synchronization [71], [72]; thus the  eighth- 

power squaring device should see a minimum loop SNR of 16 dB to ensure achieving 

lock. High loop SNR requires narrow loop bandwidth, bu t loop bandw idth is inversely 

proportional to  the PLL acquisition tim e [73]. Thus narrow loop bandw idth increases 

acquisition time, and is incom patible with the fast tracking and acquisition needed in 

wireless packet-messaging systems. Effective, fast phase synchronization for iteratively 

decoded systems using higher order PSK m odulation becomes highly problem atic.

A training sequence of known symbols may be sent initially to  characterize any channel 

offset and allow synchronization between transm itter and receiver. For continued tracking 

and synchronization, known pilot symbols may be sent within the codeword frame, spaced 

every so often. Both these m ethods aid synchronization at the cost of lowered rate , as 

energy m ust be spent to  transm it these synchronization symbols which do not convey 

any data. Neither training sequences or pilot symbols will be used for A P P  channel 

estim ation, developed in Section 9.4.

The classical m ethod of eliminating phase synchronization is differential M -PSK en

coding w ith differential demodulation; however, a 3 dB loss in SNR vs BER occurs for 

M-PSK, w ith M  > 2 [74], This also applies to  tu rbo  coding. Differential BPSK m odu

lation resulted in a 2.7 dB loss in SNR [75] for a rate  1/2 tu rbo  code using differential 

dem odulation. Such significant loss is counter to  the near-capacity performance expected 

of tu rbo  codes.

Various techniques to m itigate the penalty incurred by differential dem odulation have 

been used. M ultiple symbol differential detection [76], [77], [78] has been applied to  

iteratively-decoded serially concatenated codes with differential m odulation [79], using 

linear prediction to obtain channel estimates. This technique results in an exponential 

expansion of the decoding trellis.

A nother m ethod presented in [80] th a t extends the phase memory to  N  symbols also 

results in an exponentially-increased decoding trellis, bu t lowers the  complexity below
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M n  s tates by using non-coherent sequence detection (NSD) with a soft-output V iterbi 

algorithm  (SOVA) th a t  allows trellis branch pruning to reduce the s ta te  complexity. This 

m ethod, when applied to  a serially-concatenated rate  1/2 16-state convolutional code with 

DBPSK m odulation, shows 0.3 dB loss compared with coherent decoding a t a  BER of 

10-5 using the modified B C JR  decoding with N  =  4. Similarly reduced-state (but still 

exponential in N )  complexity sequence detection algorithms are presented in [81] w ith 

inserted pilot symbols as well as per-survivor-processing (PSP) of SOVA to  reduce sta te  

complexity. For a ra te  1/2 4-state outer convolutional code serially concatenated w ith 

QPSK m odulation and pilot insertion rate  of 1 p ilot/16 coded symbols, the  PSP-based 

receiver incurred 0.4 dB loss compared to  perfect CSI a t a BER of 10~5.

An expanded-state decoding trellis is also presented in [82] for serial concatenation of 

a ra te  1/2 convolutional code w ith differential M -PSK  m odulation. The channel phase 

is discretized into N  states, resulting in a linear trellis expansion of M N  states.

Similarly, in [83] iterative decoding of tu rbo  codes with QPSK m odulation incorpo

rates channel estim ation for fading channels by using quantized phase in an expanded 

’’supertrellis” . A simpler model which quadruples the  size of the  decoding trellis by 

discretizing the phase into one of four quadrants is presented in [84]. Perform ance im

provement of 0.1 dB over an unmodified A PP trellis is observed for a  ra te  1 /3  tu rbo  

code using BPSK m odulation w ith a G aussian-distributed phase process and phase error 

variance cr£ =  0.3.

Instead of expanding the already complex A PP decoding trellis, channel estim ation of 

PSAM (pilot-symbol-assisted m odulation) BPSK turbo  codes over fading channels in [85] 

is accomplished in the iterative decoding block bu t outside the A PP decoder to  still allow 

for iteratively improving channel estimates. BER performance of 10-4 w ithin 0.5 dB of 

coherent decoding for slow fading is achieved.

Turbo-em bedded estim ation (TEE) is an alternate approach th a t  has been investi

gated for BPSK in [86] and extended to  QPSK and 8-PSK [87]. This technique uses the 

most probable sta te  during the forward recursion of the  A PP decoder to  obtain  a symbol
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decision, which is fed to  a simple tracking loop to compute an updated  phase estim ate. 

No sta te  expansion of the A PP trellis, and corresponding increase in complexity, occurs. 

However, T E E  requires an initial phase estim ate to  begin decoding; this phase estim ate 

is obtained from a known preamble whose length is approxim ately 1.5% of the to ta l 

packet length. Results over the AWGN channel, w ith phase noise according to  a recent 

DVB-S2 proposal [88], for a ra te  1/3 unpunctured tu rbo  code using 8-PSK m odulation 

with a  system rate  of 1 b it/sym bol were 0.3 dB from coherent decoding at a  BER of 

10~5, increasing w ith the punctured rate  1/2 tu rbo  code using 8-PSK m odulation w ith a 

system ra te  of 1.5 bits/sym bol to 0.7 dB from coherent decoding at a BER of 2 x  10~3.

O ther channel estim ation techniques incorporating estim ation into the  iterative de

coding loop, bu t not w ithin the A PP decoding trellis, have also been developed. Factor 

graph models of iterative decoding with concatenated codes can be used to  derive decod

ing algorithm s which pass probability messages along the connecting edges of the  factor 

graph [89], [90]. In this m anner, some new estim ation m ethods use factor graph represen

ta tion  of the joint a posteriori distribution of the received symbols, inform ation symbols 

and the  channel param eters to derive a framework for channel or phase estim ation. The 

a posteriori symbol probabilities from the iterative decoder are input messages in the 

estim ation factor graph. Models for block, Rayleigh and m ulti-path  fading channels are 

presented in [91]. Message-passing algorithms for joint decoding and phase estim ation on 

a factor graph for constant phase and random  walk phase models are developed in [92] 

and [93].

Factor-graph modelling of a phase offset, assuming a Tikhonov distribution for the 

phase offset, is presented in [94], Near-coherent performance is achieved for a ra te  2 /3  

LD PC of length 64800 bits, m apped to  8-PSK symbols, with 32 pilot symbols used after 

every 1476 d a ta  symbols, over an AWGN channel with DVB-S2-compliant European 

Space Agency (ESA) phase noise model [95]. A constant frequency offset is added in [96] 

and estim ated by discretizing to  L  levels. For a rate  1/2 (3,6) length 4000 LD PC m apped 

onto QPSK m odulation, w ith 1 pilot symbol every 20 symbols, near-coherent performance
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is achieved with a frequency offset uniformly distributed from \—vo, u0\ w ith u0T  =  5 x 

10~3 for symbol tim ing T  and discretized to  L  = 3 levels. The phase noise model is the 

same as in [94].

A simple carrier phase recovery m ethod utilizing the  extrinsic soft inform ation in 

the  iterative decoding loop of a tu rbo  decoder is presented in [97]. This m ethod uses 

an initial carrier phase acquisition algorithm  to locate the phase offset quadrant, and a 

phase tracking algorithm  to fine-tune the phase offset estimate. BPSK m odulation is 

used. The acquisition algorithm  uses N  decoding iterations to  test each of four possible 

m ultiples of 7t/2 phase offsets, and chooses the offset th a t maximizes the sum of the 

extrinsic LLR m agnitudes, w ith a complexity of 4 N  decoding iterations to  choose the 

phase quadrant. The tracking algorithm  uses a feedback form based on the  difference 

between the extrinsic LLR m agnitude sum from one frame to the next.

An approxim ation to  the ML log-likelihood function for the phase estim ate th a t  it

eratively uses the A PP soft information from the component A PP decoders of a tu rbo  

decoder is presented in [98]. An approxim ation to  the log likelihood function (LLF) for 

carrier phase estim ation is found by expanding the LLF into a Fourier series w ith two 

harm onics for each symbol and summed over the entire block. The ML phase estim ate 

maximizes the LLF, so the LLF derivative is zero when evaluated a t the ML phase es

tim ate. The A PP soft information is used to average out the  effect of the  symbols in 

the  LLF. Simulation results show coherent decoding results for a constant phase offset of 

15° for BPSK m odulation of a ra te  1/2 turbo-coded system. A similar procedure is used 

in [99] for a turbo-encoded bit-interleaved coded-m odulation (BICM) system. A rate  

1 /3  tu rbo  encoder composed of two 16-state convolutional encoders and a  length 1024 

interleaver are combined with 8-PSK m odulation, for a rate  1 system. Near-coherent 

results are achieved with a constant phase offset of 10°, increasing to  0.3 dB loss a t a 

BER of 10-4 for a phase offset of 20°.
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9 .2  A P P  C h a n n e l E stim a tio n

If the inner differential 8-PSK A PP decoder can provide reliable ou tpu t A P P  soft in

form ation w ithout any prior phase knowledge, even in the presence of a channel phase 

offset or channel response h =  exp(jip), this A PP soft information could be used to  

estim ate the channel phase and iteratively improve the original input channel metrics 

p(y|x) to  p(y|x, h). Through iterations, decoding performance close to  the  complete 

phase knowledge scenario is achieved with integrated A PP channel phase estim ation. 

This m ethod uses A PP soft information from the differential decoder w ithout expanding 

trellis complexity. Neither external phase estimation, such as a train ing sequence pream 

ble or non-data-aided (NDA) phase estim ation, nor differential dem odulation are needed 

to  begin the  decoding process.

The iteratively improving extrinsic information available from the D8-PSK A P P  de

coder is utilized in this chapter to  estim ate and track the phase through successive iter

ations, leading to  a decoder w ith the ability to  achieve convergence even in the  presence 

of significant channel phase offset. This channel estim ator is incorporated w ithin the 

iterative decoding block but not w ithin the trellis structure of the A P P  decoder itself, as 

th a t greatly increases decoding complexity.

The channel estim ation m ethod presented in Section 9.4 uses the D8-PSK A P P  soft 

inform ation to  form soft symbol estimates, used together with the received samples y  

to  form a channel estim ate. We term  this m ethod A P P  channel estim ation . This 

m ethod was presented originally in [100], [101], together with differential dem odulation, 

in the serial concatenation of a convolutional code w ith a differential space-time code. 

Initial non-uniform a priori information on the space-time symbols was provided by 

differential dem odulation for input to the inner A PP decoder. Sufficient ou tpu t extrinsic 

inform ation allowed form ation of a channel estim ate to improve the channel metrics 

for the next iteration, along with a priori  information from the  outer A P P  decoder. 

Differential dem odulation was only used for the initial iteration.

As will be shown in Section 9.3, initial differential dem odulation is not necessary
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for channel estim ation w ith the serially-concatenated code presented in this thesis. The 

differential inner code provides sufficient extrinsic information w ith A P P  decoding to 

allow iterative decoding to  begin, even with significant channel phase offset.

Results from this thesis incorporating A PP channel estim ation into the  iterative de

coding process, w ithout use of differential dem odulation or pilot symbols, are presented 

in [6], [7] and [47].

A very similar phase estim ation m ethod for turbo-coded 16-QAM (quadrature am 

plitude m odulation) was presented [102] a t nearly the same tim e as [47], using iterative 

soft-decision-directed phase estim ation based on approxim ate ML estim ation for QAM. 

This m ethod shows 0.2 dB loss a t an approxim ate BER of 10~5 for a constant phase off

set of 20°, compared to  coherent decoding. Extension to 4-Q A M /Q PSK  in [103] showed 

approxim ately the  same performance for the same phase offset. This algorithm  is func

tionally identical to  A PP channel estimation. Both algorithms can be viewed as approxi

m ations to  the iterative expectation-m axim ization (EM) algorithm  [104], [105], as shown 

in [106]. The EM algorithm  iterates by alternately finding the expectation of a likeli

hood function based on current param eter estim ates and received data , and obtaining 

new param eter estim ates from the maximized likelihood function. The EM approach was 

originally applied to  uncoded carrier phase recovery in [107] using hard  symbol decisions 

for joint phase estim ation and d a ta  detection, or averaging over soft symbol estim ates 

from an A PP decoder for non-data-aided (NDA) phase estimation.

As m entioned in Chapter 5, the differential 8-PSK trellis is ro tationally  invariant to  

phase shifts of multiples of 7r/4 rads or 45°. Thus, the estim ated phase offset only has 

to  be accurate to  m od (7r/4) rads. Since the A PP soft information p (x |y ) of the  channel 

symbols x  is already provided by the inner A P P  decoder for each iteration, th a t soft 

inform ation can be used to  provide a channel estimate. The question is w hether the  soft 

inform ation p (x |y ) in the initial iteration is sufficiently reliable to  begin the  estim ation 

process. Note th a t the soft information is not required to  be extremely reliable in the 

sense of providing an immediately accurate phase estimate. It merely needs to  provide
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enough inform ation to  allow an iteratively-improving phase estim ate. EX IT analysis is 

an excellent tool for examining this question.

9 .3  E X IT  A n a ly s is  o f  In n er C o d e  w ith  P h a se  O ffset

An EX IT chart of the differential 8-PSK decoder operating w ith various phase offsets 

is shown in Figure 9.1 for an AWGN channel a t SNR=4.5 dB. The phase offset $  is 

constant over the  entire symbol block; 180,000 bits were used for sim ulating each EX IT 

point. The coherent decoding case of perfect phase synchronization, 0° phase offset, 

is shown in the topm ost curve. The constant channel phase offset is exp(j<f>) and the 

received noisy symbols are y  =  x e x p ( j$ )  +  n.

Neither differential detection nor pilot symbols were used. The D8-PSK A P P  decoder 

clearly provides some extrinsic information even initially, when no a priori  inform ation 

is available. This is shown by the fact th a t when I  a  =  0, I e  >  0.2, even for the  worst 

case phase offset of <p = 7t / 8  radians (halfway between two symbols).

0.7

0.5

0.4
D 8PSK : 0° o ffset 
D 8PSK : 9° o ffset 
D 8PSK : 11.25° o ffse t 

°  D 8PSK : 15° o ffset 
s  D 8PSK : 22 .5° o ffse t 

  [3,2,2] parity o u te r  c o d e

0 .2 ir

0.1

0.4 0.60.2

Figure 9.1: EX IT chart of the differential 8-PSK A PP decoder using the new mapping, 
for various constant phase offsets, SNR=4.5 dB, and (3,2,2) parity  check decoder.

The presence of extrinsic information w ithout any a priori inform ation is very signif-
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icant. No external m ethod prior to  the decoder of generating initial phase information, 

such as a training sequence or non-data-aided (NDA) phase estim ator, will be required 

to  provide an initial phase estim ate, nor is differential dem odulation needed.

The initial extrinsic information from the D8-PSK A PP decoder allows decoding to  

begin in the  presence of a phase offset, bu t is insufficient to  complete convergence a t the 

displayed SNR. The component EX IT curves intersect in Figure 9.1, and decoding stops 

a t the intersection point, corresponding to unreliable decoding and a high BER. However, 

this extrinsic inform ation can be used to form an initial channel phase estim ate, giving 

better input channel metrics for the following decoding iteration, which in tu rn , allows 

the  decoder to  improve the extrinsic information in the next iteration beyond w hat is 

possible w ithout the  better channel metric. Improved extrinsic inform ation results in an 

even b e tte r phase estim ate. As the channel phase estim ation improves w ith iterations, the 

differential 8PSK EX IT curve with phase offset approaches the coherent curve, allowing 

for convergence as the phase estim ate reaches the correct channel offset.

The inner A PP decoder generates both  8-PSK symbol probabilities p(w ) and D8-PSK 

symbol probabilities p ( x ) ;  the la tte r will be used as input to  a channel estim ator for sub

sequent iterations. Low complexity is im portant, given the emphasis on im plem entation 

simplicity leading to  our choice of component codes. The channel estim ator complexity 

must not overshadow th a t  of the decoding system, and thus an optim al linear estim ator 

such as a minimum mean square error (MMSE) estim ator is not considered. A simpler 

filtering estim ator is used, as presented in [6], [7], [47], and [101].

9 .4  C h a n n e l E stim a tio n

The channel model used herein is AWGN w ith complex noise variance N 0 and a  complex 

time-varying channel gain h. In the case of unknown channel phase, h  is a  unit-length 

tim e-varying rotation. A time-varying phase offset can change w ith every symbol. The
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received signal y  is given as

Vk =  hkx k + n k; hk =  em , n k : J\f(0, a 2n), (9.1)

where hk is the instantaneous complex time-varying channel gain a t symbol tim e k. 

Taking the first moment, or expectation E,  of Equation 9.1, gives

E[hk] = yk/ E [ x k}. (9.2)

The expectation of each symbol x k, E[xk], is taken over the a posteriori probabilities 

p ( x k\yk) from the inner D8-PSK A PP decoder, using them  as a priori p ( x k) according 

to  the definition of expectation:

E\xk] = E e x p  ( ^ p )  p =  e x p  ( ^ T ~ ) )  '

Normalizing Equation 9.3 to  unit am plitude gives the instantaneous expected value, or 

soft symbol value, for x k as

** = jlN r-  <94)I^NI
Note th a t while l ? [ x ]  =  0, E[xk] ^  0 provided th a t the A PP extrinsic probabilities p ( x k) 

are not uniform. The differential code provides non-uniform extrinsic inform ation for all 

SNRs of interest, i.e. in the turbo  cliff region and above, as shown by EX IT analysis. 

An instantaneous channel estim ate is then  found from Equation 9.2 as

h  = VkX*k. (9.5)

The instantaneous channel estim ates hk are first normalized as

hk,norm =   N ^  ;___V (9 -6)
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Then the instantaneous channel estim ates hfci„orm are filtered through a lowpass filter F  

to  provide smoothed filtered estim ates hk- The lowpass filter F  is chosen based on the 

expected phase process, described in greater detail in Section 9.5, which considers three 

different phase offset models. A simpler filter is appropriate for a constant phase offset, 

although the more complex filter used for time-varying phase processes will work for a 

constant phase offset as well bu t is more complicated th an  is required.

New complex channel metrics for the D8-PSK A PP decoder in the  next iteration  are 

calculated using the filtered channel estim ates hk, as

p{Vk\xk, hk) =  { n N o Y 1 e x p ( - |y fc -  hkx k\2/ N 0) (9.7)

Each iteration improves the A PP values of p (x |y ) from the inner A P P  decoder, and an 

improved channel estim ate h  is calculated from the latest A PP values every iteration.

As the a posteriori  probabilities p (x |y ) are used to  form the normalized channel 

estim ate h , we term  this procedure A P P  c h a n n e l e s t im a tio n  or A PP phase estim ation. 

Figure 9.2 shows a block diagram  of the iterative decoding process w ith the  A P P  phase 

estim ation block enclosed in the dashed rectangle.

Inner
DsPSK

A PP Soft
I )<'<i.-iuii 
Decoder

l - l

II

y x X

O uter 
Parity  

A PP Soft 
Decision 
Decoder

r— + ............
! Filter p(*j|y) d= - > u
;h  -f r J

Figure 9.2: Serial tu rbo  decoder, D8-PSK inner A PP decoder and (3,2,2) outer parity  
decoder, incorporated A PP channel estim ation in dashed rectangle.

The A P P  phase estim ation proceeds as follows:
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1. Iteration  1: Send channel metrics p(yk \xk) — (rriVo) 1e x p ( - |yk — x k\2) to  inner 

A PP decoder; no channel estim ate is available, so hk = 1.

2. Generate A PP p (x k\yk) from inner A PP decoder; use as a priori p{xk) to  find x k 

according to  Equation 9.4.

3. Calculate channel estim ates hk according to  Equation 9.5.

4. Normalize channel estim ates to  hktnorm as per Equation 9.6.

5. Filter normalized instantaneous channel estim ates hkiaoim to  provide sm oothed es

tim ates hk.

6. Calculate improved channel metrics p{yk \xk, hk) according to Equation 9.7.

7. Next iteration: send improved channel metrics from step 6 to  inner A P P  decoder 

together with a priori  soft information from outer A PP decoder; go to  step 2 or 

stop w ith code convergence or a t final iteration count.

Averaging is done over the instantaneous channel estimates rather th an  the  instan

taneous phase estimates. Addition of the phase estim ates may result in loss of accuracy 

due to  the  fact th a t the end result must be taken modulo 27r, and thus the  relative im

portance of the lower order decimal places rises. However, when adding a large num ber 

N  of term s, the lower order places may be truncated. The channel estim ates provide a 

more stable platform  for averaging.

A PP channel estim ation has two basic components per iteration: 1) an expectation 

step which calculates E[xk} and E[hk\] and 2) a maximization step which uses hk ob

tained in the expectation step and then filtered to  calculate new channel metrics. Thus 

A PP channel estim ation can be viewed as basically an expectation-m axim ization (EM) 

algorithm.

As m entioned previously, the differential trellis is rotationally invariant to  integer 

multiples of 7r/4 rads phase shifts. If, however, in decoding the trellis, the  beginning and 

final trellis states are assumed fixed to  sta te  0 as is commonly done, endpoint errors will
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occur with a phase shift. The rest of the trellis will shift to a ro ta ted  sequence, bu t the 

endpoints cannot shift and rem ain fixed, causing errors. These endpoint errors cause a 

high flat error floor a t a  BER of approxim ately 10~4. To prevent these endpoint errors, a 

“floating” decoding trellis is used for the inner A PP decoder, where both  beginning and 

final states are assumed unknown and set to  uniform probabilities.

Figure 9.3 illustrates the rotational invariance of the differential inner code, w ith a 

sample random  walk phase process a t top and the final A PP phase estim ate beneath. 

Twice, the phase estim ate ‘slips’ to a phase ro tated  —7r/4 rads from the random  walk 

phase. However, no decoding errors occur due to  these phase slips. The ro tationally  

invariant inner trellis ensures no decoding errors if the phase estim ator converges to  a 

ro ta ted  phase, providing a parallel decoding path , and the outer parity  decoder can

cels the b it errors due to  phase jum ps, so the phase estim ator seamlessly slips between 

constellation sym m etry angles.

r a n d o m  w a l k  p h a s e :  s o l i d. 0 8

. 0 6

. 0 4

.02V)“O
ro aca u

■E  - .0 2  aiV)
- f  - . 0 4CL

- . 0 6

e s t i m a t e d  p h a s e :  d a s h e d

- . 0 8

5 0 0 01 0 0 0  2 0 0 0  3 0 0 0  4 0 0 0

8 - P S K  s y m b o l s

Figure 9.3: Random  walk channel phase model and estim ated phase w ith 7r/4 phase slips, 
decoded w ithout errors.
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9.5 Channel Phase Models

We consider a channel w ith possibly time-varying phase offset and unity  gain so th a t 

hk = ex.p(jipk). Three different channel phase models are considered:

• C onstant Phase Offset: ipf. =  $  for $  =  7r/16, 7r/10 and 7r/8 rads.

• Random  W alk Phase Process: ipk — (fik-i +  @k +

6k : A7(0,<r|) for <r| =  0.05 deg2.

• Linear Phase Process: (fk = Pk-i  +  27rA/T.

All channel models include AWGN.

9.5 .1  C on stan t P h a se  O ffset

W ith a  constant phase offset, h — ex p (j$ ) = hk, Vk  =  1 , . . . ,  N.  For the constant phase 

offset case, a simple averaging filter is used, with equal coefficients fk  = 1 / N ,  as

vs. iterations are shown in Figure 9.4 for a phase offset of <f> =  7t / 1 6  rads=11.25°, 7r/10 

rads=18°, and n / 8  rads=22.5°, all a t SNR 3.8 dB, which is a waterfall SNR. A phase 

offset of 7t / 1 6  rads can be compensated for in about 15 iterations a t SNR 3.8 dB using 

A PP channel estim ation with an averaging filter; a phase offset of 7r/10  rads requires 25 

iterations a t the same SNR, and a phase offset of 7t/8 rads has not yet converged by 50 

iterations.

A 7r/8 channel phase offset may cause the channel phase estim ate to  completely 

fail to  correctly estim ate the offset within a reasonable (<  150) num ber of iterations, 

especially a t high SNR. This failure occurs when approxim ately half the symbols decode

(9.8)
k=i

where hk is determ ined from Equation 9.5.

Simulation results of the estim ated channel phase for a constant channel phase offset
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Figure 9.4: Phase estim ate vs iterations for constant phase offset—7r/16, 7t/ 10 and 7r/8 
rads, over AWGN channel a t SNR 3.8 dB, using A PP channel estim ation, w ith averaging 
filter; outer (3,2,2) parity /inner D8-PSK SCC with improved m apping and 5  =  3 15k 
b it interleaver.

to  a phase near around the  7r/4 ro tated  phase offset of — tt/ 8  radians, and half decode to 

a phase near the actual phase offset tt/ 8 .  These average out to  nearly zero phase. The 

phase acquisition process in this case is lengthened an arbitrarily  long tim e due to  the 

m etastability  of the 7r/8 phase offset. It may take 300 iterations or more for the phase 

estim ate to  converge sufficiently to allow accurate symbol decoding. High SNR actually 

aggravates this situation because the phase estim ates are better, and thus more tightly  

clustered around tt/ 8  and —7r/8. This effect causes an error floor for tt/ 8  phase offset, as 

will be shown in the simulations of Section 9.6.

Use of a smoothing filter with exponentially-decaying filter taps, as in E quation 9.10 

for the tim e-varying phase processes discussed next, instead of the simple averaging filter 

used for the constant phase offset case, is also examined. The exponential decay of 

the  filter taps could be expected to  m itigate the effect of some symbols slipping to  the 

opposite phase.

9 .5 .2  R an d om  W alk P h a se  P ro cess

The random  walk phase process is a first-order Markov process, where the  phase a t 

sampling tim e k T  depends on the phase of the previous tim e (k  — 1)T  plus a  zero-mean
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G aussian-distributed random  variable. This random  walk phase process is described as

Vk — Vk-1 +  Gk +  (9.9)

where is the channel phase offset a t sampling tim e kT ,  9k is a zero-mean Gaussian- 

distributed phase of variance cr#, and $  is a possible constant phase offset. A sample 

random  walk phase process is shown in Figure 9.3 as the solid black curve.

Instantaneous channel estim ates hk are found as per Equation 9.5. These estim ates 

are then normalized and filtered through a moving average filter w ith exponential decay 

param eter a  to  obtain
k

hk = ( l - a ) ^ 2 a k- j hj. (9.10)
3 = 1

Choice of the exponential decay param eter a  determines the effective filter length (filter 

taps decay faster w ith smaller a),  bandw idth and smoothing (greater sm oothing as a  

approaches 1). Typically, a  is close to  1, although 1 >  a  > 0. P roperties of the 

exponentially-decaying moving average (MA) filter are explored further in A ppendix B.

The rotational invariance of the differential 8-PSK trellis to  multiples of n / 4  rads 

phase ro tation  is vividly displayed in Figure 9.3. The random  walk channel phase is 

displayed in solid black a t top, while the A PP filtered channel phase estim ate is the 

dashed curve beneath it. The phase estim ate clearly slips twice to  a phase ro ta ted  by 

—7r/4 rads from the actual channel phase. Interestingly, there are no errors, even a t the 

phase discontinuities. This is due in part to the rotationally invariant differential 8-PSK 

trellis, which does not generate errors along the ro tated  phase sequence, bu t only a t the 

phase discontinuities or phase slips. These few bit errors are corrected by the  outer code.

9 .5 .3  L inear P h a se  O ffset

A constant frequency/linear phase offset could model oscillator drift or a mobile Doppler 

scenario. The carrier frequency f c replicated at the receiver to  downconvert the  received 

passband signal to  baseband frequencies is generated by a voltage-controlled oscillator
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(VCO). As the VCO ages, its frequency drifts; high-quality oscillators m ay have a drift of 

0.1 part per million (ppm), while mediocre oscillators can drift more th an  1 ppm . There 

m ay also be an uncorrected frequency offset between transm itter and receiver.

In a mobile Doppler scenario, a frequency offset a t the receiver occurs when the 

transm itter is moving relative to the receiver or vice versa. This frequency offset, term ed 

the  Doppler shift, is found as A /  =  v f c/ c , where v  is the transm itter velocity, and c is 

the  speed of light.

The linear phase process assumes a phase change of A f T  per symbol, where T  is 

the  symbol transm ission time. The same exponentially-decaying moving average filter 

described for the random  walk time-varying process is used for the linear phase offset as 

well.

9 .6  S im u la tio n s  o f  A P P  C h a n n e l P h a se  E s t im a tio n

Simulation results are presented for the three phase models described above, using A PP 

phase estim ation integrated into the iterative decoding process. All channel phase esti

m ation results use the  same S-random interleaver with minimal spreading 5  =  3, size 

15000 bits, and are compared with coherent results for the same interleaver.

Note th a t coherent decoding results are slightly better than  for the random  inter

leaver results of Chapter 7, which generate a new random  interleaver design w ith each 

codeword frame. Random  interleavers are good for examining the  average performance 

of a concatenated coding system. However, they typically provide poorer performance 

than  a interleaver designed for specific distance properties, as some random  interleavers 

will contain low-weight error events, w ith poorer performance. In practice, of course, 

a specific interleaver design m ust be used at both  transm itter and receiver, and stored 

either in memory or generated anew, if based on an algebraic design, a t the  receiver. For 

simplicity and increased simulation speed, the same 5  =  3 15 kbit S-random  interleaver 

is used here for all codeword frames of all channel estim ation simulations.
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9.6 .1  C on stan t P h a se  O ffset

Figure 9.5 compares the BER performance of decoding w ith and w ithout CSI over an 

AWGN channel with constant channel phase offset of 7t/16, 7t/10 and 7r/8 rads. Fifty 

decoding iterations are used. The constant phase channel estim ate h for the  entire frame 

is an average of the instantaneous channel estim ates h  as described in Section 9.4. This 

averaging filter is denoted as ‘fltr A ’ in Figures 9.5 and 9.7. Near-coherent-decoding 

results are obtained for phase offsets of 7t/16 and 7r/10 rads.

uncoded  Q PSK  
71/8 offset, fltr A, 50  iters 
7t/10 offset, fltr A, 50  iters 
7r/16 offset, fltr A, 50  iters 
coheren t decoding, 50  iters

o 10'

10-7
3.5

SNR=E*/N„ in dBb 0
5.5

Figure 9.5: BER results w ithout CSI, phase offset=7r/16, 7r/10 and 7r/8  rads, AWGN 
channel, using A PP channel estimation, compared to coherent decoding; S'= 3  15k bit 
interleaver, improved 8-PSK mapping.

Performance degrades as the  phase offset approaches 7r/8. This is a m etastable point, 

as 7r/8 is halfway between two valid differential sequences. The instantaneous channel 

estim ates h  oscillate to  either side of the 7r/8 boundary, and convergence to  the correct 

phase estim ate is very slow for a phase offset of exactly 7r/8 rads. As shown in Figure 

9.5, a significantly raised error floor exists w ith a phase offset of exactly 7t/8 rads for 

50 decoding iterations, along with 2+  dB loss in waterfall SNR. Even a t higher SNR, 

decoding has still not converged for erroneous frames by 50 iterations. This can be seen 

by plotting BER vs iterations for a phase offset of 7r/8 rads=22.5° a t an SNR of 5.5 dB, as
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in Figure 9.6. Clearly, the BER is still dropping by 50 iterations; thus the floor is caused 

by error events th a t have not yet been corrected w ithin the 50 decoding iterations. The 

phase estim ate in degrees vs iterations is also shown in Figure 9.6. The phase estim ate 

in this example has still not converged to  the correct value by 50 iterations, though it is 

approaching the  correct value.

25
Estimated P h ase  

——  Channel P h ase  Offset

o  15

SNR=5.5 dB

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Decoding Iterations

20 25 30
Decoding Iterations

40 45 50

Figure 9.6: BER and phase estim ate vs decoding iterations a t SNR 5.5 dB with phase 
offset=7r/8 rads, AWGN channel, using A PP channel estimation; S —3 15k b it interleaver, 
improved 8-PSK mapping.

Increasing the number of decoding iterations from 50 to 100 does improve the perfor

m ance w ith a tt/ 8  offset, as shown in Figure 9.7, by about 1.25 dB. A significantly raised 

error floor still exists, however. Use of a time-varying filter w ith exponentially decaying 

filter taps is also compared in Figure 9.7 for 50 decoding iterations; this is denoted as ’fltr 

B ’ in Figure 9.7. Performance is improved, especially in the error floor region, w ith the 

tim e-varying filter as compared to  the averaging filter of ’fltr A ’. However, the tt/ 8  phase 

offset w ith ’fltr B ’ still has 0.75-0.9 dB loss in waterfall performance and a raised error 

floor compared to  coherent decoding, due to  lack of convergence w ithin 50 iterations even 

a t higher SNR.

9 .6 .2  R an d om  W alk P h a se  O ffset

A PP channel phase estim ation results for a random  walk phase process w ith <r| =  

0.05 deg2 are compared to  coherent decoding results in Figure 9.8. F ifty  iterations
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uncoded  Q PSK  
tc/8 offset, fltr A, 50  iters 
tc/8 offset, fltr B, 50  iters 
tc/8 offset, fltr A, 100 iters 
co h eren t decoding, 50 iters

<D
03
O
CD

a:LUCD

3.5
SN R =Ej'N ,, in dBb 0

5.5

Figure 9.7: BER results w ithout CSI, phase offset=7r/8 rads, AWGN channel, using A P P  
channel estim ation, comparing averaging filter and moving average filter, and increasing 
iterations; S = 3 15k bit interleaver, improved 8-PSK mapping.

are used. The channel phase estim ation filter coefficients are given by hk = {1 — 

a)  Oik~^hj w ith exponential decay param eter a  =  0.99.

u ncoded  Q PSK
random  walk p h ase : no p h a s e  e s t 
random  walk p hase: A PP p h a s e  e s t 
c o h eren t decoding

10"2

o  10'

3.5 4.5
SN R =E,/N  in dB b 0

Figure 9.8: BER results w ithout CSI, random  walk phase processes using A P P  channel 
estim ation compared to  coherent decoding; interleaver size=15k bits, S —3 interleaver, 
improved 8-PSK mapping.
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A PP channel estim ation for the random  walk phase process gives results 0.25-0.5 dB 

from coherent decoding along the tu rbo  cliff, where 50 iterations are insufficient for con

vergence. At higher SNR, coherent decoding performance is achieved using A P P  channel 

estim ation w ith the exponentially-decaying moving average filtering of the  instantaneous 

channel estim ates. For comparison, BER curves for both  uncoded QPSK and iterative 

decoding of the (3,2,2)/D8-PSK SCC w ithout any phase estim ation are shown as well. 

W ithout phase estim ation, iterative decoding fails, and performs worse th an  uncoded 

QPSK for the  random  walk phase offset.

9 .6 .3  L inear P h a se  O ffset

A constant frequency/linear phase offset may model oscillator drift or a  mobile Doppler 

scenario. A carrier frequency f c of 1 GHz and oscillator drift of 0.1 ppm  from a high 

quality oscillator gives A /= 1 0 0  Hz. A symbol rate  of 106 symbols/sec corresponds to 

A / T  =  10-4 . A lower carrier frequency of 450 MHz reduces A / T  to  4.5 x 10-5 .

A typical highway velocity of 110 km /h  and a carrier frequency of 1 GHz correspond 

to  a Doppler shift A /  of 100 Hz. Increasing f c to 2.1 GHz, a 3G /C D M A /G SM  allocated 

downlink frequency, gives a Doppler shift of 210 Hz, and A /T  =  2.1 x 10~4.

Three values of constant frequency/linear phase offset are considered: A / T  =  4.5 x 

10~5, 10~4, and 2.1 x 10~4, w ith larger A /T  expected to  negatively im pact performance.

Simulation results for a linear phase process with A /T  =  4.5 x 10“ 5, 10-4 , and 

2.1 x 10~4 are also shown in Figure 9.9.

A PP phase estim ation results are approxim ately 0.5 dB from coherent decoding for 

A / T  =  2.1 x 10-4 , with 0.4 dB loss for A /T  =  10-4 , and near coherent performance 

for A /T  =  4.5 x 10-5 . The largest frequency offset has a slightly raised error floor, 

bu t smaller offsets converge to  the coherent decoding error floor. BER performance 

curves for uncoded QPSK and for the smallest frequency offset, A /T  =  4.5 x 10“ 5, 

iteratively decoded w ithout A PP phase estimation, are shown for comparison. Iterative 

decoding fails to ta lly  a t even the smallest frequency offset case when no phase estim ation
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10
- a -  uncoded QPSK
— linear phase: A fT=4.5 x 

linear phase: A fT=2.1 x 
linear phase: A fT=1Cf4, 
linear phase: A fT=4.5 x 
coherent decoding

It. |inear phase: A fT=4.5 x 10 5, APP p hase  e s t
\  coherent decoding____________

linear phase: A fT=4.5 x 10 , no p hase  est 
linear phase: A fT=2.1 x 10~4, APP p h ase  est
linear phase: A fT=10 4, APP p hase  e st

10',-7

3 3.5 4
SNR=EVN„ in dBb 0

5 5.5 6

Figure 9.9: BER results w ithout CSI, linear phase processes using A P P  channel estim a
tion compared to  coherent decoding; interleaver size=15k bits, S = 3 interleaver, improved 
8-PSK mapping.

is performed, due to  the frequent phase slips.

A to ta l of 100 decoding iterations are performed on each codeword frame. An in

creased num ber of decoding iterations are required for good performance a t larger A /T  

because the phase estim ate will slip a t every ir/4 phase increase. Each slip is a MSED 

symbol error, w ith corresponding bit errors. The outer parity  code can correct bit errors 

th a t m ap to  isolated (3,2,2) codewords, but w ith several phase slips, bit errors may m ap 

two to  a  codeword, which cannot be corrected. This causes a significantly raised error

A sample phase estim ate for A /T  =  5 x 10~4 is shown for 50 decoding iterations 

in Figure 9.10, along with associated bit errors shown in their corresponding symbol 

positions. The linear channel phase offset is shown in the straight line, changing by 7r 

radians every 1000 symbols. The final channel phase estim ate after 50 decoding iterations 

is shown below, with multiple phase slips The bit errors are the short vertical lines, and 

their location indicates a bit error in the corresponding 8-PSK input symbol. The channel 

phase estim ate clearly does not directly track the channel phase offset, bu t slips several

floor.
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times in every ir radians/1000 symbol interval. These slips occur a t 7t/4 or 7r/8 intervals, 

or multiples thereof, a t the boundaries between symbols.

-• Estimated channel phase
-  Channel
-  Decoding errors

offset

co 10

SNR=4.5 dB

I I  I  I  I  M  1 I  I I  I I I

1000 2000 3000
D8-PSK input symbols

4000 5000

Figure 9.10: Linear phase offset, A /T  =  5 x 10—4, and channel phase estim ate after 50 
iterations a t SNR 4.5 dB with A PP channel estimation; outer (3,2 ,2)/inner D8-PSK SCC 
w ith improved mapping, S' =  3 15 kbit S-random interleaver.

This slippage can be viewed easily when considering the all-zeros sequence, where 

the  actual symbol phase is always 0°. W hen transm itted  through a  channel w ith a 

linear phase offset and no noise, the received sequence will have the linear phase of the 

offset. The D8-PSK decoder would then  decode to  a sequence w ith increasing symbol 

phase every 7t / 4  radians; however, this slip may occur a t the  7t / 8  boundary between 

symbols, or further into the new symbol. The decoder cannot tell the difference between 

an all-zeros sequence x  =  [e-^e-70 . . .  e^° . . .  ej0] with linear phase offset, and the sequence 

x  =  [e^e-70 . . .  _ _ ej7r/2ej7r/2 _ _ no phase offset, where the phase slips by

7t / 4  somewhere a t or after the tt/ 8  boundary between symbols. Errors will occur a t each 

boundary slip. Depending on their de-interleaved positions in the (3,2,2) parity  code, 

these errors may or may not be corrected by the outer decoder. More boundary slips 

result in an increased num ber of errors.

An additional enhancement of the channel estim ate filter is incorporated to  speed up 

convergence in the linear phase case, although 100 decoding iterations are needed for 

good performance; w ithout this enhancement, 150 decoding iterations would be required
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for similar performance. The A PP channel estim ation of the linear phase process uses 

two different filter param eters, ao for use initially and a\  for use later when the  symbol 

estim ates and channel estim ates are for the most part good, w ith the  exception of the 

phase slip errors. The decision of when to  switch from a 0 to  a \  is m ade based on the 

value of the m ean a priori  LLR m agnitude a*|a0(i;')| the D8-PSK A P P  decoder.

A small j i |Aa(V)| means th a t the A PP information and channel estim ates are still poor, 

while a large P\\a(v')\ indicates the estim ates have high reliability. Observation of bo th  the 

num ber of bit errors and shows th a t when H\\a(v')\ >  10, most bit errors have been

corrected. This value is SNR-dependent, as the initial expected LLRs are SNR-based, 

and increase as SNR increases. However, we are interested in the  error floor performance, 

or SNR >  4 dB, and thus values appropriate for this region should be appropriate for 

higher SNR as well. Therefore, the decision threshold for switching from ao to  an is 

V \ \a { v ' ) \  >  1 0 .

If too much sm oothing is applied initially (ao ~  1), so th a t channel estim ates from 

phases across multiple tt/ 8  regions are combined, the phase estim ate will not converge to  

even a phase-slipped version. This is similar to  the problem seen with a constant phase 

offset of 7t/8. The initial smoothing should thus use a smaller value of ao which decays 

quickly. Once the  phase estim ate is near convergence, as indicated by increased p\ \a(V')\, 

then  a larger value for a i  >  a 0 can be used to speed up convergence.

For A / T  =  4.5 x 10~5 and 10~4, the exponential decay param eters used were ao =  

0.975 and a \  =  0.99; for A / T  =  2.1 x 10-4 , ao =  0.95 and a \  =  0.99 were used. 

Larger linear phase offsets, w ith a greater number of phase slips in the  estim ate, see 

better performance from smaller values of ao, which reduces the  effective filter size and 

sm oothing initially.
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Chapter 10

A P P  Tim ing Estim ation

10.1  In tr o d u c tio n

Timing, or symbol, synchronization is a necessary component of receiver function. The 

transm itter sends symbols, m ultiplied by a shaped pulse p(t),  a t a ra te  1 /T . The receiver 

samples the received signal a t a rate  1 /T  or multiples thereof. However, the  receiver clock 

is not initially synchronized to  the transm itter clock. Due to  this tim ing discrepency 

between transm itter and receiver, sampling may not occur a t the  ideal tim e, which is 

a t the peak of the symbol pulse, causing loss of signal strength and interference from 

adjoining symbol pulses, known as intersymbol interference (ISI) and discussed in more 

detail in Section 10.2.

The need for tim ing synchronization between transm itter and receiver comes about 

because the receiver should sample not ju st somewhere w ithin each symbol period, bu t 

ideally a t the maximum of the pulse. The tim e-dom ain symbol pulses used in practice are 

not the idealized rectangular pulse or square wave shape sometimes assumed in theory. 

Rectangular pulses are not practical from several standpoints: an approxim ate rectan

gular pulse w ith short rise tim e is very difficult to  build, suffers from ringing a t the  pulse 

edges (Gibbs phenomenon), and has near-infinite bandw idth (a true square wave in the 

tim e dom ain has infinite bandw idth). Bandwidth-lim ited communications systems need
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to  use bandw idth-lim ited pulses and cannot afford high-bandwidth transm ission symbol 

pulses.

However, band-lim ited pulses have infinite tim e extent, and converge only asym ptot

ically towards zero. Each pulse has significant overlap into other symbol transm ission 

periods. Pulse shapes th a t converge faster will interfere less w ith surrounding pulses 

when tim ing synchronization has not yet been achieved.

10 .2  In te r sy m b o l In ter feren ce  (ISI)

Consider the sequence of pulses shown in Figure 10.1 A. Only 5 pulses are considered 

for easy visibility. These pulses are raised cosine pulses, defined later in Section 10.3, a 

pulse type commonly used in practice due to  their band-lim ited frequency response. The 

sampling times are shown as vertical bars. The transmission tim e between pulses is T.  If 

the  receiver samples this sequence at integer multiples of tim e T,  each pulse is sampled at 

its maximum as shown in the diagram, and none of the other pulses interfere. However, if 

the  receiver clock is offset with respect to the transm itter clock by a small am ount e, say

0.4T as shown in Figure 10.IB, each pulse is not only now sampled below its maximum, 

bu t also the  other pulses interfere significantly with the pulse of interest. This interference 

is known as intersym bol interference (ISI). Clearly, tim ing synchronization is critical 

to  the system  performance in reducing ISI as an additional source of noise interference.

Timing synchronization is normally performed as a separate operation before the  de

coding block. Just as with A PP channel estimation, A PP tim ing estim ation incorporates 

the  tim ing estim ation within the decoding block, using the inner D8-PSK A P P  symbol 

probabilities P (x |y ) available w ith each iteration to  generate an iteratively-improving 

tim ing error estim ate. The tim ing error estim ate is used to calculate, via interpolation, 

an approxim ation of the received sequence sampled at the correct tim e (if the tim ing 

error estim ate equals the tim ing offset). This more accurate received sequence is then  

used to  generate new channel metrics as input for the inner D8-PSK A P P  decoder in the 

following iteration.
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No tim ing offset: 
Sample a t n T

Timing offset r= 0 .4 T : 
Sample a t (n +  0.4)T

R aised Cosine Pulse Train,a=0.5 Raised Cosine Pulse Train, a=0.5

- 0.2 - 0.2,
Time/T Time/T

A B

Figure 10.1: A sequence of 5 sine pulses, sampled at n T  and w ith an offset of OAT.

In order to  discuss tim ing estim ation algorithms, a representation for the  received 

signal w ith tim ing offset is necessary. The type of baseband pulse utilized for signalling 

is required, as the pulse shape determines the exact amount of ISI incurred for a given 

tim ing offset. The baseband pulse was not needed for the A P P  phase estim ation, as 

tim ing synchronization was assumed already achieved prior to  decoding.

10.3  N y q u is t  B a n d -lim ite d  P u lse s

The Nyquist bandw idth constraint, or Nyquist ISI constraint, is a requirem ent which the 

signal pulse frequency response P(ui) must meet to  avoid ISI a t the receiver when tim ing 

synchronization is perfect. The Nyquist bandw idth constraint is:

where T  is the symbol transmission time. Pulses which satisfy Equation 10.1 are known 

as Nyquist pulses. Note th a t the rectangular tim e-dom ain pulse, w ith a sine frequency re

sponse which is zero a t non-zero integer multiples of 1 /T , satisfies the  Nyquist bandw idth

O O

(10 .1)
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constraint although its frequency response is not band-limited.

Clearly a rectangular pulse frequency response which is band-lim ited to  ± 1 /2 T  sa t

isfies Equation 10.1, and is in fact the minimum bandw idth pulse which satisfies the 

Nyquist ISI criterion. The rectangular frequency response has a  sine tim e-dom ain pulse, 

which is zero a t non-zero integer multiples of T, and thus there is no ISI as long as tim ing 

synchronization is achieved. However, the sine pulse is non-causal and has infinite tim e 

duration, dying out as 1/ t  [74], W hen a tim ing offset exists between tran sm itte r and 

receiver, ISI is significant with the sine pulse. Therefore the sine pulse is not practical 

for actual communications systems.

A family of Nyquist band-lim ited pulses commonly used are the raised cosine, or 

cosine rolloff, pulses. A raised cosine pulse Pnc(t ) in the tim e dom ain is described by

„ ^  s in (v r t/r )  co s(a7 T f/r) / i noN
P R C ( t )  -  n t / T  J y T i c W / T 2y  (10-2)

where a  is the rolloff factor, ranging from 0 <  a  <  1. For a  =  0, pnc(t )  is a sine 

function, and for a  = 1, PRc(t)  is a square wave. The frequency response Pr c {w ) for a 

raised cosine pulse is given by

Pr c {u ) =  <

T, 0 <  |w| <  7 r ( l  — o i ) /T ;

T / 2  1 — sin ( j2!iJp2L)  , 7 r ( l  — a ) / T  <  |cu| <  7 r ( l  +  a ) /T ;  (10.3)

0, |w| >  7 r ( l  +  a ) /T .

Raised cosine pulses are a good compromise between minimum bandw idth and rapid 

pulse die-down outside its symbol period, and are often used in practical communications 

systems. The raised cosine pulse bandw idth W rc  =  (1 +  a) /{2T)  is increased over the 

m inimum bandw idth 1 /(2T ) by a / (2T ) .

Figure 10.2A shows the pulse PRc{t) for both  a sine function (raised cosine w ith 0% 

rolloff), and raised cosine pulses with 50% and 100% rolloff; the x-axis is normalized tim e 

t / T .  Figure 10.2B displays the frequency response Pr c (u)) for these same raised cosine
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pulses, w ith the  x-axis being normalized frequency luT / ti. Notice th a t PRc{t) =  0 for all 

t  =  IT, I = 1 , 2 , . . .  for each pulse. Also note the rapid die-off in tim e of pac(t )  as the 

rolloff factor a  increases. In general, for a  >  0, the tails of pnc{ t ) die off as 1 / t 3 [74], 

A tim ing error in sampling still leads to  ISI components, but the  interfering pulses have 

reduced m agnitude compared to  the  sine pulses.

— —  a = 0  

" -  - a=0.5 
—  a=1

a . 0.4

0,2

- 0.2

-0 .4
- 3

normalized time t/T

a= 0.5

-1 .5  -1 -0 .5  0  0.5 1 1.5 2
normalized freq eo T/n

A  B

Figure 10.2: Raised cosine pulse response in the  tim e domain and frequency dom ain, for 
varying rolloff a.

There are other baseband pulses used in practice as well, bu t raised cosine pulses 

are the m ost common. Often the raised cosine pulses are split between tran sm itte r and 

receiver, so th a t the root raised cosine (RRC) pulse is used for transmission. The root 

raised cosine (RRC) pulse frequency response P r r c ( u )  is simply the square-root of the 

raised cosine pulse \ / P r c {u ). The receiver RRC filter serves as a pulse-m atched filter, 

and the  combination of the transm it RRC pulse and RRC m atched filter together make 

a raised cosine filter.

To sim ulate performance of a tim ing synchronization algorithm, a particular baseband 

pulse m ust be chosen. Neither the tim e-dom ain sine pulse (a  =  0), w ith brickwall fre

quency response, or the  brickwall tim e-dom ain pulse (a  =  1) are practical to  implement. 

This thesis uses a rolloff factor of a  =  0.5, or 50% rolloff, as a reasonable compromise and 

a  commonly-implemented pulse shape. W ith  50% rolloff, the pulse bandw idth increases 

in frequency to  3 /(4T ) instead of 1 /(2T ) for a brickwall tim e-dom ain pulse.
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1 0 .4  N y q u is t  S a m p lin g  R a te

The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem  [108], [109] states the requirem ents for a signal 

p(t)  to  be fully reconstructed from a sampled version p(nTs) of th a t  signal, sampled 

every Ts seconds. If the maximum frequency of the continuous-time signal P ( u )  is W ,

then  the sampling ra te  1/TS m ust be greater th an  2 W  for complete reconstruction of the

continuous signal from the sampled signal. The Nyquist sampling rate  is given as

^  >  2 IT, (10.4)
S

T  < ——
2 W '

For a raised cosine pulse with 50% rolloff, the sampling rate  1/TS and sam pling tim e 

Ts m ust be

±  >  2(3/(4T )) =  1 .5 /T  (10.5)
S

1 T
Ts <

1 .5 /T  1.5

In practice, this fractional sampling can be difficult to  implement, resulting in some 

symbols being sampled twice and some once if uniformly-spaced sampling is used. Sam

pling once per symbol is not sufficient for Nyquist sampling of the raised cosine pulse 

w ith a  > 0, bu t sampling twice per symbol is sufficient for all 1 >  a  >  0. This thesis 

implements a sampling rate  of twice per symbol, Ts — T j 2.

Several tim ing estim ation algorithms utilize two samples per symbol, so this require

m ent for increased sampling rate  due to the increased bandw idth of the 50% rolloff raised 

cosine pulse is not a m ajor handicap.
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10 .5  T ra n sm itte d  S ign a l

The baseband signal s(t) of the symbols x q , . . . , x n  (in this system, D8-PSK symbols) 

m ultiplied w ith the pulse-shaping filter p(t) is given by

s (t ) =  ^ 2 xipRRC{t -  IT) (10.6)
i

This baseband signal is up-converted to the carrier frequency loc by m ultiplication 

w ith the carrier signal exp {juict).

10 .6  R e c e iv e d  S ign a l

T he received signal r(t )  is down-converted to  baseband by m ultiplying w ith a  carrier 

signal generated by its local oscillator (LO) replica of the carrier exp ( j {uct). Any offset in 

carrier frequency results in a linear phase shift, as explored in the previous C hapter 9. In 

this chapter, the receiver-generated replica of the carrier u c is assumed to  be exact. There 

could also be an existing channel phase offset. This is assumed to be com pensated for 

by phase estim ation prior to  the decoding process. Only tim ing estim ation is considered 

in this chapter.

Low-pass filtering is required to  remove the higher harmonics resulting from m ulti

plying the  carrier-m odulated signal with a replica of the carrier. W hen pulse-m atched 

filtering is done a t the receiver, because the symbol pulses are specifically designed to  be 

band-lim ited, the m atched filter is a low-pass filter. Thus m atched filtering is sufficient 

to  remove the higher frequencies from the signal, resulting in a baseband signal a t the 

output.

The ou tpu t of the  m atched filter is sampled every Ta seconds. For a symbol tran s

mission tim e T  and raised cosine pulse w ith rolloff >  0, the  sample tim e is Ts =  T /2 , for 

a  sampling rate  of twice per symbol. If transm itter and receiver clocks are synchronized, 

the  tim ing offset r  =  0, and the receiver samples the output of the RRC-m atched filter
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a t integer values of Ts relative to  the transm it pulse. Since the frequency response of the 

squared RRC is simply the  RC pulse, the sampled ou tpu t of the filter is the  sequence 

of RC pulses sampled at each tim e kTs. The sampled, matched-filtered ou tpu t y (k T s) is 

given by

y(kTs) =  ^ xipRC{kTs -  IT) +  n(kTs) ,  (10.7)
i

where n  is zero-mean AWGN with variance For k  even, the samples are a t integer 

values of T,  and there are no interfering pulses, so y(kTs) =  x ( k T j 2) + n (k T /2 ) ,  k  even. 

For k odd, the  samples are shifted by T /2  from the  integer values of T,  and the  pulses 

interfere.

If transm itter and receiver clocks are not synchronized, there will be a tim ing offset 

r  between the transm it pulse and the receiver samples. The sampled, m atched-filtered 

ou tpu t y (k T s +  r )  is

y (kTs +  t )  =  xipRC(kTs + t - I T )  + n ( k T s  + t ). (10.8)
i

As seen in Figure 10.1, when a  raised cosine pulse is sampled at times k T  +  r  offset 

from the symbol tim ing, adjoining pulses add in to the pulse transm itted  a t tim e kT.  

These adjoining pulses are all pulses of Equation 10.8 where I ^  0.

10.7 Timing Offset Model

The tim ing offset r  between transm itter and receiver is considered here to  be constant 

over the  length of a codeword frame (5000 symbols for the (3,2,2) parity /D 8-PS K  SCC). 

At first, a constant tim ing offset over all frames is considered, similar to  the  constant 

phase offset. As a basic tim ing offset model, it illustrates whether the  A P P  tim ing 

estim ation technique functions a t all. Next, a tim ing offset which is constant over one 

frame bu t w ith uniformly random  distribution over all codeword frames is examined.
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10.8 Maximum Likelihood Timing Estimation

As shown above, tim ing sychronization between transm itter and receiver is necessary for 

best reception. Timing estim ation algorithms seek to achieve tim ing synchronization by 

estim ating the  tim ing offset r  between transm itter and receiver, often according to  the 

maximum likelihood (ML) criterion.

M aximum likelihood, or ML, decoding consists of choosing the estim ated symbol 

sequence x  such th a t  the a posteriori  probability is maximized as in Equations 2.3-2.5 

to  obtain

ML decoding is optim al decoding in the sense th a t it minimizes the  sequence error prob

ability.

A tim ing offset r  is a synchronization param eter included as p (y |x , r ) .  Typically, 

the  phase 6 is also a synchronization param eter; however, this chapter assumes th a t  the 

phase param eter 6 has already been estimated. Joint tim ing and phase synchronization 

is considered in Chapter 11. The effect of the tim ing offset r  can be removed by inte

grating over r  if the  distribution of r  is known (typically assumed uniform unless known 

differently):

A t high SNR, the likelihood function p (y |x , r )  weighted by the a priori p{r)  is assumed 

to  concentrate a t its maximum values, i.e. maximizing the integral is well-approximated 

by maximizing the integrand. If p(r)  is assumed to  be uniform, then it is constant over 

all r ,  has no effect on the m aximization and can be removed, as

x  =  a rg m ax p (y |x )
X

(10.9)

( 10 .10)

x, f  =  arg m axp(y  |x, r ) (10 .11)
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10.9 Timing Estimation Algorithms

10 .9 .1  D ecisio n -d irected  and  N o n -d a ta -a id ed  A lg o r ith m s

There are three m ain categories of tim ing synchronization or estim ation algorithm s:

1. Class D D  - D ecision-directed:

The estim ated sequence x  is used as the correct sequence x , assuming th a t  P ( x  =  

x) ~  1) and thus

tdd = arg m ax p (y |x  =  x , r )  (10.12)
r

An initial estim ate of x  is required for DD algorithms. This initial estim ate can 

be provided either by a hard decision on input samples or soft decisions from a 

decoder, as proposed in this thesis.

2. Class D A  - D ata-aided:

A known training sequence x 0 is sent during acquisition and r  is determ ined by

tda  =  arg m ax p (y |x  =  x 0,r )  (10.13)
T

3. Class N D A  - N on-data-aided

Nothing is known about the transm itted  sequence x, so all sequences are assumed 

equally likely and averaged over.

t n d a  = argm ax V V y |x , r )  (10.14)
T  Z '

X

As the A P P  decoder provides extrinsic soft information about the symbols x, choosing 

a DD tim ing estim ation algorithm  which can incorporate this inform ation in the  form

of estim ated symbols x  allows the tim ing algorithm  to  improve its estim ate w ith each

iteration  of the decoding loop.
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10 .9 .2  F eedforw ard and  Feedback A lgorith m s

Estim ation algorithm s may also be classified as one of two types: feedforward algorithm s 

and feedback, or error-tracking, algorithms. Feedforward algorithms directly estim ate the 

tim ing offset f  from the received signal before it is corrected w ith interpolation. Most 

commonly this is done through a search for the value of r  th a t maximizes the probabilities 

in Equations 10.14-10.16, or a related likelihood function derived from them .

The tu rbo  code structure, where the entire block of sampled d a ta  and soft symbol 

inform ation are available during each iteration for estim ation of the tim ing offset, and 

correction of the sampled d a ta  via interpolation for the estim ated offset does not occur 

until after estim ation, lends itself to  a  feedforward structure. However, the  feedforward 

algorithm s prim arily do a m aximal search, whose complexity depends on the  quantiza

tion  of r  for the search, bu t requires approxim ately D  times as m any operations as a 

feedback algorithm , if r  is discretized into D  values. This search would be performed 

every iteration.

Additionally, to determ ine the maximum value of the likelihood function requires 

interpolating the samples a t each discrete value of r .  Interpolation is time-consuming, 

as it consists of filtering the samples through either an ideal in terpolator (sine function 

in tim e domain) or one of the simpler bu t less ideal interpolators discussed in Section 

10 . 12 .

For example, a simple NDA feedforward ML tim ing estim ation algorithm  chooses the 

estim ated tim ing offset f  as

f  =  arg m ax \ y(kT + r  — t d ) |2 =  arg m ax y ( k T +  t — rD)y*(kT + T — td ) (10.15)
T O  T  z 'k k

where the  original symbol samples are y ( k T  +  r ) ,  rD are the  D  discretized values of 

tim ing offset, and the interpolated samples are a t y ( k T  + r  — rD). This algorithm  can 

operate a t one sample per symbol. Assume there are k  symbols, D  discretized values 

of r .  and I  taps on the interpolator. To calculate each new interpolated sample a t one
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td value requires I  m ultiplications and additions, and calculating all new interpolated 

samples for all values of td  requires k I D  m ultiplications and additions. G ranted, one 

set of interpolated values is required as output for the best choice of td  for any tim ing 

estim ation algorithm . However, excluding th a t set of k l  multiplies and adds still leaves 

an additional k I ( D  — 1) multiplies and adds. In comparison w ith feedback algorithm s 

later, bo th  will include the k l  multiplies and adds required for final in terpolated  values.

The tim ing estim ation algorithm  itself requires k  multiplications, additions and con

jugations per t d  value, or k D  multiplications, additions and conjugations for all t d , plus 

D  compares. In to ta l, th is FF  NDA tim ing estim ation algorithm  uses k ( I  +  1 )D  mul

tiplies, k ( I  +  1 )D  adds, k D  conjugations and D  compares per iteration. Com parison

w ith a  feedback algorithm  later in Section 10.10 will show a factor of D / 2  difference in

com putational complexity. Only for D  =  2, a very coarse discretization for t d , are the 

complexities equivalent between feedforward and feedback tim ing estim ation algorithm s.

This thesis does not consider feedforward algorithms further; their higher complexity 

and latency are counter to  the low complexity component code choices.

Feedback algorithm s operate with a feedback loop; the algorithm  derives an error 

signal e, such th a t

e cx f  — r , (10.16)

where r  is the actual tim ing offset and f  is the estim ated tim ing offset. This error signal 

is typically obtained by differentiating a likelihood function L (x, r )  based on the  ML 

probabilities; the value of the derivative d L / d r  a t the most recent estim ate f k gives the 

sign of the current change in tim ing estimate. The new tim ing estim ate rk+i is given by

i  , 0 d L ( x k , f k)
r k+ 1 — Tk +  p --------- ----------

=  rk + (3ek (10.17)

where (5 is a constant th a t determines the tracking response. If the likelihood function 

L  is maximized for f k, so the estim ated tim ing offset r  equals the actual tim ing offset r ,
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then  the derivative § y |^  =  0, the tim ing error signal ek =  0, f k+i =  f k, and the tim ing 

estim ation algorithm  locks onto the correct tim ing offset.

The delay inherent in feedback algorithms is not a problem for the  tu rbo  decoder, 

which operates on an entire block or codeword frame of symbols. The D-8PSK A PP 

decoder supplies A PP probabilities for each symbol in the block at the  completion of its 

decoding process for each iteration.

A block diagram  of a feedback tim ing error detector is shown in Figure 10.3. The 

in terpolator calculates updated samples y ( k T  +  r  — rk+i) based on the current tim ing 

estim ate Tk+i- If tim ing recovery is performed before decoding, then the TED  receives 

a new sample, fine-tunes its tim ing estim ate based on th a t sample, and sends the  new 

estim ate to  the  sampling clock which adjusts the sampling for the next sample appropri

ately. The interpolator corrects the current sample based on the current tim ing estim ate 

and sends th a t  updated sample to  the decoder.

y (kT  +  r )

Loop
Filter

TED
Interpolator

y' = y(kT +  r  -  ffc+i)
Figure 10.3: Block diagram  of a feedback tim ing error detector loop.

If tim ing recovery is incorporated into the iterative decoding loop, then  the  TED 

works w ith a block of already-sampled data, rather th an  a stream  of continuous inputs. 

In the iterative decoding case, the TED will generate a new tim ing estim ate based on 

the  entire block of data , and the interpolator will adjust the sampling tim e for the entire 

block. This procedure repeats itself each iteration.

As the tim ing offset model used in this thesis is r  constant over a codeword frame,
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instead of calculating f k in Equation 10.17, a single estim ated offset f® is calculated for

the  entire frame w ith every iteration i. A single tim ing error estim ate e* is obtained 

for each iteration  by averaging the individual estim ates e\ ou tput from the  tim ing error 

detection algorithm  in iteration i. The updated tim ing offset r® for iteration  i is then  

found as

1 0 .10  G ard n er T im in g  E rror D e te c t io n  A lg o r ith m

The G ardner tim ing estim ation algorithm  was developed in 1986 [110], and has been 

widely used in communications systems implementing feedback tim ing recovery. The 

G ardner algorithm  is non-data-aided, and does not require phase synchronization to 

operate, bu t requires two samples per symbol. However, the Nyquist sampling ra te  

for raised cosine pulses w ith some rolloff requires sampling more th an  once per symbol 

anyway.

The tim ing error estim ate ek produced by the Gardner tim ing estim ation algorithm  

is given by (similar to  the form presented in [111])

e (kT  -Mr—f ) =  ek = Re [{y * ( k T  + T  — f ) — y*((k  + 1 ) T  + t  - f ) } y ( ( k  + 1/2 ) T  +  r  — f ) ] ,

where y  is the received sampled sequence, r  is the original tim ing offset, f  is the current 

estim ated tim ing offset, so the current remaining tim ing offset is r  — f  and the  symbol 

tim ing T  is twice the sampling tim e Ts. The outpu t tim ing error estim ate ek is pro

portional to  f  — r ,  so a negative ek indicates th a t r  >  r ,  and f k should be increased. 

Conversely, a positive ek indicates t  > r ,  and f k should be decreased. Thus /3 of Equation 

10.18 should be negative.

The algorithm  operates as follows in a high SNR/low noise environment. W hen there

f*-1 + (10.18)

(10.19)
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is no symbol transition  from symbol tim e k — 1 to k, the difference between the  symbol 

samples will be approxim ately zero, the half-symbol tim ing sample a t k — 1/2 will not 

be counted, and the  detector error output is zero. If there is a symbol transition , the 

half-symbol tim ing sample will be multiplied by the symbol difference from tim e k =  1 

to  k. If the symbol difference is negative, and the tim ing offset is positive but less th an  

T /2 , then  for BPSK symbols, the half-symbol tim ing sample will be positive and the  sign 

of the detector error ou tpu t will be negative. A negative error ou tpu t sub tracts off of 

the  positive tim ing offset, moving the resulting tim ing offset t  — f  closer to  zero.

Conversely, if the tim ing offset is negative but greater than  —T /2 ,  the  sign of the 

detector error ou tpu t will be positive, adding onto the negative tim ing offset and moving 

the  rem aining tim ing offset r  +  f  closer to zero. For tim ing offsets between the  range of 

—T / 2  and T / 2 , a negative tim ing offset generates a positive error ou tpu t w ith symbol 

transitions, and a positive tim ing offset generates a negative error ou tput. B oth cases 

drive the  rem aining tim ing offset to  zero. This will be shown visually in Section 10.11 by 

examining the S-curve response, which is the output of the G ardner tim ing estim ation 

algorithm  for varying tim ing offset.

A complexity analysis of the  GTED shows th a t each symbol requires 1 subtraction 

(add), 1 multiply, 1 conversion to  real and 2 conjugations. There is an additional m ulti

plication for each symbol due to the convergence param eter j3 of Equation 10.17. For k  

symbols, this requires k  additions, 2k multiplications, 2k conjugations and k  conversions 

to  real. To obtain a constant tim ing estim ate r  for the codeword sequence, the  tim ing 

offset estim ates are averaged, resulting in an additional k  additions and 1 multiply. The 

to ta l is 2k  additions and conjugations, 2k + 1 multiplies and k  conversions to  real. This 

algorithm  requires 2 samples per symbol for each symbol tim ing estim ate. Therefore, in

terpolation is over 2k samples. Interpolation requires 2k l  multiplies and additions. Total 

complexity per iteration is 2k ( I  +  1) additions, 2k ( I  +  1) +  1 multiplies, 2k conjugations 

and k  conversions to  real. Complexity is dom inated by the additions and multiplies.

In comparison to  the feedforward algorithm  presented earlier, which used k{ I  + 1 )D
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multiplies, k ( I  +  1 )D  adds, k D  conjugations and D  compares per iteration, the feedback 

algorithm  requires a factor of D / 2  times fewer m ultiplications and additions. For any 

reasonable discretization (say D  >  10), this results in a significant savings in complexity 

for the feedback algorithm.

The tim ing estim ate e goes through the first-order tim ing loop filter of E quation 10.18 

to  generate an estim ate f  of the tim ing offset r .

This NDA tim ing estim ation algorithm  provides an initial tim ing estim ate f °  and 

interpolated sampled sequence y° for use by the inner D8-PSK A P P  decoder in its initial 

iteration, before any symbol estim ates are available from the inner decoder. An initial 

tim ing estim ate should provide better performance for the concatenated system, espe

cially when phase estim ation is incorporated into the iterative decoding loop in addition 

to  tim ing estim ation.

Once iterative decoding has begun, however, soft symbol estim ates according to  Equa

tion  9.4 are available from the inner decoder. These symbol estim ates should be used 

to  provide additional information to  the tim ing estim ator. A data-directed (DD) tim ing 

estim ation algorithm  is thus preferred for use in the iterative decoding loop.

The G ardner tim ing estim ation algorithm  may be converted to  DD form by using soft 

symbol estim ates Xk and Xk+i in place of the samples y ( k T + r —f )  and y( (k  + l ) T + r —f ) .  

Because soft symbol estim ates Xk are used, which incorporate any existing phase offset, 

th is DD form should perform be tte r w ithout phase synchronization th an  a DD form using 

hard symbol decisions Xk■ The DD form with hard  symbol decisions x  is given in [111], 

pg. 380, as the data-transition  tracking loop (DTTL), bu t requires a phase estim ate 6.

The ou tpu t of the DD Gardner tim ing estim ation algorithm  is

e{kT)  =  ek = Re [{x*k -  x *k+x} y ((k +  1 /2 )T  +  r  -  f)]  (10.20)

Note th a t  for im plem entation purposes, the Gardner tim ing error detector (G TED ) is 

the  same whether the NDA or DD form is used; only the inputs (samples or soft symbol 

estim ates) change. For this reason, it is practical to  use both  forms of the  algorithm ,
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with the NDA form used initially and the DD form used once iterative decoding begins.

Another commonly used algorithm  is the Mueller and Muller (M&M) symbol syn

chronizer [112] or tim ing error detector. This algorithm  is popular due to  the  fact th a t 

it only requires one sample per symbol, operating at the symbol d a ta  rate . As Nyquist 

sampling requires two samples per symbol for the raised cosine pulse, an algorithm  using 

only one sample per symbol does not save significantly on complexity.

The M&M tim ing error detector is also a DD feedback tim ing estim ation algorithm , 

and so can use the soft symbol estim ates x  available from the inner D8-PSK decoder. 

However, the M&M TED does not have a NDA form, and requires phase synchronization 

to  operate well. Thus the M&M TED is not well suited for the combined A P P  phase 

and tim ing estim ation, nor can it provided an initial tim ing estim ate to  aid the iterative 

decoding process.

The M&M tim ing estim ation algorithm  produces a tim ing error signal of the  form 

ek = e (kT  +  f ) =  Re [ x l ^ y  ( kT  + r -  f ) -  x*ky ((k  -  1 )T  + r  -  f)]  . (10.21)

10.11 Timing Error Detector Output S-Curve

The tim ing error detector S-curve displays the ou tpu t E(e),  the expectation of the tim ing 

error e, of the tim ing error detector on the y-axis for a given tim ing offset r  along 

the  x-axis. The S-curve is an instructive visual representation of the tim ing estim ation 

algorithm  response. The tim ing detector ou tpu t displays a  sideways S sinusoidal or 

saw tooth response, and should be zero for no tim ing offset. Figure 10.4A displays the 

S-curve for the  NDA Gardner TED , and Figure 10.4B shows the DD G ardner T E D ’s 

S-curve. Figure 10.4C presents the DD M&M TED S-curve. Both tim ing offset and 

tim ing error are normalized by dividing by the symbol tim ing T.  The expectation E(e)  

of the tim ing error is used by taking the mean of the TED ou tpu t e for each symbol. 

A sampling ra te  of two samples per symbol was used for the GTEDs and a sampling 

ra te  of one sample per symbol for the M&M TED, for a sequence of 1000 to ta l symbols.
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Uncoded 8-PSK-m odulated symbols and raised cosine pulses w ith a  =  0.5 are used for all 

S-curves. For the  data-directed TEDs, the estim ated hard decision symbols x  are chosen 

as the sign of every second sampled symbol for the G ardner DD TED and every symbol 

sample for the  M&M TED. Soft symbol estim ates are not available as only uncoded 

BPSK is used for these S curves.

The NDA GTED S-curve is a  sm ooth sinusoid, while the DD GTED and M &M TED 

S-curves are jagged saw tooth curves. The difference is due to  the  use of estim ated symbols 

x  in the  DD form. As the tim ing offset approaches T /2 ,  the reliability of the symbol 

estim ates becomes very poor, causing the steep slope to  zero.

G ardner NDA TED S -curve, raised cosine a=0.5, 8-PSK  G ardner TED S -cu rve , raised cosine a= 0.5 , 8 -P S K

 f ...

I
I
i

n o r m a liz e d  t im in g  o f f s e t  t/T

!
f

1

normalized timing offset t/T

A B

M&M TED S -cu rve , raised cosine a=0.5, 8 -PSK

I
f

iuT

.....
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Figure 10.4: S-curves for non-data-aided and data-directed G ardner tim ing error detec
tion algorithm s (A and B respectively), and the data-directed Mueller and Muller tim ing 
error detection algorithm  (C), using 8-PSK m odulation and raised cosine pulses with 
a  =  0.5.

All detectors produce zero output for zero tim ing offset, generate negative ou tpu t
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w ith a positive tim ing offset <  T /2 , and generate positive output for a negative tim ing 

offset >  —T /2 . The sign of the tim ing detector’s estim ated error ou tpu t e corresponds 

to  the sign of the actual tim ing error f  — r  w ith the tim ing detector’s original estim ate 

of the tim ing error f  = 0. Above |T /2 |, the sign switches because now the  detector is 

locking onto the  next symbol as closest.

At |T /2 | and |T |, the output of the estim ator is also zero. Integer values of T  are 

stable operating points for the tim ing estim ator. The estim ator ou tpu t sign is such as 

to  push the  estim ate towards the nearest value of T  and keep it there. Values offset by 

T /2  from integer values of T  are not stable operating points, even though the  estim ator 

ou tpu t is also zero a t this point. The estim ator ou tput sign near |T /2 | offsets is such 

as to push the estim ate away from |T /2 | and towards the nearest integer value of T. 

Near |T /2 |, the ou tpu t m agnitude is very small, and thus the estim ator may take several 

iterations to  move away from the |T /2 | point.

Because integer values of T  are stable operating points for the tim ing estim ator, the 

estim ator may lock onto a non-zero integer value of T  instead of 0. U nfortunately, for 

a block-coded or turbo-coded system, this symbol shift causes decoder failure because 

th e  block or frame is offset. R ather than  locating symbol k  a t tim e kT ,  the symbol shift 

causes symbol k  ±  1 to  be chosen instead at tim e kT.

This phenomenon of locking onto a symbol-offset tim ing estim ate is known as cyc le  

s lip , and is a frame synchronization issue more than  a tim ing synchronization issue. Cycle 

slips are a common mode of failure in tim ing recovery for block codes or interleaved codes, 

and can result in raised error floor and shifted waterfall if not corrected. The effect of 

cycle slips and m ethods for m itigation will be discussed further in Section 10.15. A 

m ethod of correcting cycle slips with a tim ing offset of ± T /2  is presented in Section 

10.15.1. Frame synchronization and its effect on tim ing offset d istribution is discussed 

later in Section 11.4.
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10 .12  In te r p o la tio n

In addition to  the  tim ing estim ation algorithm, an interpolator is required to  approxim ate 

the  corrected sampled values y(kTs +T — f l ) ,  given the original received sampled sequence 

y{kTs +  t )  and current estim ated tim ing offset f *  in iteration i.

Interpolation is possible because the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem  shows th a t 

if a continuous-time signal s(t) is sampled at the Nyquist sampling ra te  1 /T S, then  the 

original signal can be perfectly reconstructed from those samples s[k] =  s (kTs). There

fore, it is also possible to  reconstruct samples of the original signal a t some other point in 

time, say s'[fc] =  s(kTs +  r ) ,  from the samples s[k]. The Nyquist-Shannon interpolation 

formula states th a t, when s[k] is sampled at the  Nyquist sampling ra te  1 /T S >  2B,  any 

point in s(t)  m ay be reconstructed as

s(t) =  ^  s[z]sinc f * T iTs)  , (10.22)
i=—oo '  s /

where the normalized sine function sinc(x) is defined as sin(7r:r)/(7ra;).

If the original samples are y(kTs + r),  an interpolated version y(kTs + r  — f) to  correct 

for the offset r  may be calculated as

y(kTs + t  - f ) =  y{iTs +  r)sinc ( —— ?̂  +  T— (10. 23)
i=—oo s

by substitu ting t — kTs +  r  — f ,  which are the original sampled tim es w ith the  estim ated 

offset subtracted  off, into Equation 10.22.

The ideal interpolating function as shown in Equation 10.22 is a sine tim e-dom ain 

function of infinite length. In reality, infinitely many samples are not available, so even 

if a sine function (rectangular pulse in the frequency domain) is used, it is truncated  to  

use the available samples. Truncation of the sine function is equivalent to  m ultiplying 

it w ith a  rectangular window, or convolving w ith a sine pulse in the frequency domain. 

This causes slight degradation as the frequency response is no longer rectangular bu t
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has ripples due to  Gibbs phenomenon. Windowing functions which provide a sm oother 

frequency response, such as the Kaiser, Hanning or Blackman windows [113] can be used 

instead.

Note th a t  a significant number of term s are required even for a truncated  version of 

Equation 10.22; the slow die-off of the sine pulse results in a  large num ber of contributing 

term s for each new calculated sample y(kTs +  r  — f ) .

A much simpler m ethod of interpolation, while not exact, is linear interpolation. 

Easily implemented, linear interpolation uses only the two adjacent samples s[/c] and 

s[k + 1] to  calculate any sample located between the two, as

s ( k T  +  f iT ) =  (1 — f i ) s (kT ) +  f is((k  +  1 )T) (10.24)

where y, is a fractional delay. Linear interpolation is simple to  implement, bu t causes 

performance degradation unless a large number of samples per symbol are used, reducing 

the  distance between each sample so th a t s(t) is more nearly linear between each sample.

B etter performance is obtained w ith the use of higher-order polynomial interpolation 

formulas, utilizing more symbol samples in the interpolation formula. An m th-order 

polynomial interpolating function P(t)  uses m  + 1 samples y0, .. ■, ym =  y( to) , . . . ,  y( tm) 

and finds the  unique curve of degree m  passing through all m  +  1 samples, so th a t 

P{U) = 2/i,Vi =  0 The  polynomial P(t)  is then used to  find values between 

the  existing discrete samples y*. Though a high-degree polynomial using m any samples 

might seem to offer increased accuracy, the higher the polynomial degree, the  greater the 

oscillation between the d a ta  points.

The Lagrange form of the  interpolation polynomial is a linear com bination of Lagrange 

basis polynomials k(t ),  as
m

P(t)  = J 2 v M t ) -  (10.25)
i=0
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The Lagrange basis polynomials or Lagrange coefficients are found as

m
kd)= n (10.26)

i=o,7^»

The first-order Lagrange interpolator is also the linear interpolator of Equation 10.24, 

as there is only one first-order polynomial which passes through two given points. The 

cubic Lagrange interpolator, which has four Lagrange coefficients, provides a good com

promise between ease of im plem entation and accuracy. A cubic Lagrange in terpolator 

provided a maximum mean square error (MSE) of 0.0026 with an offset of 0.5T and 40% 

rolloff raised cosine pulse, compared to  0.02 for linear interpolation [114].

A simple realization of the polynomial interpolator, called the Farrow structu re  [115], 

was devised in 1988. The Lagrange coefficients are rearranged as a bank of m  parallel 

filters w ith the ou tpu t of the zth branch multiplied by /x'' and then  summed. The Farrow 

structure  only requires an update  of the  fractional delay fi, and is thus very efficient for 

recalculation of a changing delay.

For im plem entation, use of Lagrange polynomial interpolation w ith a Farrow structu re  

would be a very practical choice. In this thesis, however, a truncated  sine in terpolator 

was used to  generate new discrete samples y{kTs + r  — t ) in between the original samples 

y (kTs +  r ) .  The sine interpolator had 128 taps.

10 .13  I te r a tiv e  T im in g  R eco v ery

Iterative tim ing recovery moves the tim ing estim ation block from prior to  decoding to 

w ithin the  iterative decoder. Several m ethods of iterative tim ing recovery have been 

presented in the literature. Some m ethods incorporate tim ing recovery into the  A PP 

decoder, some use a single decoder but iterate  between the decoder and tim ing estim ator, 

and a few use the  soft outputs from the decoder to  iteratively improve the tim ing estim ate.

Probably the earliest presentation of iterative tim ing recovery is the  application of the 

expectation-m axim ization (EM) algorithm  to an uncoded BPSK system for a constant
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tim ing offset in 1991 [116]. The EM algorithm  is iterative, with an expectation step and 

a m axim ization step corresponding to  one iteration.

A joint ISI-timing trellis using a BC JR-like algorithm  to generate soft tim ing estim ates 

in a m anner similar to  the channel equalization trellis used for iterative tu rbo  equalization 

in [117] is presented in [118]. This tim ing estim ation trellis has significant complexity, as 

the  tim ing trellis based on the  discretization of the tim ing offset has Q +  2 states and the 

ISI trellis, representing the ISI due to  the m odulation pulses with tim ing offset, has 21 

states for pulse length of I  symbols and BPSK modulation. The joint ISI-tim ing trellis 

has 2T(Q +  2) states.

The jo int ISI-tim ing trellis decoder was combined with a ra te  1/4 LD PC decoder, 

with each iteration of LDPC decoding followed by an iteration of ISI-tim ing decoding. 

A Gaussian random  walk tim ing offset model was used with ar j T = 0.003. The channel 

is a partial-response PR4 (H ( D ) = 1 — D 2) channel w ith 1 = 2. No precoding was used. 

The jo in t ISI-timing trellis was quantized with Q = 5 and 1 = 2, resulting in 28 states. 

Note th a t  the trellis complexity is relatively low (on the order of a  32-state or mem ory 5 

convolutional code) due to  the short overlap of the partial response channel. For a raised 

cosine pulse over an AWGN channel, the pulses last significantly longer th an  2 symbol 

periods.

Performance results 0.6 dB from perfect tim ing were achieved with the  jo in t ISI- 

tim ing trellis iterative tim ing recovery, a t a BER of 10~4 with 10 decoding iterations. 

Conventional tim ing recovery before decoding performed very poorly, w ith a  B ER  floor 

near 3 x 10-3 .

A coarse tim ing estim ation algorithm  is presented in [119] for tu rbo  decoding, which 

duplicates the tu rbo  decoder. This m ethod oversamples the received signal by four times, 

so each sample is spaced T f  4 from the  next sample. A soft metric derived in [120] which 

is signal- and channel-dependent is found for each of the  four sampled sequences. The two 

samples w ith the  largest metrics are chosen as indicating the sequences which bracket the 

tim ing offset on the  left and the right. Both chosen sequences are sent to  two separate
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tu rbo  decoders. No further tim ing estim ation is done, bu t frame synchronization is 

performed and the  sequences shifted by a symbol if required during any iteration. In the 

final iteration, the  LLRs from both  decoders is weighted and combined to  generate a soft 

ou tpu t sequence used for bit decisions.

Good performance is obtained with a rate  1/2 N  = 256 tu rbo  code using 30% rolloff 

RRC pulses over an AWGN channel, w ith approxim ately 0.1-0.2 dB loss com pared to 

perfect tim ing. A constant tim ing offset uniformly distributed from (-T,0) per codeword 

frame was used.

The complexity increase of this m ethod is in im plem entation area, ra ther th an  latency, 

as the tu rbo  decoder is duplicated to  provide for decoding of two different samples. This 

m ethod does not require interpolation, which does save on complexity and latency, but 

th a t savings is overshadowed by the significant cost of duplicating the  tu rbo  decoder. 

The coarse tim ing estim ate, w ithin a T /4  interval, could well show more loss for a  longer 

tu rbo  code.

Both these m ethods result in considerably increased complexity by including tim ing 

estim ation w ithin the decoding trellis, or by duplicating the tu rbo  decoder. M ethods 

which incorporate a conventional tim ing estim ation algorithm  within the  iterative de

coding loop add only minimal complexity and latency; they are considered below.

Timing recovery was included with a tu rbo  equalizer for iterative decoding of a  partial- 

response system, consisting of a convolutional-encoded signal separated by an interleaver 

from a precoder and PR4 pulse shaping [121], [122]. Each iteration of tu rbo  equaliza

tion/decoding used LLR estim ates from the convolutional decoder as input to  a Mueller 

& Muller TED. W ith  a rate  1/4 convolutional code, results 0.2 dB from tu rbo  equaliza

tion w ith perfect tim ing were achieved after 25 iterations, and performance 4.7 dB be tte r 

th an  a conventional system with tim ing recovery performed before tu rbo  equalization 

and decoding at a BER of 2 x 10_r\  A Gaussian random  walk tim ing offset model w ith 

o y /T  =  0.003 was used. The same m ethod was also employed with a ra te  8 /9  N  — 4096 

LDPC decoder [123]; after 100 iterations, performance was 1 dB from perfect tim ing and
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3 dB be tte r th an  conventional tim ing recovery.

This procedure of incorporating tim ing estim ation within the iterative decoding loop, 

using soft symbol estim ates from an A PP decoder to  drive a data-directed tim ing algo

rithm , is basically w hat we propose for A PP tim ing estimation, bu t w ithin the  iterative 

tu rbo  decoding loop rather th an  an equalizer/decoder loop.

A frequency offset estim ation-based tim ing recovery scheme (FOSTR) operating w ithin 

an LDPC and tu rbo  equalization iterative decoding loop is presented in [124], th a t uses 

symbol decisions from the LDPC to generate decision-directed metrics for a  feedforward 

tim ing estim ate. Coherent decoding results are achieved with the FO STR scheme for a 

ra te  16/17 N  =  4352 LDPC over an EPR4 partial response channel w ith a  sinusoidally- 

varying tim e delay after 30 decoding iterations. Conventional tim ing estim ation using a 

Mueller Sz Muller TED loses 0.6 dB in performance at a BER of 10-5 .

An approach for LDPC decoding which utilizes the parity check constraints as a 

m etric for finding a coarse tim ing estim ate, and then fine-tuning the estim ate w ith a 

Mueller & Muller TED was recently presented in [125]. LDPCs are decoded iteratively 

with the  sum -product algorithm  which operates on the  factor graph of the  code’s H 

m atrix. Messages are sent back and forth along connecting edges between the  codeword 

bits and parity  check constraints, rather th an  along a trellis. Also, ra ther th an  having two 

component codes, the LDPC has two types of nodes, codeword bits and parity  checks, 

which perform different decoding operations.

This m ethod uses two tim ing loops, one with a coarse offset step size of 0.2T which 

uses a search criterion (feedforward tim ing estim ation), choosing the  estim ated tim ing 

offset producing the greatest number of satisfied check constraints after three iterations 

of LDPC decoding. This requires 10 interpolated points for each symbol, compared 

with one interpolated point per symbol for feedback methods. A frequency offset is also 

tracked in the same m anner. Refinement of the coarse tim ing estim ation is done w ithin 

the  second tim ing loop, which uses a Mueller & Muller TED operating on the LLRs 

provided from the  LDPC with every iteration.
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For a  constant tim ing offset of ± T / 2  and 30% rolloff RRC pulses, a ra te  1/2 N  — 1944 

LD PC decoded jointly with tim ing recovery using code constraint feedback produced 

results 0.2 dB from perfect tim ing in 20 decoding iterations.

1 0 .1 4  A P P  T im in g  E stim a tio n

The principle of A PP tim ing estim ation is the same as A PP channel estim ation: use the 

A PP probabilities available from the inner D8-PSK A PP decoder to  generate soft symbol 

estim ates on the D8-PSK symbols. These soft symbol estimates are used instead of hard  

symbol decisions in a tim ing estim ator.

A data-directed tim ing estim ator, such as the DD form of the  G ardner TED  or the 

Mueller k  Muller TED , calculates a tim ing error estim ate using the soft symbol esti

m ates. The loop filter generates a new tim ing offset estim ate f* w ith every iteration. An 

in terpolator then uses the received samples y  (sampled at k T  +  r )  and the  tim ing offset 

estim ate r 1 to  calculate new sample values y* at k T  +  r  — f 1. Improved channel metrics 

p(y*|x) are then generated for use by the inner D8-PSK in the next decoding iteration.

The A P P  tim ing estim ation block is shown in Figure 10.5, incorporated into the 

(3,2,2)/D 8-PSK  iterative decoder. The input to  the tim ing estim ation block is the  A PP 

probabilities Papp(x |y*_1), and the outpu t from the  tim ing estim ation block is the  new 

channel metrics p(y*|x) for the next iteration. The tim ing estim ation loop filter is incor

porated  into the TED block. Input to the TED block is the soft symbol estim ate x, and 

TED ou tpu t is the tim ing offset estim ate f .

The A PP tim ing estim ation procedure can be summarized step-by-step as follows:

1. initially obtain received noisy samples y{kTs + r),  input to  NDA TED  as no symbol 

estim ates are available yet.

2. NDA TED ou tputs initial tim ing estim ate r°  to  interpolator.

3. In terpolator generates corrected samples y(kTs +  r  — f° ) =  y° and sends them  to 

the inner D8PSK A PP decoder for 1st decoding iteration; inner D8PSK A P P  can
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Figure 10.5: Block diagram  of iterative decoder with A P P  tim ing estim ation included, 

only use one sample per symbol, so send every other sample.

4. D8PSK A PP outputs A PP probabilities p(x|y*_1).

5. Normalized symbol expectation Xk found according to  Equations 9.3 and 9.4, input 

to  DD TED along with y*_1.

6. DD TED algorithm  generates tim ing error estim ates q , for each symbol in the 

codeword block.

7. The tim ing loop filter averages the tim ing error estimates and generates an updated  

tim ing estim ate r* according to  Equation 10.18.

8. The updated  tim ing estim ate f* is sent to  the interpolator, which generates an 

interpolated sequence y* as y ( r  — r*) to  correct the tim ing offset.

9. New channel metrics p(y*|x) are calculated as per Equation 5.1, using one sample 

per symbol. The improved channel metrics are sent to  the inner D8-PSK A PP 

decoder for use in iteration i +  1.

10. If iteration i <  maximum iteration / max, go to  step 4 after completing iteration 

i w ith outer decoder. If iteration i = Imax, complete iteration i, com pute u  =  

sign(AApp(u)), and stop.
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Note th a t the tim ing estim ation algorithm  could stop when the  error signal ek =  0. 

However, it is possible th a t the  error signal might be zero while the A P P  probabilities 

have not yet converged, and in fact with a tim ing offset near T/2 ,  the tim ing error 

estim ate s ta rts  out very near zero. If the A PP probabilities change in a future iteration, 

the  error signal might no longer be zero but if tim ing estim ation had ceased, there would 

be no way to  adjust the  timing. For this reason, the tim ing estim ation algorithm  runs 

throughout the  entire iteration process, though this adds complexity and latency due to 

bo th  the tim ing algorithm  and the interpolating filter. A practical m ethod to  test for 

convergence would be to see if bo th  the averaged error signal is zero and the  m ean A PP 

LLR m agnitude from the parity  code was high, indicating code convergence. If these 

conditions are met, tim ing estim ation could stop, and iterative decoding could stop a  few 

iterations later. This convergence test was not implemented to  stop decoding early with 

convergence; however, the mean A PP (3,2,2) LLR m agnitude is later used in Section

10.15 to  check for cycle slips of the tim ing estimator.

10 .15  S im u la tio n s

A PP tim ing estim ation using the G ardner TED was incorporated into the  iterative de

coding loop for the outer (3,2,2) parity /inner D8-PSK SCC. The NDA form of the  GTED 

was used prior to  the decoder to provide an initial tim ing estim ate to  boost decoder per

formance and enable later operation w ith both  phase and tim ing offset present a t the 

decoder. The DD form of the GTED was implemented w ithin the iterative decoding loop 

itself. Two samples per symbol were used for both  TED algorithms. A sine interpolation 

filter w ith 128 taps was used to generate the corrected samples y l each iteration.

First, a constant tim ing offset was assumed constant over not only a codeword frame, 

bu t over all codeword frames. The same S  = 3 interleaver used for sim ulations in C hapter 

9 was also utilized here. Performance results for BER vs SNR w ith constant tim ing offsets 

of 0.4T and 0.5T are shown in Figure 10.6. Along the waterfall, 50 frame errors were 

counted for each BER point, while in the error floor, 25 frame errors were counted per
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Figure 10.6: BER results for constant tim ing offsets of 0.47" and 0.5T , w ith A P P  tim ing 
estim ation, compared to  coherent decoding over AWGN channel; 5  =  315  kbit 5-random  
interleaver and improved 8-PSK mapping.

Coherent decoding results are achieved for A PP tim ing estim ation w ith a fairly large 

offset of 0.471 Offsets lower than  OAT also achieve coherent performance. An offset 

of T /2  shows very poor performance, however. This is due to  decoding failure when 

the  tim ing estim ator has a cycle slip, where it corrects to  T  instead of 0, which is one 

symbol off. If the D8-PSK decoder is only one symbol off, the entire codeword will 

fail, because the interleaver requires perfect symbol positioning to accurately m ap bits 

to  their appropriate parity  codeword. Note th a t the cycle slip problem is essentially a 

frame synchronization problem, where a cycle slip shifts the frame positioning off by one 

or more symbols. A cycle slip occurs approxim ately 50% of the tim e, resulting in decoder 

failure and 50% BER when it does occur. This gives the poor performance of 25% to ta l 

BER a t a tim ing offset r  =  T /2 .

A comparison of the BER performance at SNR 4.0 dB with A P P  tim ing estim ation 

for a range of tim ing offset r  is shown in Figure 10.7. The BER drops quickly to  coherent 

decoding results outside of r  =  T /2 .
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Figure 10.7: BER results a t SNR 4.0 dB for a range of constant tim ing offset r ,  using
A PP tim ing estimation.

10.15 .1  T im in g  E stim a tio n  and C ycle  Slips

In a  m anner similar to  the  problem atic ±7r/8 phase offset, a tim ing offset of ± T /2  

proves to  be the most difficult for the tim ing estim ator. Because the decoder to ta lly  

fails when the tim ing estim ate is offset by a symbol, the  output bit decisions u  in this 

case produce 50% bit errors. If the decoder fails, both  the A PP and extrinsic LLRs 

from each decoder should be small in m agnitude, indicating an inability of the decoder 

to  converge to a solution. A m ethod of detecting a cycle slip is to  check the  mean 

LLR m agnitude /T|a(v)| out of the (3,2,2) parity  decoder after a num ber of iterations 

sufficient to  allow for convergence to the correct codeword sequence. If / i |A ( v ) | is less 

th an  some threshold value in th a t iteration, then decoder failure can be assumed. Some 

other m ethods for detecting cycle slips or frame synchronization in iterative decoders 

already in the literature use similar metrics [119], [126], [127]. The additional case of 

slow convergence is not considered, as its effects are overshadowed by cycle slippage. 

Increasing the  number of decoding iterations would help alleviate slow convergence.

Exam ination of the  m ean A PP (3,2,2) parity  LLRs for this coded system  show a large 

differential between LLR values when the decoder converges to  the correct codeword 

and when the  decoder does not converge, resulting in errors. The decoder clips ou tpu t 

LLRs to  |Amax| =  50 to  prevent numerical overflow, and the m ean A P P  LLR m agnitude 

yU|AAPP(V)| =  50 when the  decoder converges to  the correct codeword for all SNRs. If
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the  decoder does not converge, ^ |aApp(o')I is SNR-dependent, bu t was <  3 for SNR 5 dB 

and below, and ~  10 at SNR 10 dB. Therefore, the threshold Amjn for assuming decoder 

failure was set to  20.

A sufficient number of iterations I conv for convergence is also SNR-dependent, bu t at 

error-floor SNR values of 4.25 or greater, the decoder converges w ithin 25 iterations. The 

waterfall SNR values up to  4.0 dB can require all 50 iterations for convergence, b u t the 

LLRs reach large m agnitude before complete convergence.

Once the  cycle slip is detected, the tim ing offset estim ate f  can be changed by ± T , 

and more decoding iterations performed to  allow the decoder to  possibly converge using 

the  new tim ing offset estim ate f  ±  T . Again, the choice of num ber of iterations / new 

required for convergence w ith the new offset is SNR-dependent bu t should be a t least 20 

iterations. The to ta l number of decoding iterations required if a cycle slip is detected is 

then  /conv +  Tiew If Iconv =  30 +  / new =  20, the to ta l number of decoding iterations equals 

the  original num ber of decoding iterations / max =  50. W aterfall performance could be 

im pacted w ith the  shortened number of iterations tested for convergence, bu t / conv =  30 

should be sufficient for convergence at error-floor SNRs.

After / new decoding iterations beginning with the new tim ing offset estim ate, the 

mean (3,2,2) A PP LLR m agnitudes can be compared with the original (3,2,2) A P P  LLR 

m agnitudes a t / conv to  see which estim ate provided the best convergence as indicated by 

the  largest A PP LLR m agnitude. The information bit estim ate u  corresponding to  the 

tim ing offset estim ate which provided the largest A PP LLR m agnitude is then  chosen.

Note th a t  this m ethod, which is denoted here as A PP tim ing estim ation w ith cycle-slip 

detection, does not involve any additional complexity or latency over the original A PP 

tim ing estim ation, other th an  the minimal additional complexity involved in checking 

for convergence, storing the two mean A PP LLR m agnitudes and bit estim ates a t I conv 

and /new, and comparing the two LLR m agnitudes to  determ ine which b it estim ate to  

use after 50 to ta l decoding iterations. Also, if the decoder has converged (or nearly so, 

as indicated by large LLR m agnitude) by Jconv iterations, then  decoding continues as
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norm al for a to ta l of 50 decoding iterations w ithout adding ± T  to the tim ing estim ate.

10 .15 .2  S im u la tion  R esu lts  w ith  C ycle-S lip  D e te c t io n

Performance results for the differentially-encoded turbo-coded m odulation system  w ith a 

tim ing offset of T /2  using A PP tim ing estim ation with cycle-slip detection are presented 

in Figure 10.8, compared w ith the previous T /2  tim ing offset results using A P P  tim ing 

estim ation w ithout any cycle-slip detection. Fifty to ta l decoding iterations were used, 

w ith JConv =  30, /new =  20 and the mean A PP LLR threshold was Amin =  20.

-® -  t=0.4T , no timing estim ation 
x=T/2, no cycle-slip  det 
t=T/2, cycle-slip  de t 

- 4 -  co h eren t decod ing_________

CDCO

<1)

cc
LU
CO

10"'
3.5 4.5

SN R =E u/N a in dBb 0

Figure 10.8: BER results for constant tim ing offset of T /2 , using A P P  tim ing estim ation 
w ith cycle-slip detection, compared to  coherent decoding and A P P  tim ing estim ation 
w ithout cycle-slip detection; S  — 3 15 kbit 5-random  interleaver and improved 8-PSK 
mapping.

The B ER  performance a t T /2  is improved significantly, lowering the error floor by 

three orders of m agnitude. However, the error floor is still two orders of m agnitude higher 

for a tim ing offset of T /2  when compared to perfect timing. Increasing the  to ta l num ber 

of decoding iterations by increasing both  Iconv and especially / new can help lower this 

error floor further.

Coherent decoding results are achieved for a tim ing offset of OAT w ith cycle-slip
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detection as shown in Figure 10.8.

Figure 10.9 displays the BER performance of A PP tim ing estim ation w ith cycle-slip 

detection at SNR 4.0 for a range of constant tim ing offsets, from —T /2  to  T /2 . In 

comparison with Figure 10.7, the BER for |r | >  0.49T is lowered significantly w ith the 

use of cycle-slip detection in the A PP tim ing estimation.

i

Figure 10.9: BER results a t SNR 4.0 dB for a range of constant tim ing offset r  from 
—T /2  to  T /2 , using A PP tim ing estim ation with cycle-slip detection.

A more realistic tim ing offset model uses a tim ing offset r  which is constant over 

one codeword frame, bu t random ly chosen for each frame, with uniform distribution 

over t  =  [—T /2 ,T /2 ) . Clearly, w ithout cycle-slip detection, the  higher error floor a t 

r  =  ± T / 2 will degrade performance.

Performance results for the uniformly distributed tim ing offset using A P P  tim ing 

estim ation w ith and w ithout cycle-slip detection are shown in Figure 10.10 for BER vs 

SNR. The tim ing offset is constant over a codeword frame, and the  channel is AWGN. 

Fifty decoding iterations are used on each frame, and 25 frame errors were observed for 

each B ER  point.

The B ER  performance is significantly improved by inclusion of cycle-slip detection 

into the  A P P  tim ing estim ation. W ithout cycle-slip detection, the error floor is raised by 

three orders of m agnitude compared to  coherent decoding, or perfect tim ing. Inclusion 

of cycle-slip detection shows near-coherent waterfall performance, although error floor 

performance is expected to be higher than  coherent, due to the raised error floor still
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Figure 10.10: BER results for a uniformly distributed constant tim ing offset r ,  using 
A PP tim ing estim ation w ith and without cycle-slip detection.

existing w ith t  = T /2 . If more iterations are allowed for both  / conv and I new, resulting 

in more to ta l decoding iterations, performance will be improved.

A histogram  of the tim ing offset PD F for the simulation at SNR 4.0 dB is shown in 

Figure 10.11. A to ta l of 1971 codeword frames were transm itted , resulting in 25 frame 

errors. The tim ing offset histogram  is approaching a uniform distribution, w ith calculated 

HT =  —0.007 and a 2 =  0.0855, normalized w.r.t. T . The expected mean and variance for 

a uniformly distributed variable over the range (-1 /2 ,1 /2) are fi =  0 and a 2 — 0.0833.

Figure 10.11: Histogram  of uniformly distributed constant tim ing offset r ,  for SNR 4.0 
dB sim ulation of Figure 10.10.
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Chapter 11 

Com bined A P P  Phase and Tim ing  

E stim ation

This chapter examines the integration of both  tim ing and phase estim ation into the 

iterative decoding process, by incorporating both  A PP channel and tim ing estim ation, 

as presented in Chapters 9 and 10.

11.1  I te r a tiv e  P h a se  an d  T im in g  R eco v ery

W hile bo th  phase and tim ing synchronization have been explored for m any years, typ 

ically synchronization has been performed before decoding, and considered separately 

from decoding. Before the widespread use of iterative decoding, this arrangem ent m ade 

sense, as the decoding process had no mechanism to improve the estim ation process, and 

jo int phase, tim ing and d a ta  estim ation is a very complex problem. W ith  the  develop

m ent of iterative decoding, and iteratively-improving soft information, combined phase 

and tim ing estim ation and decoding has become feasible. A few recent papers examine 

jo int tim ing and phase estim ation algorithms incorporated into the  iterative decoding 

process.

As m entioned in the previous Chapter 10, [125] combines tim ing and frequency esti

m ation w ith sum -product decoding of LDPCs, using the  number of satisfied parity  check
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constraints as a m etric for choosing a coarse offset estim ate based on a search over the 

discretized tim ing and phase values. Results presented in [125] are only for separate 

phase offset or tim ing offset, not a combined phase and tim ing offset, bu t the described 

algorithm  is capable of estim ating both, though with significant latency due to  a required 

search over bo th  tim ing and phase offset.

Several different algorithm s are compared in [128] for joint phase and tim ing syn

chronization of a tu rbo  code with bit-interleaved coded m odulation (B1CM), where the 

tu rbo  code is composed of two rate 1/2 constraint-length 5 convolutional codes and the 

unpunctured turbo-coded ou tpu t is m apped to QPSK symbols for a ra te  2 /3  system  with 

a frame length of 360 symbols. The receiver is assumed to already have estim ated the 

fractional phase and tim ing error, bu t a tim ing offset th a t is an integer m ultiple of T  

and phase offset th a t is an integer m ultiple of the M -PSK  constellation angle 2ix/M  may 

still exist due to  cycle-slippage and constellation phase angle ambiguity. Each technique 

was tested  at the four possible phase constellation angles and for three symbol tim ing 

offsets to  determ ine which values maximize the m etric of interest, thus requiring twelve 

combinations. M aximization was performed only for the first iteration, then  decoding 

proceeded using the  chosen phase and offset values.

A mode separation (MS) technique proposed in [129] for frame synchronization is 

examined, which uses the MS or distance between LLR modes M + — M _, where M + = 

E[A|A >  0], and M_ =  E[A|A <  0] as the metric to  be maximized. A pseudo-ML (PML) 

technique which computes approxim ate m arginal probabilities is also examined, as well 

as a discrete expectation-m axim ization (EM) algorithm  using soft symbol decisions based 

on the coded symbol APPs.

Performance results showed 0.2 dB loss in the waterfall region compared to  coherent 

decoding for the discrete EM and PML techniques, and 0.5 dB for MS; all converged to  

coherent results a t high SNR. If 10 iterations of maximization searches were performed 

for each technique, coherent results were achieved 1 dB earlier th an  w ith only 1 iteration 

of m aximization search. A hard-decision-directed EM algorithm  was also com pared but
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its performance was extremely poor.

A similar EM algorithm  was used in [130] to  estim ate phase and tim ing offset as 

above, for integer constellation angles and symbol times. An unpunctured tu rbo  code 

w ith ra te  1 /2 constraint-length 3 component convolution codes and an interleaver size of 

45 bits, w ith BPSK m odulation for a system rate  of 1/3. Coherent decoding results were 

achieved w ithout pilot symbols, while a correlation algorithm  with 16 pilot symbols per 

135-symbol frame saw 1.5 dB loss a t a BER=10~3.

11 .2  A P P  P h a se  an d  T im in g  E stim a tio n

The A P P  soft inform ation p (x |y “) available from the D8-PSK inner decoder a t iteration 

i + 1  is used to  generate new channel metrics p (y l+1|x, h*+1). U pdated channel estim ates 

h*+1 are found according to  Equations 9.3 to  9.7, and the interpolated sam pled values 

y*+1 found as in Section 10.12.

Both A PP channel estim ation and tim ing estim ation require a  soft symbol estim ate 

x  initially, so the  first step in combined A PP phase and tim ing estim ation should be to 

calculate x  according to Equations 9.3 and 9.4. However, which should be com puted 

first, the channel estim ate or the tim ing estim ate - or should they bo th  be com puted in 

parallel?

If the  tim ing estim ate r*+1 is computed first, then the new interpolated sampled 

values y i+1 can be used in calculating the instantaneous channel estim ates, which become 

h*+i — y*+1x* as per Equation 9.5. The channel estim ate for use in the  next iteration, 

h t+1, thus includes the most current interpolated sampled values, y i+1.

However, if the channel estim ate h l+1 is calculated before the tim ing estim ate r*+1, 

then  the  channel estim ate can only use the interpolated sampled values from the  previous 

iteration, y \  The channel estim ate for use in the next iteration is now h*+1 =  y*x*. 

It does not contain the yet-to-be-interpolated sampled values y*+1. After the  channel 

estim ates are calculated, then the updated tim ing estim ate t 1+1 is com puted using the 

soft symbol estim ates x*. New interpolated sampled values y i+1 are then  com puted, bu t
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cannot be used in the channel estim ation block until the following iteration, as channel 

estim ation has already been performed.

Determ ining the channel estim ate first essentially decouples the current ite ra tion ’s 

channel and tim ing estimation; bo th  depend on the  soft symbol estim ates x*, bu t not on 

each other, as the  channel estim ation must use the previous ite ration’s sampled values. 

This m ethod is not using all possible available information for the channel estim ation, 

and is thus inferior to  the m ethod which finds the tim ing estim ate first and then  the 

channel estim ate.

The combined phase and tim ing estim ation process presented in th is thesis calculates 

the  tim ing estim ate r*+1 first, and the new interpolated sampled values y*+1 are then 

incorporated into the channel estim ates hl+1 =  y 8+1x* for use in the  D8-PSK A PP 

decoder in the following iteration.

A block diagram  of the  combined A PP phase and tim ing estim ation process is shown 

in Figure 11.1. The inner and outer decoders and interleavers are not shown in this block 

diagram, which is a closeup of the estim ation procedure. A PP probabilities p(x|y*_1) 

from the  inner D8-PSK decoder are input to  the A PP phase and tim ing estim ator. 

Note th a t y*_1 in the A PP probability is the interpolated y  from the  previous decod

ing/estim ation iteration * — 1. The output of the A PP phase and tim ing estim ation 

block are the new channel metrics p(y*|x, h*) found in the current iteration  i. These 

updated  channel metrics are used as input to  the D8-PSK A PP decoder during the  next 

decoding/estim ation iteration i + 1. The new channel metrics incorporate bo th  the  new 

interpolated y* and the new channel estim ate h ‘.

The tim ing estim ator assumes a constant tim ing offset r  over one codeword symbol 

frame. Thus the loop filter consists of an averaging filter over all the individual symbol 

tim ing error estim ates <y,: ou tpu t from the tim ing error detector (TED) for each frame, 

as described in C hapter 10. W ith  each decoding iteration i, an updated  tim ing estim ate 

t 1 is generated, and a new interpolated y*.

As m entioned above, the  new interpolated y* is used as input to  the  A P P  phase
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Figure 11.1: Block diagram  of combined A PP phase and tim ing estim ation.

estim ator, which generates new channel metrics for use in the next iteration i +  1 by the 

inner D8-PSK A PP decoder.

The procedure of combined A PP phase and tim ing estim ation is as follows:

1. Before iterative decoding begins, an initial tim ing estim ate f°  is found from a 

non-data-aided (NDA) TED , which does not require prior phase synchronization. 

In th is work, the G ardner NDA TED is used. An interpolated received sequence 

y° ps y ( r  — f°) is found from the original received sequence y (<p,r) w ith phase 

offset ip and tim ing offset r .

2. For iteration i, the D8-PSK A PP decoder outputs A PP inform ation on the  D8-PSK 

symbols x  as p (x |y 4_1). For the initial iteration, i — 1.

3. A PP tim ing estim ator takes A PP output on x  from D8-PSK A PP decoder as input.

4. Normalized symbol expectation xk found according to  Equations 9.3 and 9.4, input 

to  G ardner DD TED.

5. G ardner DD TED and loop filter generate an updated tim ing estim ate r* according 

to  Equation 10.18.
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6. The updated  tim ing estim ate r* is sent to  the interpolator, which generates an 

interpolated sequence y l «  y ( r  — r l) to  correct the tim ing offset.

7. The new interpolated sequence y* is input to the A PP channel estim ator, along 

with Xk found in step 4.

8. The A P P  channel estim ator calculates the filtered channel estim ates h* based on

and y \  as in Chapter 9. New channel metrics p(y*|x, h*) are calculated as per 

Equation 9.7, and sent to  the inner D8-PSK A PP decoder for use in iteration  i + 1.

9. If iteration i < maximum iteration, go to step 2 after completing iteration i with 

outer decoder. If iteration i =  maximum iteration, complete iteration i, compute 

u  =  sign(AApp(u)), and stop.

11 .3  S im u la tio n  R esu lts: U n ifo rm ly  R a n d o m  T im 

in g  O ffset

BER performance results vs SNR were sim ulated for the differentially-encoded tu rbo 

coded m odulation system with outer (3,2,2) parity  code and inner differential 8-PSK 

m odulation using the improved 8-PSK mapping of Chapter 6.1 and combined A P P  phase 

and tim ing estim ation incorporated into the iterative decoding loop. Performance results 

are shown in Figure 11.2. An AWGN channel w ith a constant phase offset of n /1 6  radians 

and a constant tim ing offset was used. The same S' =  3 15 kbit S-random  interleaver 

used in Chapters 9 and 10 was again used here. The convergence param eter (3 = 0.2 was 

used in the  tim ing loop filter, and an averaging filter was used for the phase estim ation. 

One iteration  of the A P P  phase and tim ing estim ation was performed for every decoding 

iteration.

The curve with asterisks shows the performance of the system with the combined A PP 

phase and tim ing estim ator and a constant tim ing offset of 0.4T. Cycle-slip detection is 

not required for a constant tim ing offset of 0.4T. The curve with arrows shows the  BER
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Figure 11.2: BER results with both  constant phase offset of 7r/16 rads and constant 
tim ing offset of OAT for combined A PP phase and tim ing estim ation incorporated into 
iterative decoding loop; outer (3,2,2) parity  code/inner D-8PSK SCC w ith improved 
mapping, S' =  3 15 kbit S-random  interleaver, AWGN channel.

for a constant tim ing offset of T /2  with the combined A PP phase and tim ing estim ator 

w ith cycle-slip detection. The ’x ’ curve displays the BER for a  constant tim ing offset 

of T /2  w ithout cycle-slip detection. The top ’o’ curve displays the system  performance 

w ith the phase and tim ing offsets, bu t without any phase or tim ing estim ation. Coherent 

decoding performance is shown in the curve with diamonds for reference. There is a slight 

0.1 dB loss in waterfall performance for the combined A PP phase and tim ing estim ator 

w ith a tim ing offset of OAT, but coherent-decoding results are achieved a t higher SNR. 

W ithout use of any phase or tim ing estimation, decoding fails.

Performance results for a constant tim ing offset of T /2  do not give such good results, 

however. Decoding fails w ithout cycle-slip detection, as for the A PP tim ing estim ation in 

Section 10.15, w ith a flat BER of 0.25. Not surprisingly, therefore, an offset of |r |  =  T /2  

leads to  a shallow floor from which the algorithm  cannot easily escape. Use of cycle-slip 

detection improves performance somewhat; however, there is still significant degradation 

in performance for / conv =  30 and / new=20. The combination of both  phase and tim ing
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offset requires longer convergence times.

Performance results using a uniformly random  constant tim ing offset from [—T /2 , T /2 ) 

are shown in Figure 11.3 for a  phase offset of tt/ 16 rads. Combined A PP phase and tim 

ing estim ation w ith cycle-slip detection is incorporated into the iterative decoding loop. 

F ifty to ta l decoding iterations are used. Twenty-five frame errors are counted for each 

BER point.

- ® -  t=0.4T, no timing estim ation  
- 4-  random  t , 0 = ti/ 1 6, cyc le -slip  de t 
- 4 -  co h eren t decoding______________

CD
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Figure 11.3: BER results w ith a constant phase offset of 7r/16 rads and uniformly random  
constant tim ing offset from [—T /2 , T /2 ) for combined A PP phase and tim ing estim ation 
w ith cycle-slip detection incorporated into iterative decoding loop; outer (3,2,2) parity  
code/inner D-8PSK SCC with improved mapping, S  = 3 15 kbit 5-random  interleaver, 
AWGN channel.

A significantly raised error floor exists for the uniformly random  tim ing offset, due to 

poor performance whenever the offset approaches ± T / 2, as indicated in Figure 11.2.

However, is a uniformly distributed random  tim ing offset a reasonable assum ption? 

The distribution of the tim ing offset depends upon the quality of the frame synchroniza

tion  prior to  sampling and decoding in a bursty packet transmission scenario, and on 

th e  initial tim ing estim ation for continuous transmission. Frame synchronization has not 

been considered thus far in this thesis, and will not be implemented herein, b u t a brief 

discussion of frame synchronization and its effect on tim ing offset is appropriate here.
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11.4 Frame Synchronization and Timing Offset

T he function of the frame synchronizer is to  lock onto a packet and approxim ately deter

mine the  packet’s position in time. This can essentially be cast as a detection problem.

The frame synchronizer may detect the packet, or falsely detect noise as being a  packet 

(known as ’false de tec t’), or fail to  detect a packet, resulting in a lost packet. Analysis 

of false detection and failed detection are beyond the scope of this thesis. The frame 

synchronizer is assumed to  have correctly detected the packet before our synchronization 

algorithm s are applied.

To accomplish packet detection, a header sequence of known symbols is typically sent 

as the pream ble to a frame of data. The receiver knows this header sequence indicates 

the  presence of a frame, and the frame synchronizer looks for the presence of the header 

sequence. Detection consists of correlating the known header/pream ble w ith the received 

samples. In packet-based communications, the receiver does not know the  packet arrival 

tim e, and m ust correlate successively shifted blocks of samples with the  known preamble. 

A peak in the  correlation value is used to  indicate the header location.

M ultiple samples per symbol are usually taken; those samples nearest the  correct 

tim ing (with smallest r )  will typically result in the largest correlation. The initial tim ing 

clock is then  set so as to coincide w ith the tim ing of the correlation peak used to  trigger 

detection of the packet.

Assuming th a t the frame synchronizer correctly detects the incoming packet of data, 

tim ing clock in itiation sta rts  somewhere w ithin the proper symbol interval, and the tim ing 

offset r  is constrained to  be w ithin [—T /2 , T/2] of the correct sampling tim e a t T  — 0. 

B ut is r  uniformly distributed over th a t range?

As m entioned above, m ultiple samples per symbol are typically used in fram e syn

chronization. Thus the sample(s) closest to the  actual tim ing at the  pulse peak give the 

largest correlation, resulting in a bias of the tim ing offset probability mass towards zero. 

The tim ing offset distribution depends on the number of samples per symbol used in the 

frame synchronization for correlation, as well as the  header energy and structu re  used
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for frame detection.

More samples per symbol result in finer definition of the pulse peak, and a narrower 

(lower variance) tim ing offset probability distribution function (pdf) centered about zero. 

Thus a uniformly distributed tim ing offset r  over [—T /2 , T/2] does not accurately rep

resent the actual tim ing offset of the samples after frame detection. The tim ing offset 

should be d istributed such th a t the  bulk of the probability mass is centered near the 

optim al sampling time. A G aussian-distributed tim ing offset r  is thus proposed as a 

be tter model for the  actual tim ing offset.

Some recent work examines the probability density function (pdf) of the  tim ing offset 

available from the frame synchronizer in a CDMA (code-division multiple-access) spread- 

spectrum  system [131]. For two samples per symbol, a header length of 30 symbols and 

processing gain of 31, the tim ing offset pdf is shown to move from an approxim ately 

Gaussian shape to  a nearly uniform pdf over [—T /4 , T /4] with p ( |r | >  T /4 )  —> 0 as SNR 

increases.

The probability density function for the tim ing offset observed in [131] is shown in 

Figure 11.4 for several SNR values, using two samples per symbol. The SNR given in the 

figure is 10 log10(T c/A 0), where E c is the energy per chip, with 31 chips/symbol, a pream 

ble length of 30 bits and BPSK modulation. An E c/N 0 SNR of -10 dB corresponds to  

an equivalent SN R= 10 log10(Eb/No) = 10 log10(E s/No) of 5 dB. The (3,2,2) parity /D 8- 

PSK concatenated system considered in this thesis has a ra te  of 2 b its/sym bol. For 

equal normalized symbol energy E s — 1, SN R= 101og10(T fc/A 0) =  101og10(T s/(i?A o)) =  

101og10(l/A o) —101og10(/2). Thus for the concatenated system w ith rate  R  = 2 b its/sym bol, 

an E c/ N q SNR of -10 dB corresponds to  an E b/N {) SNR of 2 dB. This is well below the 

SNR range of interest for our concatenated system; our system SNR would fall somewhere 

between E c/N q =  —10 and —5 dB.

Note th a t, although the tim ing offset pdf moves towards a uniform distribution by 

SNR 0 dB, the distribution is truncated  to  [—T /4 , T /4] rather th an  [—T /2 , T /2] so th a t 

the  tails a t |r |  >  T /4  become negligible. This truncated  distribution at high SNR is
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Figure 11.4: Probability density function for tim ing offset r  obtained from correlation- 
based frame detector in [131]; shown for several SN R= 101og10(T c/./Vo), w ith pream ble 
length of 30 bits and 31 chips per symbol.

expected, for the following reason. W ith  two samples per symbol, equal correlation from 

each sample results (excluding noise) if the samples are spaced an equal distance apart 

a t ± T /4 . If the samples are spaced unequally, w ith one closer th an  ± T /4  from the  peak 

and the other further away, the closer samples will provide larger correlation. A t high 

SNR, it is extremely likely th a t the closer samples provide larger correlation th an  the 

samples further from the optim al sampling point. Thus the tim ing offset d istribution is 

truncated  at [—T /4 , T /4] for higher SNR.

This tim ing offset distribution has very low probability for |r |  >  T /4 . The raised error 

floor observed due to  decoding failure in some frames with |r | >  .49T, using a  uniformly 

d istributed r  over [—T /2 ,T /2 ] , would be eliminated w ith a more realistic non-uniform 

tim ing offset distribution.

A plot of the tim ing offset pdf for SN R= E c/N 0 =  —10 dB is shown in Figure 11.5, 

w ith the  y-axis using a logarithmic scale to be tter display the probability tails. The tails 

of the tim ing offset distribution p (r)  in the range from —T /2  to  —0.49T are of m ost 

interest to  us, as th a t range is where the tim ing estim ation algorithm  occasionally fails
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due to cycle-slip.
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Figure 11.5: Probability density function for tim ing offset —T /2  <  r  <  T /2 ; obtained 
from correlation-based frame detector in [131], w ith SN R= 101og10(T c/iVo) =  —10 dB.

From this distribution, an empirical cdf shows th a t T ( |r |  >  0.49T) =  2.9 x 10-6 . 

Thus a potential decoding failure due to  cycle slip would only occur once every 350,000 

frames. W ith  a  constant fixed tim ing offset r ,  the frame error ra te  a t SNR 5 dB ranges 

from 0.1 for r  =  T /2  to  0.006 for r  =  0.49T. An overbound for the  estim ated BER due 

to  decoding failure a t SNR 5 dB can be calculated using the r  =  T /2  F E R  for the entire 

range of |r |  >  0.49T, as 0.1/2 x 2.9 x 10-6 =  1.5 x 10-7 . A decoding failure error event 

is assumed to  decode half the bits in the frame incorrectly (which is an overestim ation 

of the actual error). This overestimated BER is still below the coherent decoding floor 

a t SNR 5 dB.

Modelling the pdf of the  tim ing offset with a Gaussian distribution which provides 

tails greater th an  those shown in Figure 11.5 in the region of decoder failure, |r |  >  0.495T, 

will provide performance results which serve as a performance overbound.
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11.4 .1  D o u b ly -tru n ca ted  G aussian  P rob ab ility  D e n s ity  F unc

tio n

For sim ulation purposes, a doubly-truncated Gaussian probability d istribution for the 

tim ing offset r  is considered, which is constrained to  lie w ithin the region [—T /2 , T /2] 

(assuming correct header detection). A doubly-truncated Gaussian pdf is a  Gaussian 

pdf th a t is constrained to  lie w ithin a range limited from below and above, ra ther th an  

extending to  ± 0 0  as for a Gaussian pdf.

It will be shown later th a t a  doubly-truncated Gaussian pdf with appropriately-chosen 

standard  deviation a  has larger tails than  the tim ing pdf found in [131]. However, a tim ing 

offset w ith a doubly-truncated Gaussian pdf is simple to  generate and sim ulation results 

obtained using it will provide an upper bound to  performance.

The doubly-truncated Gaussian pdf P d tn {%) is found from the untruncated  Gaussian 

P n { %)  as [132]

T d tn (a ) =   =  7 7 7 ------------------ IT. A < x < B  (11.1)
I a P N ^ d x  P { x < B ) - P { x < A Y  ~  ~  V j

=  0  elsewhere

where A  and B  are the lower and upper limits of the doubly-truncated Gaussian, re

spectively, and P ( x  <  B)  is the Gaussian cumulative distribution function (cdf) F{x)  a t 

x  =  B,  or F{B) .

If the  untruncated  Gaussian distribution has zero mean and the truncation  limits 

are symmetric about zero, so th a t the lower limit A  equals —B,  where B  is the  upper 

truncation  limit, then  clearly the doubly-truncated Gaussian also has zero mean. In 

other words, if E[x} = p = ^ oox f{ x )d x  =  0 for the untruncated Gaussian, then  E t [x \ =

= K  jY B x f( x ) d x  = 0 also, where K  = 1 / ( F( B)  — F ( —B)).

If the  variance a 2 of the untruncated Gaussian is such th a t p(\x\ >  B )  is very small, 

so the bulk of the probability mass lies inside the truncation limits, then  there will be 

very little probability mass outside the truncation limits th a t needs to  be moved within
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the  allowable limits. In this case, the variance cr^ of the truncated  Gaussian will be 

well-approximated by the variance a 2 of the untruncated Gaussian distribution.

If a significant am ount of the probability mass lies outside the truncation  lim its, such 

th a t p(\x\ > B ) is not neglectible, then the variance a^  of the truncated  Gaussian deviates 

from th a t of the  untruncated  Gaussian. This case is not considered here, for if p{\x\ >  B )  

contributes much to  the probability mass, then the truncated  Gaussian d istribution is 

not an appropriate pdf model to  use.

W hat variance (or standard  deviation a  would be an appropriate choice for the 

doubly-truncated Gaussian model? For our case, B  = T /2  and A  =  —T /2 , so the 

doubly-truncated Gaussian is constrained to  lie w ithin a region of w idth T , centered 

about the mean p  = 0. For a regular Gaussian distribution, 95.45% of the  probability 

mass lies w ithin a distance 2a  of p, and 99.994% lies w ithin 4a  of p. Thus if a  = T j 8, 

only 0.006% of the  probability mass of the regular Gaussian would lie outside the  limits 

of the doubly-truncated Gaussian, and the two probability density functions should look 

very similar.

The cumulative distribution function (cdf) is the  probability F ( X )  = p( x  < X ) .  The 

doubly-truncated Gaussian cdf F d tn  ( X ) is found from the untruncated  Gaussian cdf 

F ( X )  as [132], for p  — 0,

f d t n ( x )  = p ( x  < x) = (1L2)

=  0, A > X ;

= 1, B < X .

For A  — —B,  B  = T / 2  and a = T / m  w ith integer m,  we obtain the following for the
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doubly-truncated Gaussian cdf:

Fd t n (X ) =  P ( t  < X )
e r f ^ + e r f ^ )

2erf ( 2 7 5 )
(n-3)

0, A > X ;

1, B  < X ,

remembering th a t erf (at) is an odd function.

We shall take a closer look a t the tail probabilities, by examining the  cumulative 

distribution function of the  doubly-truncated Gaussian function. The tail probabilities 

are expected to  be somewhat larger than  those for the tim ing offset distribution model 

presented in [131]. This is fine, because if a Gaussian-distributed tim ing offset r  w ith 

probability tails greater than  Figure 11.5 shows no raised error floor due to  decoder 

failure, the  tim ing offset from the correlation-based frame detector will not generate a 

raised error floor either.

The tail probability Tr/sC- 0.495T) =  P ( t  <  —0.495T) for cr =  T /8  is found from 

Equation 11.4 to  be FT/8(—0.495T) =  5.8 x 10“6, and thus the double-sided tail prob

ability P ( | t | >  0.495T) =  1.2 x 10-5 . Similarly, the tail probability FT/8{—0.499T) =  

1.1 x 1(T6, and jP ( | t | >  0.499T) =  2.2 x 10~6. Comparing with the  distribution of [131], 

the  doubly-truncated Gaussian cdf for a = T /8  has P ( |r |  >  0.49T) =  2.5 x 10-5 , while 

the  d istribution of [131] at SNR E c/Nq = —10 dB has P ( | r |  >  0.49T) =  2.9 x 10~6. The 

doubly-truncated Gaussian with cr =  T /8  has a tail probability nearly an order of m ag

nitude greater th an  the distribution of [131]. However, results in Section 11.5 will show 

th a t  the  doubly-truncated Gaussian tim ing offset distribution w ith a = T /8  provides 

near-coherent decoding performance.

W hether the doubly-truncated Gaussian tim ing offset will cause an error floor for a 

given a  can be determ ined as follows. We can estim ate the probability of b it error pb,fail 

caused by decoding failure from tim ing offsets near ± T /2  for the concatenated system
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for any tim ing offset distribution as

k /2  f T/2
Pb,tail ~  - r -  /  ^(decoding fa ilu re |r)p (r)d r;

J t = - T / 2  
T /2

^(decoding fa ilu re |r)p (r)d r, (H-4)
. ——T /2

where k  is the information sequence length, if we assume decoding failure consists of half 

the  inform ation bits being decoded incorrectly. This estim ate will be an overbound, as 

not all error events due to  cycle slip (failure of tim ing estim ate to  converge to  correct 

value) result in 50% error rate.

For tim ing offset |r |  <  0.485T, the probability of decoding failure is negligible. This is 

shown in Figure 11.6, in a m anner similar to  the BER results shown in Figure 10.7 in the 

tim ing estim ation chapter. Figure 11.6 displays the frame error ra te  (FER) for a  range 

of constant tim ing offset r ,  a t SNR 5.0 dB and a constant phase offset $  =  7t/ 16 radians. 

The tim ing offset r  is positive, ranging from 0 to T /2 ; the FE R  values are sym m etrical 

about 0, and thus an even function.

10  ’

0>
CC

o
CD<D£2I!

CC
L BU.

0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35
normalized timing offset t/T

Figure 11.6: F E R  results a t SNR 5.0 dB and constant phase offset 7t/ 16 rads, for a 
range of constant tim ing offset r ,  using combined A PP phase and tim ing estim ation with 
cycle-slip detection.
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The F E R  rapidly converges to  coherent decoding results by r  <  0.49T. The FE R  

results include error events which are not due to  cycle slip as well; these are indicated by 

the  coherent decoding floor. Also, not all cycle slip error events result in to ta l decoding 

failure w ith 50% of the information bits decoded incorrectly. However, as an overbound, 

this is a reasonable assum ption for decoding failure. These FE R  values may then  used as 

^(decoding failure |r) in Equation 11.4 to  determ ine an overbound estim ate for the BER 

due to cycle slip.

Given th a t  ^(decoding failure |r) is an even function, the limits of in tegration in 

Equation 11.4 are symmetrical about zero, and ^(decoding failure |r) ps 0 for |r |  <  

0.485T, Equation 11.4 may be rew ritten as

p T = 0

Pfc.faii ~  /  ^(decoding failure)r)p(r)dr;
J t = - T / 2  

/■r=—0.485T
~  / ^(decoding failure|r)p(r)<ir, (H-5)

J t = - T / 2

providing th a t p(r)  is also an even function. This will be the case for all the tim ing offset 

distributions we are considering here.

As discrete values are available from simulation for ^(decoding failure |r), it is practical 

to  approxim ate Equation 11.5 using discrete values of r .  Indicating the error event of 

decoding failure as df, and assuming m  +  1 values for r  with r, =  —T /2  +  iT / 200, we 

obtain for a  fixed SNR

m
Pb,fail «  < T  < T i )

i —1

pa p (d f |r  =  — 0.495T)p(—T /2  <  r  <  —0.495T) +  . . .

+ p (d f |r  =  rm)p(rm_! <  r  <  r m)

«  p (d f |r  =  —.495)F (—.495T) + p ( d f |r  =  - ,4 9 T )(F ( - .4 9 T )  -  F ( - .4 9 5 T ))  +  . . .  

+ p (d f |r  =  r m)(F ( rm) -  F ( r m_i)). (11.6)

The increm ental increase in r  of T f 200 matches the available F E R  d a ta  for p (d f |r ) ;
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obviously this value could be changed to  m atch any increment.

An overbound for the BER due to decoding failure, Pb,fail, can then be found from 

the  cdf values of Equation 11.4, the FER  values in Figure 11.6 and E quation 11.6. For 

a doubly-truncated Gaussian distribution with a — T /8 , an overbound for the  BER 

due to  decoding failure a t SNR 5 dB is given by Pbjaii ~  2.3 x 10~7. If a  increases 

to  T /4 , the overbound for the BER due to  decoding failure a t SNR 5 dB increases to  

PbM\ ~  4.5 x 10-5 .

If the  bit error probability due to  decoding failure is less th an  the coherent decoding 

BER at th a t SNR, then  no raised error floor above th a t found with coherent decoding 

should occur w ith the tim ing offset pdf of given cr. However, if P b , M\  is greater th an  the 

coherent decoding BER, then  a raised error floor due to  decoding failure when |r | >  0.49T 

is likely. Equation 11.6 is an overbound, and could be off by a factor of 2 or more from 

the  actual BER due to  decoding failure.

For the doubly-truncated Gaussian tim ing offset pdf with a — T / 8, no raised error 

floor is expected, as coherent decoding results showed a BER of 4.7 x 10~7 a t SNR 5 

dB; the estim ated Pb,M\ is about half this, and is an overbound. The actual BER due to  

decoding failure should be lower than  the estim ate, and thus should have minimal im pact 

on the coherent decoding curve. W hen a  increases to  T /4 , however, the estim ated pb,fail 

increases to  the level of a significant error floor, two orders of m agnitude higher th an  

th a t  of coherent decoding at SNR 5 dB.

These estim ated bit error probabilities due to decoding failure for |r |  near T /2  over

bound quite closely the actual BER observed for bo th  a  values in the  sim ulation results 

of the following Section 11.5.
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11 .5  S im u la tio n  R esu lts: T ru n ca ted  G a u ss ia n  R a n 

d o m  T im in g  O ffset

BER performance results vs SNR were simulated for the (3,2,2) parity /D 8-PSK  concate

nated system using the improved mapping of Chapter 6.1, w ith combined A P P  phase 

and tim ing estim ation incorporated into the iterative decoding loop. Figure 11.7 shows 

BER performance results over an AWGN channel w ith constant phase offset of 7 r /l6 ra

dians and a doubly-truncated Gaussian random  tim ing offset r  constrained to  be w ithin 

[—T /2 , T /2]. Both a = T j 4 and cr =  T /8  random  tim ing offsets are shown. Fifty to ta l 

decoding iterations are used, with cycle-slip detection and / conv =  30 and 7new =  20.

x=0.4T, no timing estimation 
random x, a =T/4, <I>=7t/16X
random x, o  =T/8, <J>=7t/16

X

coherent decoding

Figure 11.7: BER results w ith a constant phase offset of 7r/16 rads and doubly-truncated 
Gaussian random  constant tim ing offset from [—T /2 , T /2 ) with both  cr =  T /8  and T /4 , 
for combined A PP phase and tim ing estim ation with cycle-slip detection incorporated 
into iterative decoding loop; outer (3,2,2) parity  code/inner D-8PSK SCC w ith improved 
m apping, S  =  3 15 kbit .9-random  interleaver, AWGN channel.

Results show th a t there is no raised error floor for the doubly-truncated Gaussian 

random  tim ing offset w ith a = T /8 . For a — T /4 , a significant error floor exists, near 

2 x 1CT5 at SNR 5 dB. This error floor is below th a t predicted by the overbound of 

Equation 11.6 by a factor of 2.
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There is a  slight loss in waterfall performance for a — T /8  of 0.1 dB. At higher SNR, 

coherent performance results are achieved with a = T /8 .

W hen the  tim ing offset model be tter approxim ates the actual tim ing offset d istri

bution out of the frame synchronizer, the performance of the combined iterative A PP 

phase-tim ing estim ation improves dramatically, to  near-coherent decoding results.
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Chapter 12

Conclusions

A low-complexity serially concatenated system presented in this thesis th a t combines an 

outer (3,2,2) parity  check code with an inner differential 8-PSK m odulation code offers 

near-capacity performance when iteratively decoding according to  tu rbo  principles. This 

system also provides a relatively high throughput of 2 bits/sym bol, due to  the higher- 

order 8-PSK m odulation. The rotationally-invariant property of the inner code aids in 

channel phase estim ation, and supplies sufficient soft information from the  inner A P P  

decoder to  allow initial operation under unknown channel phase rotations.

Both encoding and decoding portions of this system may be implem ented w ith low 

complexity, and could be used in conjunction with packet transmission, where short 

messages increase the need for phase offset immunity. Due to a very low MSED, this 

simple code has a significant error floor. An improved 8-PSK m apping lowers the  error 

floor a t a slight 0.2 dB SNR penalty in the tu rbo  cliff onset region.

Significant lowering of the  error floor by nearly two orders of m agnitude was achieved 

by development of a short-cycle-free code-matched interleaver. This interleaver design 

elim inated the  low MSED error events possible in the D8-PSK trellis by viewing them  

as short cycles in the interleaver factor graph.

A low-complexity channel estim ation procedure using this soft inform ation from the 

inner A P P  decoder achieves near-coherent performance w ithout channel phase informa

tion, under both  constant and time-varying sim ulated phase processes. Neither pilot
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symbols nor differential dem odulation were used or required. The random  walk phase 

process channel estim ation results in a loss in tu rbo  cliff performance of about 0.25 dB, 

while the  linear phase process results in near-coherent results for A  f T  = 4.5 x 10-5 to  a 

0.5 dB loss in tu rbo  cliff for more severe A f T  =  2.1 x 10~4. A raised error floor occurs 

for larger A  f T  due to  cycle slips.

A PP tim ing estim ation similarly utilizes the  A PP information from the  inner D8-PSK 

A PP decoder to  generate soft D8-PSK symbol estimates. These soft symbol estim ates 

are used in a data-directed tim ing error detector to  find an iteratively-improving tim ing 

offset estim ate. An interpolator then supplies an interpolated received sequence sampled 

a t times w ith the  tim ing offset estim ate removed. New channel metrics for the  inner 

A PP decoder are found using the new interpolated sequence.

Incorporation of cycle-slip detection based on the mean parity  A P P  LLRs allows 

correction of cycle slips by the tim ing estim ation algorithm. Performance is significantly 

improved for a uniformly random  tim ing offset when cycle-slip detection is included with 

A PP tim ing estim ation, compared to  no cycle-slip detection. Coherent decoding results 

were achieved with a  tim ing offset r  uniformly distributed over [—T /2 , T /2 ) and constant 

over a codeword frame with A PP tim ing estim ation and cycle-slip detection.

A PP channel and tim ing estim ation are next combined together w ithin the  iterative 

decoding loop. F irst, a tim ing estim ate found from a DD TED with soft symbol estim ates 

is used to  obtain  a new interpolated sequence, sampled with the  estim ated tim ing offset 

removed. The A PP channel estim ate is found from the interpolated sequence and soft 

symbol estim ates. New channel metrics are obtained using the updated  channel estim ate 

which incorporates the latest tim ing estim ate. These improved channel metrics are then 

used by the inner D8-PSK decoder in the next decoding iteration.

The decoder w ith combined A PP channel and tim ing estim ation integrates bo th  de

coding and synchronization into the  iterative decoding loop, and allows for packet syn

chronization w ithout loss of poorly-synchronized initial bits. No training sequences or 

pilot symbols are required for synchronization, w ith their corresponding ra te  loss. Dif-
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ferential dem odulation is not required either for channel synchronization.

Coherent decoding results were achieved for a phase offset of 7r/16 rads and constant 

tim ing offset of 0.4T. Due to  significant performance degradation with a constant tim ing 

offset of T /2  and the phase offset, even w ith cycle-slip detection, A PP tim ing estim ation 

for a uniformly distributed tim ing offset and 7t/16 radians phase offset saw 1 dB loss in 

waterfall performance and a raised error floor even with cycle-slip detection.

However, a uniformly distributed tim ing offset does not accurately model the  tim ing 

offset d istribution available from the frame synchronizer. A doubly-truncated Gaussian 

distribution b e tte r models the frame synchronizer’s ability to locate the  symbol tim ing by 

the  correlation peak. Simulation results with a doubly-truncated G aussian-distributed 

constant tim ing offset showed th a t near-coherent decoding results could be achieved for 

a  = T /8  and 7r/16 radians phase offset, with only 0.1 dB loss in waterfall performance 

and no raised error floor.

In conclusion, this thesis presented a capacity-approaching iteratively-decodable cod

ing system th a t integrates decoding and synchronization together. The iterative nature 

of the decoder allows for steadily improving symbol estimates, which in tu rn  provide 

improved tim ing and phase estimates, resulting in improved channel m etrics for the  fol

lowing iteration. The A PP phase and tim ing estim ation procedure is easily implemented, 

and does not require an exhaustive search over both  phase and tim ing param eters. Near- 

coherent error-rate results are achieved even in the presence of a combined phase and 

tim ing offset.
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A ppendix A

Probability of W eight-2 and 

W eight-4 Two-Branch Error Events 

w ith  Random  Interleaving

A . l  T w o -B ra n ch  E rror E v en ts  and  8 -P S K  M a p p in g

We consider the relative probability of a two-branch error event w ith d,H — 2 compared 

to  th a t w ith dn  — 4, for the serial concatenation of an outer (3,2,2) parity  check code 

and inner differential 8-PSK modulation. A random  bit interleaver w ithout spreading 

is assumed. Two specific 8-PSK mappings are considered, na tu ra l m apping and an 

improved m apping shown in Figure A .I.

A .1.1 Error E ven ts for N atu ra l and Im proved  8 -P S K  M ap p in gs

Note th a t  8-PSK m appings are not regular, i.e., the Hamming distance du  is no t the 

same between all symbols th a t are an equal squared Euclidean distance (SED) apart. 

For example, w ith natu ral mapping, symbols 000 and 001 have SED=0.586 and d n  =  1, 

while symbols 000 and 111 also have SED=0.586 and dj-j = 3. This means th a t in 

considering error events, we cannot use the  all-zeros pa th  as a reference pa th  b u t m ust
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Figure A .l: An alternative 8-PSK signal mapping.

instead consider all possible paths. However, the differential 8-PSK trellis is ro tationally  

invariant to  phase rotations of multiples of 7r/4 rads, and thus we may consider all paths 

which begin in the zero sta te  to  be equivalent to  their parallel ro ta ted  paths beginning 

in a different state.

A list of all possible correct/incorrect two-branch paths w ith M SED=0.586 which 

begin in the  zero sta te  may be determined for each mapping, and correspondingly, the 

Hamming distance of the error event e =  v' — v', where v' is the original 8-PSK m apping 

for the two symbols corresponding to  the correct two-branch pa th  and v '  is the  original 

8-PSK m apping for the two symbols corresponding to  the incorrect two-branch path .

W ith  natu ra l mapping, we may consider all two-branch paths beginning in the  zero 

sta te  w ith initial correct 8-PSK symbol mapping 000 and initial incorrect 8-PSK symbol 

m apping 001. This consists of v ',v '=  [000-000,001-111],[000-001,001-000],[000-010,001- 

001 ],[000- 0 1 1 ,001- 010 ], [000 - 100 ,001-011 ], [000 - 101 ,001- 100],[000- 1 10 ,000- 101],[000 - 111 ,001 -

110]. Switching v' and v' provides the same e and is equivalent. Similarly, we m ust 

consider all eight two-branch paths beginning in the zero sta te  w ith initial correct 8-PSK 

symbol m apping 001 and initial incorrect 8-PSK symbol m apping 010, etc., and finally 

all eight two-branch paths w ith initial correct 8-PSK symbol m apping 111 and initial 

incorrect 8-PSK symbol m apping 000.
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A . 1.2 E ven  H am m in g  d istan ce  M S E D  tw o-b ran ch  error p a th s

In this fashion, we discover th a t there are 40 MSED two-branch error paths w ith even 

d,H for na tu ra l mapping, and of those, 16 have du = 2 (equivalent error events obtained 

by switching correct/incorrect paths are not considered). For example, [000-001,001- 

000],[000-011,001-010],[000-101,001-100],[000-111,001-110] all have SED =0.586 and dH =  

2. Note th a t  all of these have the error pa th  e=[001-001]. The error paths are constrained 

to  even du  because of the outer (3,2,2) parity check code; each parity  codeword has 

du  = 2, and thus the  entire parity-encoded sequence m ust have even Ham ming weight. 

Therefore, any error pa th  m ust also have even du-

We m ay do likewise for the improved mapping of Figure A .I. This m apping also has 

40 MSED two-branch error paths with even d # , bu t only one of these has dH = 2. This 

is v', v'=[010-011,011-010], w ith the error pa th  e=[001-001] - the same error p a tte rn  as 

for na tu ra l m apping d#  — 2 MSED two-branch error path .

The question may arise, if both  natu ral and improved mappings have the  same num ber 

of MSED even-weight two-branch error paths, why then  do we see a lowered error floor 

for the new m apping if the multiplicities are the same for both  mappings? The answer 

is th a t the d#  =  2 MSED errors are far more likely to  occur in a random  interleaver 

w ithout spreading th an  are the d# = 4 and du = 6 MSED errors. This will be shown 

in the following sections. Thus, the larger multiplicity of natural m apped du  =  2 MSED 

errors causes a higher BER a t high SNR where MSED error predom inate, resulting in a 

higher error floor for na tu ra l m apping with respect to the new mapping.

A .2 In ter lea v er  D e s ig n  an d  M S E D  E rror E v e n ts

In order to  determ ine the  relative probability of d n = 2 MSED error events in comparison 

with d n —4 MSED error events, let us first examine how the structure  of these error 

events from an interleaver perspective, including the effect of the (3,2,2) parity  check 

code. Since the  (3,2,2) parity  codewords all have d # =2, a d # = 2  MSED error event m ust
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involve only one (3,2,2) parity  codeword. A possible d n = 2 error event is shown in factor 

graph representation in Figure A.2A, with the (3,2,2) parity-encoded bits v  shown as 

circles, the interleaved bits v' which will be m apped to  8-PSK symbols shown as squares, 

and the interleaver perm utations v' =  n(v) shown as edges connecting circles to  squares. 

Figure A.2B expands each node to  include the three bits of each (3,2,2) parity  check 

codeword, shown as oval nodes, and 8-PSK symbol nodes, shown as rectangular nodes.

(3,2,2)
parity

codewords

i-PSK symbols 
w

B

o o o

v' □ □ □ □ □ 
A

Figure A .2: Interleaver factor graph for du  =  2 MSED two-branch events.

This factor graph representation shows clearly th a t the du= 2  MSED error event 

involves one parity  codeword and two adjacent 8-PSK symbols in a  particular pattern . 

This error event is possible when the interleaver design perm utes two bits of one parity  

codeword to  adjacent 8-PSK symbols. An 5-random  spread interleaver w ith spreading 

5  >  3 will obviously prevent this occurance, and provide a larger M SED=1.17, bu t we 

are considering only random  interleaver design here.

A .3 P r o b a b ility  o f  a  W eig h t-2  M S E D  T w o -b ra n ch  

E rror E v en t

T he probability P (W 2 )  th a t a  random ly designed interleaver perm utes two bits of a t 

least one (3,2,2) parity  codeword to  two adjacent 8-PSK symbols in the p a tte rn  _ _ x _ 

_ x to  the  last bits of two adjacent symbols, which is term ed event W 2, is calculated as 

follows. Assume a uniformly random  interleaver of length N  such th a t the probability
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any one bit of a  parity  codeword is interleaved to a particular bit position is 1/JV. There 

are M  =  iV/3 codewords of the (3,2,2) parity  check code and M  8-PSK symbols. A 

single codeword, w ith all 3 bit positions chosen randomly, has (^ ) possible choices for 

b it positions.

The event C W 2 describes a randomly-chosen parity  codeword x  which does n o t  have 

two bits perm uted to  two adjacent 8-PSK symbols in the pattern  _ _ x _ _ x, i.e., to  the 

last bits of two adjacent symbols. The probability P ( W 2) =  1 — P (W 2 ),  where P (W 2 )  

is the probability th a t a random  interleaver does n o t  perm ute two bits of any parity  

codeword in a way th a t generates a weight-2 MSED two-branch error event. P (W 2 )  

m ay be approxim ated by P (C W 2 )M for large M , as the bit perm utations for different 

codewords become approxim ately independent.

Event C W 2 describes a parity  codeword th a t has two bits interleaved to  the last bits 

of two adjacent 8-PSK symbols. The number of possible perm utations including two 

consecutive last bits are found by first counting the number of possible consecutive last 

b it pairs, from (3,6) to  (N -3 ,N ). There are M  — 1 consecutive last b it pairs. The th ird  

b it of the  parity  codeword is chosen from the  N  — 2 remaining bits. However, each set of 

three consecutive last bits, from (3,6,9) to  (N -6 ,N -3 ,N )  has been included twice. There 

are M -2  of these doubly-counted triples. To compensate for overcounting, they m ust be 

subtracted  off once from the to tal. Thus the number of possible perm utations w ith two 

consecutive last bits is found to  be

(M  -  1 ){N  -  2) -  (M  -  2) =  (M  -  1)(3M  -  2) -  (M  — 2) =  3M 2 -  6M  +  4. (A .l)

The probability of event C W 2, th a t one codeword perm utes to  two consecutive last 

bits of adjacent 8-PSK symbols, is found by dividing the number of possible perm utations
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w ith two consecutive last bits by the to ta l number of possible perm utations; th is gives

/ /~iT x rr*\ 3M 2 - 6 M  +  4 3M 2 - 6 M  +  4P [ c m  =  ( J )  =  m

3M 2 -  6 M  +  4
3M (3M  — 1)(3M  — 2)/6  

=  63M 2 -  6 M  +  427M 3 -  27M 2 +  6 M  

18 M 2 9
«  — —- =  —  for large M. (A.2)

27 M 3 3M  v '

The probability th a t a codeword does n o t  perm ute to  two consecutive last bits, event

C W 2 , is given by
2

P (C W  2 ) =  1 - 3 ^  (A.3)

For large M , the perm utations for each parity codeword are approxim ately indepen

dent. Thus the probability P ( W 2) th a t a random  interleaver does n o t  have any of its M  

codewords perm uting to  two consecutive last bits of adjacent 8-PSK symbols is found as

P {W 2)  =  P (C W 2 )m  -  (1 -  ^ ) M (A.4)

The binomial series expansion may be used to  calculate Equation A.4 for large M , 

as -C 1. For good accuracy, the first five term s are included. All factors of 1 /M  or 

smaller are neglected.

. n(n  — l ) x 2 n (n  — l) (n  — 2)x3
( l - x ) n =  1 ~ n x +  K 2! J---------- i ^ +

( \  _  ^ ^  1 ^ 1  ^  ~  M ) _  ~  M +  g )  , ~  M ^  g  ~  ApO
1 3M  3 18 162 243

«  1 - -  +  —  -  —  +  — =  0.514. (A.5)
3 18 162 243 v J

Note th a t this result is independent of interleaver length as long a s M > l .

The probability th a t a random  interleaver contains a t least one weight-2 two-branch 

error event is found as P (W 2 ) =  1 — P (W 2 )  >  1 — 0.514 =  0.486. Thus the  probability of 

a random ly-generated interleaver containing a t least one weight-2 two-branch error event
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is very high, alm ost 50%. This probability was confirmed by numerical sim ulations to  be 

approxim ately 50% and is independent of interleaver length, given M >  1.

A .4  T w o -b ra n ch  E rror E v en ts  w ith  du =  4

We now consider MSED two-branch error events w ith du  = 4 for bo th  m appings. A 

small sampling of these error events follows. For natural mapping, some d u = 4 two- 

branch error events which occur w ith a correct bit sequence v ' and incorrect b it sequence 

v ' are: [v', v']=[000-000,001-111],[001-010,010-001], [011-111,100-110],[101-010,110-001]. 

The weight-4 error sequences e =  v ' — v ' are of two types: a) 001-111 or 111-001, w ith 

du  = 3 on one branch and d u = 1 on the other branch; and b) 011-011, w ith du  =  2 

on both  branches. N atural m apping has 20 du  =  4 MSED two-branch error events, 

assuming a  zero-state beginning; there are 15 type (a) error events, and 5 type (b) error 

events. All parallel sequences are equivalent. Reverses are not counted, so [000-000,001-

111] is considered equivalent to  [001-111,000-000]. Counting reverses, na tu ra l m apping 

has 40 du  =  4 MSED two-branch error events.

The improved m apping of Figure A .l has 38 possible du  = 4 MSED two-branch 

error events, 36 w ith du — 2 on each branch, and 2 with du  = 3 on one branch and 

d u  = 1 on the other branch. Again, parallel sequences are equivalent, and reverses are 

also not counted; counting reverses, there are 76 possible du  — 4 MSED two-branch error 

events. A few of these du  = 4 MSED two-branch error events are: [v', v ']=  [000-110,101- 

101],[000- 101 ,101-000],[011-001 ,110-111][110-010 ,101- 100], [000-011 ,111-010].

The weight-4 error sequences e are of four basic types: a) 101-101, b) 101-011, 011- 

101, 101-110 or 110-101, c) 011-110, and d) 111-001 or 001-111, where type (d) has one 

branch w ith du  = 3 and one branch with du = 1. These types are general enough th a t 

we may assume no specific patterns for the improved mapping w ith little  loss in accuracy.

As each (3,2,2) parity  check codeword has Hamming weight du  — 2, a weight-4 error 

event m ust involve two parity  codewords. Figure A.3 shows a factor graph representation 

of a weight-4 two-branch error event, where ovals represent the (3,2,2) parity  codewords
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and rectangles represent each three bits m apping to  an 8-PSK symbol. The edges con

necting ovals and rectangles are the interleaver bit perm utations. A weight-4 two-branch 

error event involves two parity  codewords, w ith two errors each, perm uting to  two adja

cent 8-PSK symbols. Two particular error patterns are shown in Figure A .3, w ith the 

special case of one bit error in one branch and three b it errors on the other branch shown 

in Figure A.3B.

A B

Figure A .3: Interleaver codeword/sym bol factor graph for d # = 4 MSED two-branch error 
event.

Determ ining the probability th a t a random  interleaver contains a p a tte rn  of the  dn  = 

4 two-branch error type proceeds as follows. F irst, we determine the probability P (G W 4) 

th a t  between two codewords, a  d#  =  4 two-branch error pa tte rn  exists. From th a t, the  

probability P (C W A )  =  1 — P (C W 4 )  th a t no d n = 4 two-branch error p a tte rn  exists is 

calculated. Then the probability P (W 4) th a t a random  interleaver does not contain any 

d n =  4 two-branch error patterns is found as the probability th a t between all two-codeword 

combinations, there are no d # = 4 two-branch error patterns.

P (W 4 ) < P ( C W l ) ^ )  =  P i C W l ) ^ ^ 11 »  P ( C W 4 ) ^ ,  M > 1 ,  (A.6)

where M  is the number of (3,2,2) parity  codewords, with M —N / 3 and N  being the 

interleaver length. Finally, the probability P {W 4) th a t a random  interleaver contains at 

least one d # = 4 two-branch error pa tte rn  is found as P (W 4) =  1 — P{W A).

We shall assume th a t no specific pa tte rn  exists for the d # = 4  two-branch error event
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other th an  th a t two bits from each of two codewords m ust perm ute into two adjacent 

8-PSK symbols. This is a good assum ption for the  m apping of Figure A .l; for na tu ra l 

m apping, it results in over-estimation of the probability of forming a d n = 4 two-branch 

error event, which ultim ately results in over-estimation of the probability P ( W 4) th a t  a 

random  interleaver contains a t least one d # = 4  two-branch pattern . However, analysis will 

show th a t  P ( W 4) is significantly smaller th an  P ( W 2), even using this general assum ption.

Let us consider th a t the two (3,2,2) parity  codewords x  and y  have between them  

six bits, two of which m ap to  an 8-PSK symbol X  and two of which m ap to  either its 

adjacent 8-PSK symbol Y  or Z . The remaining two bits may m ap to  any rem aining 

position. If we then  view events from the  perm uted bits rather th an  the parity  codeword 

bits, we may lump together events where one bit from both  x  and y  go to  symbols X  and 

Y  and another bit from both  x  and y  also goes to  symbols X  and Y ,  w ith events where 

two bits from x  go to  X  and two bits from y  go to Y .  We do this by considering the  two 

perm uted bits in symbol X  to  be of color red, and the  two perm uted bits in symbol Y  or 

symbol Z  to  be of color blue. The two remaining bits are colored one red and one blue. 

We are not concerned w ith which codeword, x  or y, the  bits originally came from. Note 

there are (®) ways to  categorize or color the six bits of codewords x  and y  so th a t  three 

are blue and three are red.

Symbol X  may either be one of the two end symbols of the  entire coded sequence, 

or one of the  M  — 2 middle symbols. F irst, consider the case where symbol X  is one of 

the  two end symbols. As X  is an end symbol, only one symbol position adjacent to  X  is 

available. Symbol X  contains a t least two red bits. Symbol Y  contains a t least two blue 

bits. We further divide this case into event A, where no red bits are in Y ,  and event B. 

where the  last red bit is in Y .

For event A, there are TV — 5 positions available for the last red bit, the  rem aining 

b it position in X  or any bit position in the M  — 2 remaining symbols. Similarly, the 

last blue b it can be in the remaining bit position in Y  or any bit position in the  M  — 2 

rem aining symbols. Thus the num ber of possible combinations for the red bits (also for
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the  blue bits) is 3 (N  — 5) — 2, with (®) =  3 different ways to  place two bits in one symbol. 

The com bination which includes all three red bits in symbol X  (or all three blue bits in 

symbol Y )  is counted three times, so to  avoid overcounting, the  two redundant cases are 

subtracted  off. The to ta l possible combinations in event A  is then given by

A  = 2(3( N  -  5) -  2) -  2(3(3M  -  5) -  2) =  2(9M  -  17) -  18M  -  34, (A.7)

as there are two end symbols.

Event B,  where one red bit is in Y  w ith the other two red bits in X ,  has three possible 

choices for the single red bit in Y ,  and three possible combinations for the  two red bits 

in X .  There are nine to ta l combinations for the  red bits. Y  contains a t least two blue 

bits. The rem aining blue b it is either in the remaining position in X  or any of the  M  — 2 

rem aining symbols, giving N  — 5 possible choices. The to ta l combinations of event B  are 

then  found for the  two end symbols by m ultiplying the red bit combinations by the  blue 

b it combinations, and m ultiplying this term  by a factor of two for the two end symbols, 

resulting in

2 x 9(JV -  5) =  18(A -  5) =  18(3M  -  5) =  54M  -  90. (A.8)

If X  is one of the M  — 2 middle symbols, then  X  has two adjacent symbols Y  and

Z,  one to  the left and one to  the right. Again, symbol X  contains a t least two red bits; 

either symbol Y  or Z  contains a t least two blue bits. The middle-symbol events m ay be 

divided as above into event C,  where no red bits are in either adjacent symbol Y  or Z,  

and event D,  where one red bit is in one of the adjacent symbols Y  or Z .

Event C may have the  remaining red bit located in symbol X  or in one of the M  — 3 

non-adjacent symbols. Thus the remaining red bit has N  — 8 possible positions. There 

are three possible ways to  position the first two red bits in X .  Again, 3 ( N  — 8) results 

in overcounting the  case where all three red bits are in X ,  so the  num ber of possible 

combinations for the red bits is 3 ( N  — 8) — 2. E ither adjacent symbol Y  or Z  m ay contain 

two or three blue bits. The blue b it scenario is the same as for event A,  m ultiplied by
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two because there are now two adjacent symbols instead of one. There are 2(9M  — 17) 

possible combinations for the three blue bits.

M ultiplying the  red bit combinations by the blue bit combinations, and also m ulti

plying by the  M  — 2 possible middle symbols, we obtain for event C  the  following to ta l 

possibilities:

(M  -  2)(3(iV -  8) -  2)2(9M  -  17) =  2 (M  -  2)(9M  -  26)(9M  -  17). (A.9)

Event D  has two red bits in symbol X  and one red bit in one of the  adjacent symbols 

Y  or Z.  There are 6 possible bit positions for the last red bit, and 3 possible combinations 

of the two red bits in X ,  for a to ta l of 18 possible red bit combinations.

Two blue bits are either in the same adjacent symbol as the one red bit, or in the 

opposite adjacent symbol. If they are in the same adjacent symbol, then  the last blue 

bit must be in one of the remaining N  — 5 positions. If they are in the opposite adjacent 

symbol, then  the last blue bit can either be in the same symbol as the other two blue 

bits, or in one of the other symbols. This scenario is the same as for event A,  resulting 

in 9M  — 17 possible combinations. The number of bit combinations for the blue bits is 

thus N  — 5 +  9M  — 17 for one symbol.

The num ber of possible combinations for event D is found as

(M  -  2)18(IV -  5 +  9Af -  17) =  18(M  -  2)(3M  -  5 +  9M  -  17) =  18(M  -  2)(12M  -  22),

(A.10)

as there are M  — 2 middle symbols.

The num ber of to ta l combinations in which a pair of parity codewords form a weight-4 

error p a tte rn  w ith adjacent 8-PSK symbols is the  sum of possible combinations for events
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A, B,  C  and D,  which is

=  2(9M  -  17)(9M  -  17) +  54M  -  90 +  2(M  -  2)(9M  -  17)(9M  -  26) +

18(M  — 2)(12M  — 22)

=  162M 2 -  612M  + 54M  +  578 -  90 +

2(M  -  2)(81M 2 -  387M  +  442 +  108M -  198)

=  2(81M 2 -  279M  +  244) +  2(M  -  2)(81M 2 -  279M  + 244)

=  2 (M  — 1)(81M 2 — 279M  +  244) (A .ll)

The probability th a t a pair of parity  codewords form a weight-4 error p a tte rn  with 

adjacent 8-PSK symbols is then found by dividing the number of to ta l weight-4 combi

nations by the  to ta l possible combinations, as

P ( C W 4 )  =  P{A)  + P ( B )  +  P( C)  + P{D)

2(M  -  1)(81M 2 -  279M  +  244)

2(M  -  1)(81M 2 -  279M  + 244)
N ( N  -  1 ) ( N  -  2) ( N  -  3) ( N  -  4) ( N  -  5)/36

P( CWA)  = ....... !g (^ - ^ ) ( 8 1 ^ 2 -  2 7 9 d / . 2 :14).......
i V ( l V - l ) ( l V - 2 ) ( i V - 3 ) ( 7 V - 4 ) ( l V - 5 )  V 1

For large N  = and M  = N / 3, P (C W 4) is well-approximated by

p(̂ 4, „ m =m f i (A,3)
The probability th a t any pair of codewords do not form a d n = 4 error p a tte rn  is

found as P (C W 4 ) = 1 — P (C W 4) =  1 — 216/A'3. The probability P(VF4) th a t  a random  

interleaver does not have any d^ —4 error patterns between any of its codewords is approx

im ated by raising P ( C W 4 )  to  the power of the number of two-codeword combinations
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possible in the  interleaver. There are M  = N/ 3  parity  codewords.

W  " ( i - y r )
M ( M - l )

  /  2 16 \ 2
P ( W  4) «  ( i _ _ j  . (A. 14)

The binomial series expansion is again used to  approxim ate this term . Only two 

term s will be necessary because of the large powers of jV; the rest may be neglected for 

N  > 100.

M ( M - l )

P ( W i )  «  ( l - § f )

216 M (M  — 1)
N 3 2
216 (IV2 -31V )

“  W  18
  1 0

P ( W 4 )  «  1 - - .  (A .15)

The probability P ( W 4) th a t a random  interleaver contains a t least one p a tte rn  sup

porting a d n = 4 two-branch error event is found as

P ( W4 )  =  1 — P(WA)

12
P( WA)  «  (A .16)

Note th a t P{WA)  is 0 ( N ~ 1), contrasted with P ( W2 )  which was independent of N .  For 

our interleaver length N  =  15000, P( WA)  & 0.0008 <C P ( W2 )  m 0.486. A random  

interleaver is far less likely to  contain a pa tte rn  supporting a d n = 4 two-branch error

event th an  it is a dH=2 two-branch error event. This explains the  lowered error floor

of the serially concatenated code using the improved m apping of Figure 1 over na tu ra l 

mapping, even though bo th  mappings have the same number of even-dn  two-branch error 

events. The improved m apping has far fewer (1 vs. 16) d # = 2 two-branch error events, 

which are far more likely to  be possible in a uniformly random  interleaver.
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A ppendix B

M oving Average Filter for Channel 

Phase Estim ates

B . l  E x p o n e n tia lly -D e c a y in g  M o v in g  A v er a g e  F ilte r

W hen a time-varying phase process (p(t) is assumed, a constant phase estim ate for the 

entire block will be insufficient to  describe the process. The instantaneous channel esti

m ates for each symbol are time-varying but nearly uncorrelated. Correlation between a 

range of phase estim ates can be introduced through a smoothing moving average filter. 

The instantaneous channel estim ates hk a t sampling tim e k T  are filtered through an 

exponentially decaying moving average (MA) filter F ( oj) to  sm ooth them .

For the MA filter of Equation 9.10, the filter taps f j  of the  MA filter F( w)  are 

defined by hk =  \F(u  =  0 ) |_1 J2j=o f j hk - j  w ith f j  =  a j , where hk is the sm oothed 

channel estim ate a t sampling tim e kT ,  hk- j  is the  instantaneous channel estim ate a t 

tim e (k — j ) T ,  and a  is the exponential decay param eter, constrained by 0 <  a  <  1. 

The value of a  determines how fast the MA filter dies off. If a: = I, all previous channel 

estim ates are weighted equal to  the current estim ate, and the filter is a simple averaging 

filter.

The moving average filter of Equation 9.10 operates on the d a ta  in a forward direction.
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This m eans th a t the first few estim ates are less accurate than  the  last estim ates as fewer 

samples are considered in the estim ate. The moving average filter may also operate on 

the  d a ta  in a backwards sequence, courtesy of the tu rbo  coding environment where the 

entire frame of da ta  is available to  work with. The channel estim ates for the  backward 

moving average filter will be more accurate towards the beginning of the d a ta  frame, 

and less accurate towards the  end (which are the first estim ates out of the  backward MA 

filter). Now th a t two sets of channel estim ates are available, they m ay be averaged with 

a sm oothing filter, which takes the first few channel estimates from the backward MA, 

the  last few channel estim ates from the forward MA, and smoothly ram ps up to  an equal 

average of the  two MA filtered estimates. This is accomplished as

hk =  ,5 (tanh ((l -  a ) k / 2) * hk<{or +  (1 -  ta n h (( l -  a ) ( N  -  k ) / 2) * hk<back)- (B .l)

The estim ates may be combined in an even simpler manner, w ith the  forward channel 

estim ate used for the  la tte r half of the symbol sequence, and the backward channel 

estim ate used for the  first half of the sequence. This way, no additional filtering is 

required, and each estim ate is used in the range where it provides the m ost accurate 

results. Simulations showed no noticeable performance loss in using this lower-complexity 

m ethod of combining the forward and backward filtered channel estimates.

B .2  F ilte r  F req u en cy  R e sp o n se

The frequency response of the MA filter F ( uj) w ith filter taps f j  =  is given by

N - 1  N - l

F{ cj) = ' Y 2 f k exp( - j ku j )  = ^ 2 a k exp(- jkLu)
k= 0 k= 0

=  1 +  a e x p (—jco) +  a 2 exp(— j 2 u )  +  . . .  +  a * ’ 1 exp(— j ( N  — l)cu) (B.2)
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As a geometric series, this is equivalent to

= (B 3)
1 — a e x p ( —j  uj )

For large N , aA -1 —► 0, and the filter frequency response is well-approximated by

F ( lo) = --------------  -. (B.4)
1 — ct exp (—j  uj)

The DC filter response, used to  normalize to  unity gain, is F ( uj — 0) =  The 

smoothed channel phase estim ate of Equation 9.10 is thus obtained, w ith the  factor of 

1 — a  in front to  normalize the filter response to  unity.

This exponential decay filter is a low-pass filter. The m agnitude of the DC-normalized 

frequency response, |i?(w )|/|F ’(0)|, is shown in Figure B .l with a  = .99, for 0 <  lo/tt <  2. 

A magnified view of |F (w ) |/ |F (0 ) | for 0 <  uj/ tt <  0.05 shows th a t the  m ajority  of the  filter 

energy is contained in the region 0 <  uj < 7r/50. Figure B .l also shows the  phase response 

of this filter for the  same a  and frequency range. The filter phase is nearly linear in the 

range of greatest m agnitude, from 0 <  to < 7r/100. A linear phase filter introduces a 

tim e delay, as shown by the Fourier transform  relationship A (sn_m) =  S(u>) exp (—j  m  u ) , 

where S ( u )  = A (s„). A slope m  of the linear phase w .r.t. u  results in a  tim e delay of m.

The filter delay m  of this filter can be found for small values of u  (w ithin the  region 

of greatest energy concentration) as follows.

F( u )  =  1/(1 — a e x p (—j  uj ) )  — (1 — a  cos ( — uj ) — a s i n ( —u>))~1 = (A e x p (j$ ) )_1 (B.5)

where A  = y / l  -  2acos(a;) +  a 2 and $  =  ta n " 1 = t a n " 1 ) .

For small uj ,  A  tv \ / l  — 2a + a 2 =  1 — a  as found earlier. Using the small angle 

approxim ations sin(tu) ~  uj and tan(w) ~  uj, we obtain $  «  a w / (1 — a). Thus, IF(uj)  = 

—a.ujj(1 — a)  in the region of linear phase. The filter delay m  — a / {1 — a).

Use of Equation 9.10 actually gives A _m because of the filter delay. A delay of m
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Figure B .l: M agnitude and phase response of exponentially-decaying moving average 
filter, a  — 0.99, for 0 <  ui < 2n and a magnified view of 0 <  u j  < 7 t / 2 0 .

symbols is com pensated for by using an input estim ate sequence which is advanced m  

steps forward in time, so th a t [hm, . . . ,  hk+m] is used to  calculate hk instead of [ho, . . . ,  hk}- 

The filtering equation changes from Equation 9.10 to

hk = (1 -  a )Y ^ O ih 3hj+m, 
j=o

(B.6)

to  compensate for the delay.

The last m  tim e steps will not have a filtered channel estim ate available as they  would 

require samples th a t do not exist (or are in a different frame) [h^+1 , . . . ,  / i,v + m ] for frame 

length N . Two approaches may be taken. Samples from another frame may be consid

ered not available, in which case either hjv-m can be used as the channel estim ate for
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[hff-m+i,  • • • > hur], which assumes the channel static over m  symbols (not a  bad assum p

tion for small m ), or a weighted combination of the channel estim ate hk, Vi — N —m+1,  N  

and JiN-m may be used. Alternatively, channel samples from another frame m ay be avail

able for use in the estim ate. The first approach is used in the sim ulations presented in 

th is thesis.
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